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Abstract

Over the past decade, a great deal of work has been done both experimen-
tally and theoretically on elucidating the mechanism of CO2 electroreduc-
tion on transition metal surfaces. Copper is, so far, the only known catalyst
that leads to formation of hydrocarbons and alcohols. The overpotential,
however, is high and the selectivity towards a particular product is low. In
order to find a better electrocatalyst, a deeper understanding of the factors
affecting both the efficiency and selectivity would be useful. Theoretical
calculations based on density functional theory and minimum energy path
calculations on the mechanism and rate of CO2 reduction as well as the
competing reaction, H2 formation on close packed Cu, Ag, Au, Ni, Pt, Pd,
Ir, Rh and Fe surfaces have been carried out in this thesis project. A de-
tailed atomic scale model of the electrical double layer, i.e. metal slab and
water layer with solvated protons, has been used to evaluate not only the
free energy of intermediates as a function of applied potential but also the
activation energy for each elementary step, both Heyrovsky and Tafel reac-
tions. The predicted current density based on these parameter free calcula-
tions are in remarkably good agreement with experimental measurements.
A two-parameter descriptor is established that can help identify improved
electrocatalysts for this important reaction. The elucidation of the reaction
mechanism of CO2 electroreduction to hydrocarbons and alcohols as well
as the competing hydrogen evolution reaction is an important step towards
the design of a selective and energy efficient catalyst for small scale, de-
centralized fuel production using renewable energy sources and CO2 as
reactants. The new insight obtained from the calculations provides a frame-
work that can help future development of electrocatalysts with higher en-
ergy efficiency and greater selectivity for a particular product, hydrocarbon
or alcohol.
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Útdráttur

Á undanförnum áratug hafa verið gerðar umfangsmiklar rannsóknir, bæði
kennilegar og með tilraunum, til að ákvarða gang CO2 rafafoxunar á yfir-
borðum hliðarmálma. Hingað til hefur einungis tekist að mynda kolvetni og
alkóhól með copar sem rafefnahvata. Yfirspennan sem þarf til er, hins vegar,
of há og og myndefnin of mörg. Til að finna betri rafefnahvata væri hjálplegt
að skilja betur þá þætti sem hafa áhrif á bæði virkni og sértækni hvatans. Í
þessu rannsóknaverkefni voru gerðir kennilegir reikningar byggðir á þéttni-
fellafræði og lágmarks orkuferlum til að ákvarða gang CO2 rafafoxunar sem
og hliðarhvarfsins, H2 myndunar, á Cu, Ag, Au, Ni, Pt, Pd, Ir, Rh og Fe yf-
irborðum. Nákvæmt líkan af tvílaginu, þ.e. málmþynnu og vatnslagi með
uppleystum prótónum, var notað til að meta bæði fría orku milliefna sem
fall af álagðri spennu sem og virkjunarorku fyrir hvert skref í efnahvarf-
inu, bæði Heyrovsky og Tafel gangi. Hvarfhraðinn sem reiknaður er út á
þennan hátt án mátunar á neinum stikum er í merkilega góðu samræmi við
mælingar. Vísitala sem byggir á tveimur breytistærðum er sett fram til að
hjálpa til við að leita að betri rafefnahvata fyrir þetta mikilvæga efnahvarf.
Vitneskja um hvarfgang CO2 rafafoxunar við myndun kolvetna og alkóhóla
sem og vetnismyndunar er mikilvægt skref í þróun á virkum og sértækum
rafefnahvata fyrir dreifða framleiðslu á eldsneyti með endurnýjanlegri orku
þar sem CO2 er notað sem hráefni. Það innsæi sem hefur fengist með út-
reikningunum leggur grunninn að frekari þróun á rafefnahvata sem býður
upp á betri orku nýtingu og myndar tiltekið myndefni, kolvetni eða alkó-
hól.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Introduction and motivation

The increasing energy demand and foreseeable reduction in the availabil-
ity of fossil fuel has sparked interest in the development of efficient ways
to produce synthetic fuels [1–4]. Also, due to the increase in anthropogenic
carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere and global climate change, a partic-
ularly appealing approach is to use CO2 as raw material. A plant operating
in Iceland is already commercially producing methanol using electricity and
CO2 stream from a geothermal power plant [5]. There, H2 is first produced
by electrolysis of water and then reacted with CO2 to form methanol.

It is possible to reduce CO2 directly in an electrochemical cell. Such a one-
step process could be more efficient than the two-step process [6]. Extensive,
pioneering work on electrochemical reduction of CO2 using pure transition
metal catalysts has been carried out by Hori and coworkers [7–9]. They
found significant yield of hydrocarbons (72%) such as CH4, C2H4, C2H5OH,
C3H7OH, C2H6, C3H5OH, CH3CHO, and C2H5CHO at copper electrodes.
However, no other transition metal electrode was found to produce a sig-
nificant yield of hydrocarbons in a two step process.

The only other detectable hydrocarbon formation was obtained at Cd, Pd
and Ni electrodes, where 1.3%, 2.9%, and 1.8% of methane were produced,
respectively. The CO2 reduction was found to stop at CO on Au, Ag and Zn
electrodes, and at HCOOH on post-transition metal electrodes. Hydrogen
was found to form almost exclusively on the remaining metal electrodes re-
ported by Hori in his review article: Ti, Fe, Ni, and Pt [9]. Pd actually stands
out in the trends observed there, with 28.3 % formation of CO gas. It has
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1. Introduction

been hypothesized [10] that the reason for this is formation of a Pd hydride
which likely weakens the affinity for carbon [11] and results in desorption
of CO into the gas phase. A few example results from Hori’s review article
[9] are listed in Table 1.1. Hori’s work has inspired many research groups

Table 1.1: Experimentally measured Faradaic yield in CO2 reduction at vari-
ous transition metal electrodes, at 5 mA/cm2 current density in a 0.1 M KHCO3
buffer at 18.5 ◦C, as summarized by Hori [9]. The hydrocarbons formed at copper
electrodes are predominantly CH4, C2H4, C2H5OH, C3H7OH, C2H6, C3H5OH,
CH3CHO, and C2H5CHO.

Electrode Potential vs. Faradiac efficiency (%)
metals SHE (eV) HC CO HCOOH H2

Au -1.14 0.0 87.1 0.7 10.2
Ag -1.37 0.0 81.5 0.8 12.4
Pd -1.20 2.9 28.3 2.8 26.2
Cu -1.44 72.3 1.3 9.4 20.5
Ni -1.48 2.1 0.0 1.4 88.9
Pt -1.07 0.0 0.0 0.1 95.7

to investigate the reduction of CO2 at copper electrodes. Recent experimen-
tal work has been able to detect a significantly greater variety of products
formed by CO2 reduction on copper electrodes than previously reported by
Hori [12]. The detailed mechanism and factors controlling selectivity are
also being studied by Tang et al. [13]. There, surface morphology of poly-
crystalline copper has been shown to affect the selectivity towards products.

Among the different approaches to catalytically transform CO2 to energy ef-
ficient fuels, thermo-catalysis and electro-catalysis utilizing heterogeneous
catalysts have become one of the hottest topics due to the fact that the re-
actions on solid−gas or solid−liquid interfaces are well facilitated and the
catalysts demonstrate better endurance as compared to homogeneous catal-
ysis.

Principally, both solid−gas interface thermo-catalysis and solid−liquid in-
terface electro-catalysis for CO2 reduction need to be coupled with hydro-
gen sources, i.e., either atomically activated H* (* denotes surface adsorbed
species) or proton−electron pairs (H+ + e−). Therefore, a good catalyst
must have the capability to dissociate hydrogen sources such as H2O and
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1.1. Introduction and motivation

H2 into atomic H* or to promote proton−electron transfer with relatively
low energy barriers. However, using only a single descriptor to discover bet-
ter CO2 reduction catalysts is not enough as on CO2 reducing conditions,
soup of intermediates of elementary steps, competing not only with each
other but also with hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). Actually, all the
reaction intermediates associated with CO2 reduction need to be carefully
analyzed. Although intense progress has been experimentally made in CO2
catalytic reduction in the last 20-30 years, only limited intermediates such
as CO* and HCOO* have been recognized by experimental methods due to
the limitation of experimental techniques as well as transient lifetimes of re-
action intermediates. Moreover, it is even more problematic to identify the
transition states involved in CO2 catalytic reduction and basic elementary
reactions using merely kinetic experiment data, because of an exacerbation
of limited detection techniques as well as intermediate lifetime.

To overcome this limitation, theoretical calculations have become prevailing
tools to investigate reaction mechanisms. Among them, density functional
theory (DFT), which computes ground-state energy and its derived prop-
erties using electron density instead of wave functions, has substantially
reduced computational cost and makes possible the calculation of relatively
larger systems such as nanoparticles and periodic surfaces. In particular, the
first-principles derived energetics, atomic configurations, transition states,
energy barriers, and reaction pathway can be used to predict the catalytic
activities on atomic level. Furthermore, DFT calculations can also be used
to validate experimental observations or to give theoretical justification for
results. In the past few decades, numerous theoretical studies, aiming to
identify the real active sites in real−world catalysts and design new candi-
dates, have been performed in the field of catalytic CO2 conversion. Most
of them provide good agreement with the experiments.
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2 Fossil fuels, CO2 and
energy challenges

Fossil fuels reservoirs are the main source of energy of our society because
of their availability, flexibility and high-pitch energy. Presently more than
80% [14] of global energy needs are full filled from fossil fuels and their
constant use not only triggers huge environmental issues but also their ir-
reproducible nature has dire consequences for global energy requirements.
CO2 is considered an anthropogenic greenhouse gas; it is a by-product of
combustion and respiration and is mainly released into the atmosphere.

In nature, carbon dioxide concentration is balanced: there are CO2 sinks
such as biosphere and oceans where green plants and other organisms are
capable of performing photosynthesis. Through this process, the CO2 is
taken from atmosphere and "togather" with water is utilized to synthesize
nutrients using sunlight as an energy source. this results in a removal of
CO2 from the atmosphere. However, due to the ever increasing anthro-
pogenic contribution to CO2 emission, predominantly from the burning of
carbonaceous fuels as well as the loss of sinks from deforestation, the bal-
ance has been lost and CO2 is now left accumulating in the atmosphere.
Anthropogenic CO2 is a greenhouse gas, and thus a rise in atmospheric
concentration of CO2 leads to a rise in the mean atmospheric temperature,
a phenomenon that is known as global warming. Increasing temperatures
have been documented around the world, with the largest anomalies be-
ing recorded in the Arctic and Antarctic regions [15]. If nothing is done to
stabilize CO2 levels, the concentration will reach about 500 ppm within the
next 50 years, leading to an increase in the mean global temperature by 4
to 6 ◦C within that same timeframe [15]. It is believed that global warming
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2. Fossil fuels, CO2 and energy challenges

will have dramatic environmental consequences, such as rising sea levels,
loss of fragile ecosystems, increased intensity of meteorological phenomena,
and increased frequency of extreme droughts and floods [16]. In order to
mitigate the effects of global warming, a massive effort must be undertaken
to manage carbon emissions and significantly reduce the amount of CO2
that enters the atmosphere.

Continuous monitoring of atmospheric CO2 concentrations in the atmo-
sphere shows a steady rise since the 1950s: see Figure 2.1. In addition,
ice core studies point to a sharp increase in the level of CO2 in the atmo-
sphere from around 285 parts per million (ppm) at the beginning of the
industrial revolution in late 1700s[17] to current levels of 385 ppm. Figure
2.1 also shows that the rate at which levels have increased in the past 250
years is unprecedented compared with the natural fluctuations seen in over
10,000 years of ice core records [15]. New research reveals that in ice core
records going back 650,000 years, the atmospheric CO2 concentration has
never been below 180 ppm and has never exceeded 300 ppm [18]. The data
also indicate a 100,000-year cycle in peak concentrations of CO2 that coin-
cides well with associated peaks in temperature. Thus, it is quite clear that
the current atmospheric concentrations are unprecedented in a million-year
time frame, and there is a strong link between atmospheric concentrations
of CO2 and mean global temperatures.

Figure 2.1: Production of carbon dioxide from burning coal, oil, and natural gas
has increased exponentially since the beginning of the Industrial Era, causing at-
mospheric levels of CO2 to rise from 285 to 385 parts per million.

To understand the impact of humans on atmospheric CO2 concentrations,
it is helpful to examine anthropogenic CO2 emissions in the context of nat-
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2. Fossil fuels, CO2 and energy challenges

ural global processes. Figure 2.2 depicts the global carbon cycle, where we
see the largest fluctuations of carbon exchange occurring naturally between
the atmosphere and the oceans, as well as between the atmosphere and
the terrestrial biosphere. Natural processes, such as primary productivity,
respiration, ocean uptake, and photosynthesis account for continuous fluc-
tuations of carbon into and out of the atmosphere. The net ocean uptake is
estimated at 8.5 gigatons CO2 per year (Gt CO2/yr), while the net terres-
trial uptake is on the order of 2.6 Gt CO2/yr (1 Gt CO2 = 1.109 metric tons
CO2 = 0.27 Gt C). In 2001, worldwide anthropogenic CO2 emissions were
estimated at 23 Gt of CO2 annually (1999 levels) [19]. The most recent data
at the time of this study (2004 data) show that emissions have increased to
27 Gt CO2 [20]. This implies that there is currently a net accumulation of
about 16 Gt of CO2 per year in the atmosphere.

Figure 2.2: Global carbon cycle showing fluxes in units of Gt C/yr. US DOE.
Climate Placemat: Energy-Climate Nexus, US Department of Energy Office of
Science. (//http:genomicscience.energy.gov/ and genomics.energy.gov).

In the 21st century, the most difficult challenge for mankind is to secure the
supply of sufficient food, water and energy for the entire human race [21–
23]. The world is facing a continuous growth in population which, apart
from increased demand for food and clean water, results in a higher energy
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2. Fossil fuels, CO2 and energy challenges

demand [21–24]. Energy is needed for heating and powering the buildings
in which we live and work, as well as for industry which produces food,
medications, and many other products essential for humanity. In addition,
transportation is one of the largest energy consuming commodities[24, 25].
Apart from growth of world’s population, economic growth in the develop-
ing societies leads to a larger energy demand and consumption [24].

Figure 2.3 shows comparative values of energy demand by regions (divided
into two groups: countries members of the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD and the rest of the world), the primary
use of energy, and the resources exploited to meet these demands [24]. The
plots indicate a projection of a rapid increase in primary energy demand
by 2030, due to an increase in population and income growth, mostly in
developing economies [24]. The total world energy consumption in 2010
is marked with a vertical line on plots in Figure 2.3 and corresponds to
roughly 12 billion tons of oil equivalent (toe) or 16 TW year. The major
growth in energy demand arises from the needs for the generation of power,
industry and transportation. Nowadays, these demands are almost entirely
met by fuels derived from fossil resources: oil, natural gas and coal [24].

Modern methadologies are mostly based on technological approach, con-
sisting in the conversion of crude oil, natural gas or coal to value-added
chemicals and transportation fuels [26, 27]. These technologies rely on pro-
cesses which can dissociate hydrogen and carbon, from different sources,
and reorganize them into the feedstock units for either fine chemicals or
high energy density fuels such as gasoline or diesel [25, 26]. All these
large scale processes (production of hydrogen, syngas, methane, methanol,
higher hydrocarbons, liquid fuels) proceed at elevated pressures and tem-
peratures using heterogeneous catalysis [28].

On the other hand, fossil resources are not infinite and are unequally dis-
tributed by the world’s regions [24]. Hence, the technological solutions that
are widely applied today are not sustainable in the long term. In addition,
the emissions from burning fossil fuels extensively are related to pollution
that affects the environment and may have an effect on the climate [24, 26].
In this sense, novel technologies are necessary to ensure a sustainable pro-
duction of chemicals and energy carriers in an economically viable fashion
and with minimal effects on the environment [26].

The major existing alternative (non-fossil fuels) technologies involve power
(electricity) generation employing hydro resources or nuclear fission [23, 27,
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2. Fossil fuels, CO2 and energy challenges

Figure 2.3: World energy consumption by region, by primary use and by resources
used for meeting these demands. OECD refers to member countries of the Orga-
nization for Economic Co-operation and Development. toe refers to energy unit -
tonne of oil equivalent (equals to 42 GJ). Reprinted from [24].

29]. However, the issues with the long term use of nuclear fission are re-
lated to the scarce fissile fuel materials and safe radioactive waste disposal.
Nuclear fusion is a promising technology yet to come and requires intense
scientific efforts [27]. Even though these technologies are an alternative to
fossil fuels, they are still not effectively applicable on large scale in the long
term, and are thus unsustainable.

The challenge of lowering the CO2 content of the atmosphere is being tack-
led on many levels, with one of the most important being the lowering of
the emissions of the gas in the first place. Individuals "as well as businesses"
are being encouraged to diminish their own carbon footprint by minimizing
energy use, driving and air travel as well as larger scale carbon capture pro-
grams are additionally underway. However, An appealing and alternative
is developing a device with competencies for the synthesis of green fuels
using renewable sources of energy (solar, wind, hydro and geothermal),
water and CO2 [14, 29, 30]. A key technological target for this goal is an ef-
ficient and robust electrochemical CO2 reduction catalyst [6]. This catalyst
could be used in a decentralized device powered by a renewable electric-
ity source or in a photoelectrochemical device that uses sunlight, CO2 and
H2O and converted them to fuels directly [3]. There is a series of challenges
in catalyst development for this useful conversion [31, 32]. Overcoming the
challenges of CO2 reduction under mild conditions help in the development
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2. Fossil fuels, CO2 and energy challenges

of a small scale decentralized fuel-producing devices [1–4].
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3 Literature review

3.1 Electro-catalytic activity of metals

Sabatier principle and volcano plot

Catalysis accelerates chemical reactions by enabling a lower energy pathway
of conversion from reactants to products. The lower energy pathway is pro-
vided through an interaction of the reactants with a catalyst, whereby the
adsorbate’s internal chemical bonds are weakened and the formation of the
new chemical bonds is facilitated [28]. Heterogeneous catalysis assumes the
adsorption of the gas or liquid phase reactants on a solid surface of a cata-
lyst material, followed by the reaction and subsequent product desorption.
Various materials have different affinities towards binding different reac-
tants and reaction intermediates, which determine their overall efficiency
as a catalyst. The key reaction intermediates have to bind to the catalyst
surface strongly enough for the reaction to occur. However, the catalyst
binding towards the final product should be weak enough to allow its facile
desorption. Therefore, the most active catalyst materials possess a moder-
ate binding towards the key reaction intermediate, a principle also known
as the Sabatier principle [33]. A typical way of comparing catalyst activ-
ity involves plotting a measured parameter of activity (turnover frequency,
current density, limiting potential, etc.) versus an activity descriptor: the
binding energy of a key reaction intermediate [34–40]. Such representation
orders the best performing catalysts around the optimal binding energy for
a given intermediate, resulting in a plot shaped as a volcano. The sim-
plest example of an electrocatalytic reaction is hydrogen evolution reaction
(HER), as shown in equation 3.1:
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2H+
(aq) + 2e− ⇀↽ H2(g) (3.1)

Figure 3.1(a) represents a free energy diagram for the HER, proceeding
through a single reaction intermediate, the adsorbed hydrogen. Nørskov
and co-workers [40] employ the density functional theory calculations to
calculate the hydrogen chemisorption energy per atom (∆EH). The free en-
ergy of H* is shown for various transition metal surfaces. Bandarenka and
co-workers used these calculated values as the activity descriptor to con-
struct a volcano plot for the HER [34] (see Figure 3.1(b)).

The optimal activity, i.e. the highest values of the experimentally measured
exchange current densities, are obtained for the metal surfaces with inter-
mediate binding of hydrogen (*H) [34]. On the left-hand side of the volcano
on the Figure 3.1(b) are the metals which bind H* strongly, causing it to
slowly react further to molecular hydrogen. The right-hand side of the vol-
cano shows the metals that bind H* weakly, which is the reason for reaction
kinetics being limited by the reactant adsorption. Improving catalyst ac-
tivity hinges upon finding the material with optimal binding, whether by
changing its composition or its structure.

Figure 3.1: (a) A free energy diagram of *H for Au, Pt, Ni, Mo, MoS2 as well
as hydrogenase and nitrogenase enzymes models, calculated using density func-
tional theory calculations; Reprinted from [40] (b) Volcano plot showing experi-
mentally obtained exchange current densities plotted against the calculated hydro-
gen chemisorption energies per atom. Reprinted from [34].

The concept of a volcano plot clearly distinguishes the reactivity of a cata-
lyst from its activity. The reactivity is related to the binding energies as a
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3.1. Electro-catalytic activity of metals

measure of adsorbate-catalyst interaction. The activity depends on the sur-
face reactivity and it represents an experimentally measurable parameter,
in electrocatalytic reactions commonly expressed as current density.

Catalytic reactivity of metals

A detailed insight into the nature of surface-adsorbate interaction offers an
explanation which parameters are in control of surface reactivity. Figure
3.2 depicts a rearrangement of the electronic configuration of a molecule
adsorbing onto a metal surface [41]. Initially, the interaction between the
molecule and the surface is due to electrostatic van der Waals forces, fol-
lowed by the chemisorption on the surface. Due to interaction with the
sp-band of a metal, the adsorbate level broadens and shifts downwards in
energy, which stabilizes the binding between the adsorbate and the surface.
Additionally, the d-band of a transition metal causes the splitting of adsor-
bate’s valance level in bonding and anti-bonding. Adsorbate levels below
the Fermi level are occupied and contribute to the binding between the ad-
sorbate and the metal. The adsorption energy is given by the adsorbate’s
valence states coupling to the d-band of the metal as proposed in the d-
band model [42]. The strength of the adsorbate-metal interaction can be
correlated to the d-band center of a metal.

Figure 3.2: Schematic illustration of the bond formation between an adsorbate and
a transition metal. Figure reprinted from [41].

The surface structure of a metal affects its electronic properties and thus
its reactivity. For instance, surfaces with atoms possessing low coordina-
tion numbers, such as steps and kinks, are more reactive than close packed
surfaces. The overlap between the electronic orbitals depends on the coor-
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dination number of the surface atoms-atoms with low coordination number
have smaller orbital overlap, which results in a narrower d-band. Since the
d-band filling, i.e. the Fermi level, need to remain constant, the d-band
shifts upwards, as illustrated in Figure 3.3. A higher d-band center means
a stronger binding between the adsorbate and the metallic surface.

Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of the d-band center shift upon surface struc-
ture changes. Figure reprinted from [41].

The overlap between the electronic orbitals may be tuned by changing the
interatomic distance at the surface. A concept is known as the strain effect
[43]. An expanded surface has a narrower d-band, consequently the d-band
center is shifted upwards and surface is more reactive. On the other hand,
a compressed surface possesses a broader d-band, whose center is shifted
downwards making the surface less reactive.

3.2 Electrocatalytic CO2 reduction

Effects of catalyst stability, potential and pH on CO2 reduction

The Pourbaix diagram is essentially an electrochemical phase diagram that
represents which species (oxidation states) of a given element (metal) are
thermodynamically stable at a given pH value of the surrounding elec-
trolyte and at a given potential relative to normal hydrogen electrode (NHE)
scale. The Pourbaix diagrams show regions of stability of pure metals, cor-
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rosion regions where they dissolve in form of ions into the solution or pas-
sivity regions where metal oxides are thermodynamically stable.

As for metals, the thermodynamic stability of CO2 can be represented as
a Pourbaix diagram [44], showing the thermodynamically existing species
depending on solututions pH and potential. Equations below (3.2, 3.3, 3.4)
illustrate the possible equilibria between CO2, water, carboxylic acid and
its deprotonated species at potentials positive of 0 V vs. RHE. At the most
acidic environment, up to pH of 6, formation of weak carboxylic acid is
possible equation 3.3. At pH range from 6 to 10.3, bicarbonate anions are
stable in solution, while at a pH above 10.3 bicarbonate deprotonates further
to a carbonate anion.

CO2(g) + H2O(l) ⇀↽ H2CO3(l) (3.2)

H2CO3(l) ⇀↽ HCO3−
(aq)

(3.3)

HCO3−
(aq)

⇀↽ CO3−
(aq)

(3.4)

Some of the possible CO2 electro-reduction reactions, including correspond-
ing thermodynamic reversible potentials given against the reversible hydro-
gen electrode (RHE), calculated using data from reference [45] (see equa-
tions 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10):

CO2(g) + 2H+ + 2e− ⇀↽ HCOOH(l) Ueq = −0.171V (3.5)

CO2(g) + 4H+ + 4e− ⇀↽ HCHO(l) + H2O(l) Ueq = −0.142V (3.6)

CO2(g) + 2H+ + 2e− ⇀↽ CO(g) + H2O(l) Ueq = −0.103V (3.7)

CO2(g) + 6H+ + 6e− ⇀↽ CH3OH(l) + H2O(l) Ueq = +0.016V (3.8)
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CO2(g) + 8H+ + 8e− ⇀↽ CH4(g) + 2H2O(l) Ueq = +0.169V (3.9)

2CO2(g) + 12H+ + 12e− ⇀↽ C2H4(g) + 4H2O(l) Ueq = +0.079V (3.10)

At potentials lower than 0 V vs. RHE (3.5, 3.6 and 3.7), various reduced
carbon species are stable. Depending on many factors, electrochemical re-
duction of CO2 may result in a variety of products such as formic acid 3.5,
carbon monoxide 3.7, methanol 3.8, methane 3.9, ethylene 3.10, etc. The
most interesting compounds with their corresponding standard potentials
and the number of protons and electrons involved in the reaction are repre-
sented in above equations.

There are different approaches to convert CO2 to carbon-based fuels, such
as conventional heterogeneous catalysis to hydrogenate CO2 into methanol
using zinc and copper oxide as catalysts at high temperature and pres-
sures. Another option is to use photosynthetic microorganisms, like algae,
to transform solar energy into chemical energy.

The electrochemical approach allows mimicking the process occurring in
plants in which CO2 and H2O are converted into alcohols and hydrocar-
bons, but using electricity as a driving force instead of solar energy. When
the electrical energy used for electro-reduction of CO2 is generated from
renewable sources, this process can be referred as artificial photosynthesis,
since it involves the conversion of solar energy to carbon based fuels [46].

The electro-reduction of CO2 is achieved by applying a potential differ-
ence between two electrodes in a device known as electrolyzer (diagram
depicted in Figure 3.4). When the potential difference is high enough, wa-
ter oxidation occurs at the anode, releasing protons and electrons which
are consumed in the cathode to reduce CO2 and protons into hydrogen and
hydrocarbons. There are many different reactions that can occur at the cath-
ode, depending on the catalyst and the reaction conditions. Some of them
are shown above together with their equilibrium potentials (see equations
3.2to3.10 ) [9], while at the anode water is oxidized to evolve oxygen (see
equation 3.11):

2H2O→ O2 + 4H+ + 4e− (3.11)
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Figure 3.4: Schematic representation of an electrolyzer for CO2 reduction.

According to the thermodynamics, CO2 reduction products are formed at
similar potentials as hydrogen. In practice, however, CO2 is reduced at po-
tentials below 0 V and therefore the electroreduction of CO2 is accompanied
by the formation of hydrogen. Furthermore, the formation of hydrocarbons
involves several electron transfers and intermediates making it a complex
process, which requires a large overpotential. The overall goal of study-
ing the CO2 electrochemical reduction is to understand how to selectively
produce one of the many possible products at low overpotentials. For this
purpose one can work with a homogenous catalyst [2], usually a transi-
tion metal complex dissolved in the electrolyte or a heterogeneous catalyst
made of conductive material used as the reaction electrode. Many metals
have been studied as heterogeneous catalysts for CO2 electro-reduction in
aqueous electrolytes, at which the reduction of CO2 reduction is accompa-
nied by hydrogen evolution reaction (HER).

Table 1.1 (see chapter 1) shows the selectivity, measured by Faradaic effi-
ciency, of different metals towards the CO2 electro-reduction. These results
were obtained at a fixed current of 5mA/cm2. The potential at which this
current was obtained depends on the activity of the catalyst. At a highly
active catalyst the current of 5mA/cm2 is obtained at lower over potentials
(less negative) than on catalyst with a low activity [9]. It is possible to clas-
sify the metals in Table 1.1 in four groups according to the main products.
There is a group of metals, such as platinum and nickel that are not active
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towards the CO2 electro-reduction simply because they are highly active
catalysts for the HER and therefore only protons are reduced at the cathode
(see Table 1.1).

There is a second group of metals that reduce CO2 but cannot break the
carbon-oxygen bond and the main product is formate. A third group of
metals, including gold and silver, consists of those metals that can reduce
CO2 to CO; however, as they bind weakly towards CO it is not possible to
reduce further. On these metals the CO2 reduction is accompanied by the
HER generating a mixture of CO and H2, also known syngas, which can be
further reduced to hydrocarbons by Fischer-Tropsch catalysis (3.12).

(2n + 1)H2 + nCO→ CnH(2n+2) + nH2O (3.12)

Finally, we can see that copper stands all by itself, being the only metal that
produces hydrocarbons with high selectivity. However, the reaction occurs
at a high overpotential and gives a mixture of several products. Further-
more, it is not yet well understood how to control the selectivity of the CO2
reduction towards the most desired products like methanol and ethylene
[47].

Electrocatalytic CO2 reduction on copper

Being unique amongst transition metals that reduce CO2 to hydrocarbons,
copper has been extensively studied as an electrocatalyst [7, 12, 48–53]. Var-
ious studies have correlated the catalytic activity and selectivity of copper
to different parameters and reaction conditions: surface structure, working
potential, temperature, working electrolyte and its pH [12, 50, 51, 54].

Initially, Hori and co-workers investigated the dependence of the product
distribution on potential [7]. They reported hydrogen as the only detected
product measured at potentials more positive than -0.4 V vs. RHE. CO2
electroreduction started when larger overpotentials were applied (Figure
3.5). Formation of CO and formate begins at -0.6 V vs. RHE, reaching
the highest Faradaic efficiencies at around -0.85 V vs. RHE. Hydrocarbons,
predominately ethylene and methane, begin to be produced at -0.7 V and
-0.85 V vs. RHE, respectively. Ethylene production reaches its maximum
values at potentials below -0.9 V vs. RHE, whereby at -1.0 V vs. RHE
methane becomes predominant product reaching efficiencies of even 40%.
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3.2. Electrocatalytic CO2 reduction

Figure 3.5: Product distribution as a function of potential measured by Hori and
co-workers. (Figure reprinted from [7])

The corresponding overpotential for producing high hydrocarbon yields is
in range of 1.0 V to 1.2 V, which is considered a significant energy input.

Recent work from Jaramillo and co-workers provided a more detailed in-
sight into the product distribution as a function of potential during the
electrocatalytic CO2 reduction on copper electrodes [12]. Specific design
of the electrochemical cell allowed them to make use of high surface area
electrodes inside a small volume of the electrolyte, inside which detectable
concentrations of reaction products can build up. In combination with NMR
spectroscopy as their main product analysis tool, they were able to quantify
sixteen reaction products in total, five of which were reported for the first
time.

The distribution for the major CO2 reduction products as a function of po-
tential, shown on Figure 3.6, is consistent with the data from Hori and
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Figure 3.6: Product distribution as a function of potential obtained by Jaramillo
and co-workers. (Figure reprinted from [12])

co-workers [7]. Furthermore, Jaramillo and co-workers [12] found a similar
potential dependence for the compounds possessing two or more carbon
atoms. They reported that the maximum efficiency towards these prod-
ucts matches the maximum efficiency towards ethylene (around -1.0 V).
While the current efficiencies related to C2 products decay reaching -1.2 V,
methane efficiencies still increase. This difference suggests that there might
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exist a different rate limiting step related to the production of these two
compounds.

A similar product distribution as a function of potential was observed ex-
perimentally upon directly reducing CO, instead of CO2, on the copper
catalyst [50]. That suggests, that CO is an intermediate during CO2 electro-
reduction to hydrocarbons and that the reaction is limited by steps follow-
ing the formation of CO. More detailed experimental studies of the reaction
mechanism become challenging, since they should assume development of
a technique capable of probing the reaction intermediates in situ. A more
recent paper by Li et al [53] presented results on roughened copper obtained
by reducing a thick layer of Cu2O. Using this preparation method they have
achieved an extremely rough surface (roughness factor 30) in which the re-
duction CO2 to CO requires 0.2 V less overpotential than on polycrystalline
Cu. Furthermore, on this surface the only hydrocarbons detected are C2H4
and C2H6, no methane.

Cook and co-workers [54] measured Faradaic efficiencies for CH4 and C2H4
as high as 79% using in situ electrodeposited copper on glassy carbon
electrodes. They propose a mechanism which proceeds through a weakly
adsorbed CO2 and electrochemically generated chemisorbed hydrogen at
the copper surface. The subsequent reduction of adsorbed CO2 results in
bridged CO, which can either desorb or be further reduced, as they sug-
gested. In addition, Ogura and coworkers reported selectivity of 69% for
C2H4 production at -1.8 V vs. Ag/AgCl (-1.53 V vs. RHE) in 3 M KCl
electrolyte with adding 1 mM of CuSO4. They discuss that Cu2+ deposi-
tion performed along with CO2 electrolysis gives rise to such high Faradaic
efficiencies for ethylene [55].

Hori and coworkers [49, 56] showed that the crystal orientation of copper
has a strong effect on its catalytic activity. Their work was carried out at
a constant current; consequently the local pH does not play a role since it
should be the same on all the studied surfaces. Hori et al. [49, 56] observed
that on stepped surfaces, like Cu(311), Cu(511) and Cu (711), the reaction
occurs at lower potentials for a specific current density compared to the low
index facets Cu(111) and Cu(100). They also concluded that the selectivity
ratio between CH4 and C2H4 depends strongly on the crystal orientation.
They reported that Cu(111) produced CH4 with a Faradaic efficiency of
50.5% and C2H4 with an efficiency of 8.8%. On the other hand, the stepped
surface Cu(711) exhibited only a modest Faradaic efficiency of 3.8% towards
CH4 and 51.6% towards C2H4. These results indicate that steps are more
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selective towards ethylene production while terraces are more selective to-
wards the formation of methane.

Proposed mechanism of CO2 reduction on copper

Computational modelling of the electrochemical interface and the reactions
taking place there would strictly-speaking need to consider the electrolyte
and the electric fields in the double layer [57]. Even so, the theoretical mod-
els in catalysis, developed based on density functional theory calculations,
have been proven to be useful in elucidating the general trends [10, 58, 59].
The construction of an overall free energy diagram for a catalytic reaction is
possible if the adsorption energies for all the reaction intermediates on that
given catalyst are calculated. Moreover, the free energy diagram delivers a
value of minimum theoretical overpotential necessary for the reaction to be
thermodynamically viable. The exact mechanism of CO2 electro-reduction,
in which hydrocarbons are produced, is still being debated. A detailed re-
action pathway for reducing CO2 to CH4 on a Cu(211) model surface is
proposed by Peterson et al [58]. The reaction steps corresponding to the
lowest energy pathway for this reaction are shown in Figure 3.7. They iden-
tified the protonation of *CO to *CHO as the potential determining step, i.e.
the step requiring the highest overpotential of all reaction steps.

Figure 3.7: Proposed CO2 electro-reduction pathway for methane formation on
Cu(211) model surface. The free energy diagram is shown at 0V vs. RHE and at
the minimum theoretical overpotential of -0. 74 V vs. RHE. (Figure reprinted from
[58])

A recent study by Nie et al [60] included the kinetic barriers into the model.
However, that indicated that the protonation of *CO to *COH is favored
on Cu(111), instead the protonation to form *CHO [58]. Likewise, Nie et
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al [60] propose further *COH reduction to methane, while *CHO interme-
diate would generate methanol. A complete mechanism of CO2 reduction
should additionally be capable of explaining the reaction pathway leading
to the formation of ethylene. It should be consistent with the different ex-
perimental observations about methane and ethylene production regarding
potential and pH dependence.

Kuhl et al. [12, 61] employed more sensitive detection and identified a larger
variety of products, including methanol, but the rate of hydrocarbon for-
mation was found to be low and the yields small except for the methane
production at copper electrodes. Experimental information about the CO2
electrochemical reduction (CER) reaction mechanism to methane on cop-
per has been obtained by Schouten et al. who detected *COOH, *CH2 and
*CH3 intermediates [51]. Also, *CO reduction was found to take place be-
fore rupture of the CO bond, in agreement with previous results [9], but the
preference for *CHO or *COH intermediate formation could not be deter-
mined. Formaldehyde was excluded as an intermediate in CER to methane
(see Figure 3.8) since its introduction lead to methanol formation [51].

Figure 3.8: Proposed mechanism for the electrochemical reduction of carbon dioxide
on copper. Reprinted from reference [51]

This mechanism differs from the experimental observations of Schouten et
al. [51] in that *CH2 and *CH3 are not included as intermediates, while it
includes formaldehyde. The thermochemical model (TCM) can favor ele-
mentary steps which in reality are hindered by large energy barriers and
the model can therefore predict a less-than-optimal reaction mechanism.

Koper and co-workers considered a scenario where C-C coupling happens
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early in the reaction via formation of a CO dimer [51]. Their studies show
that the formation of methane depends on proton concentration, while the
formation of ethylene is independent of pH [62]. This is consistent with
*CO protonation being the limiting step for methane formation, but it also
suggests that the limiting step for ethylene production should be a different
one - involving no proton transfer (which could be dimerization of two
moieties).

Nørskov and coworkers found the dimerisation of *CO kinetically unfavor-
able [63], opening space for discussion. In addition, they propose the pro-
tonation of *CO to *CHO to be the potential determining step in the forma-
tion of ethylene. They suggested that all C2 products should be formed via
a non- electrochemical reaction between the adsorbed intermediates at the
surface [63]. According to their calculations, the coupling of adsorbed inter-
mediates is more facile following protonation of adsorbed CO, for instance
as coupling of *CHO to *OCHCHO*. Nonetheless, at present their calcula-
tions cannot reconcile the experimentally measured differences in product
distribution at a constant potential with respect to RHE when varying elec-
trolyte pH value.

3.3 Theoretical modeling and catalytic activity trends

Nørskov and co-workers focused on a model of CO2 reduction to CH4,
where they employed DFT to calculate the adsorption energies of all reac-
tion intermediates on various transition metals [10, 59]. Conversion of CO2
to methane involves transfer of eight proton-electron pairs, which results in
seven intermediates adsorbed at the surface. Understanding of the mecha-
nism is based on analysis of a seven-dimensional space. However, because
of the strong correlations existing between the binding energies of adsor-
bates bound through the same atom, they were able to reduce the analysis
to two-dimensional space: comparing the binding energies of all adsorbates
bound via carbon atom with the binding energy of CO and comparing the
binding energies of adsorbates bound via oxygen atom with the binding
energy of OH. Figure 3.9 indicates the scaling relations of adsorbate bind-
ing energies in the proposed mechanism of CO2 reduction to methane on
fcc(211) facets of various transition metal surfaces. The plot on the left
side shows the scaling relations among the first four reaction intermedi-
ates: *COOH, *CHO and *CH2O plotted against the binding energy of *CO.
The plot on the right side shows scaling relations of *OCH3 and *O plotted
versus *OH binding energy.
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Figure 3.9: Scaling of adsorption energies on fcc(211) facets of transition metal
surfaces - (a) Adsorption energies of adsorbates bound through carbon atom plotted
against the binding energy of CO; (b) Adsorption energies of adsorbates bound
through oxygen atom plotted against the binding energy of OH [10].

Each of the transition metal surfaces possess a limiting potential (UL) value
representing a minimum required theoretical potential for the reaction step
involving a single proton-electron transfer to be exergonic, i.e. downhill in
free energy. The limiting potential provides an approximate indication of
the applied electrical potential at which that reaction step starts to have an
appreciable rate.

On Figure 3.10, the limiting potentials (relative to the reversible hydrogen
electrode) for seven elementary reaction steps for various transition metal
surfaces are plotted versus the binding energies of *CO and *OH. The re-
versible thermodynamic potential for CO2 reduction to methane is repre-
sented as a dashed line at +0.17 V vs. RHE. The lines with most negative
limiting potentials determine the value of the theoretical overpotential for a
given catalyst: from the plots readily available as the distance between the
reversible potential (dashed line) and the line corresponding to the most
limiting reactions step. Figure 3.10 suggests that the protonation of the ad-
sorbed *CO to form *CHO (red line on the left hand plot corresponding to
*CO + (H+ + e−) → *CHO) represents the most limiting reaction for many
transition metal surfaces including Pt, Rh, Pd, Ni and Cu, as shown previ-
ously [58]. Au and Ag possess most negative limiting potential values for
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Figure 3.10: Limiting potentials (UL) for elementary proton-electron transfer steps
in the mechanism shown in Figure 3.10 - (a) Reaction steps involving an addition of
proton-electron pair to the reactant bound through carbon atom plotted against the
binding energy of CO; (b) Reaction steps involving an addition of proton-electron
pair to the reactant bound through oxygen atom plotted against the binding energy
of OH. Dashed line shows the reversible potential for CH4 formation from CO2
(+0.17 V vs. RHE). The theoretical overpotential for a given metal as catalyst can
be represented as distance between the reversible potential and the line with the
most negative limiting potential (highlighted in gray) [10].

the initial reaction step of CO2 activation to *COOH. Copper lies closest to
the top of the volcano made by these two lines.

Figure 3.10(a) shows limiting potentials on various transition metal surfaces
in relation to the intermediates bound through the oxygen atom. The values
of limiting potential in all cases are less negative than those on the reaction
steps involving carbon atom bond intermediates. It is only for the met-
als with very strong binding towards *OH, such as Ni or Ir, that removal
of adsorbed *OH may be the cause of large overpotentials. However, for
most transition metals the catalytic effectiveness will be deterimined by the
adsorbed *CO protonation.

The analysis employed for Figure 3.10 can now be considered for under-
standing the general trends observed experimentally by Hori and co-workers
[7], shown in Table 1.1 (see chapter 1).

A value of 0.88 for the slope of the line connecting the limiting potentials
for reaction step corresponding to *CO protonation to *CHO on considered
transition metals describes high insensitivity of the reaction energetics to
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electronic properties of the catalyst (CO binding energy). This almost hor-
izontal line indicates that regardless of the catalyst nature, due to scaling
of the *CO and *CHO adsorption energies, the overpotentials cannot be
reduced significantly.

In order to perform effective reduction of CO2, they propose the use of an
electrocatalyst with stronger binding energy towards *CHO relative to the
binding energy for *CO. For the materials on the right side of the volcano
in Figure 3.10, a possible approach could be increasing the partial pres-
sure of gas phase CO. Otherwise, there should be found other strategies for
decoupling the binding energies of *CO and *CHO. Peterson et al [58] sug-
gest various decoupling strategies involving alloying, ligand stabilization,
tethering and addition of promoters. All strategies rely on employing an
approach to tackle the different geometries of adsorbed *CO intermediate
and the adsorbed *CHO intermediate. CO in an adsorbed state has a linear
geometry, whereby carbon tends to bind the catalyst surface. On the other
hand, adsorbed *CHO possesses a planar geometry.

Alloying is often used in heterogeneous catalysis. Introduction of a solute
element that has a higher affinity towards oxygen could preferentially sta-
bilize *CHO without affecting the strength of *CO binding. The oxophilic
element should also not inhibit the OH removal from the surface. Ligand
stabilization is a concept analogous to alloying, often exploited in homoge-
neous catalysis. An electrophilic chemical ligand capable of interacting with
a planar geometry of CHO stabilizing it at the surface. Tethering involves
using a ligand at an electrode surface providing stabilization of CHO adsor-
bate either through surface bound CHO interacting with the ligand or its
direct bond to the ligand. Adding promoters to the catalyst surface can af-
fect the adsorbates binding through electronic and structural effects. Other
proposed approaches could involve stabilization via hydrogen bonding or
various solvent effects [58].

Very recently, Nørskov and co-workers carried out a study where they
model the effects of adsorbates on binding energies of open and close-
packed metal surfaces [64]. Adsorbate-adsorbate interactions have a larger
impact, in terms of overpotential reduction, on open than on close-packed
surfaces. They find that higher *CO coverages may have a larger effect on
the metals at the strong binding side of the volcano (Figure 3.10), than to
Au or Ag. They emphasize that on the weak binding side, for Au and Ag,
the relevant precursor to *CHO may rather be CO from the gas phase than
adsorbed *CO. Additionally, breaking scaling relations between *CO and
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*H adsorption could decrease selectivities for hydrogen evolution[26].

Electrodes consisting of a Cu overlayer on Pt have also been studied [65, 66].
The electrochemical CO2 reduction has a complicated reaction pathway net-
work where not only the electrode surface determines the mechanism and
selectivity, but also the pH and the electrolyte [67, 68] as well as the elec-
trode potential can determine whether C1 or C2 products are formed [51].
Significant progress has been made on theoretical modeling of these pro-
cesses. Calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) have identi-
fied various possible reaction pathways [58, 60, 69] for CO2 reduction and
provided estimates of the electric potential needed [58, 60]. Peterson and co-
workers estimated the onset potential for various reduction products based
on free energy of intermediates on a stepped Cu surface [58]. The effect
of applied voltage and the onset potential was modeled by adding −eU
for each pair of electron and proton added, where e is the charge of the
electron and U is the applied potential [59]. The activation barriers (i.e.
transition state energy) are not included in this model, which we will refer
to as the thermochemical model. The results were in excellent agreement
with the measured onset potential for the various reduction products at Cu
electrodes obsereved by Hori and co-wokers [9]. In the work by Nie et al.
activation barriers were included explicitly in the calculations which may
result in a different reaction pathway than obtained only with the thermo-
chemical model [60].

Structural effect on catalytic activity

The stepped Cu(211) surface was shown to be slightly more reactive than
the flat Cu(111) surface, with onset potential for the rate limiting step, the
reduction of CO, differing by 0.1 V [70]. Peterson and Nørskov [10] and
Shi et al. [64] used linear scaling relations for the adsorption energy of the
various intermediates to create a volcano plot showing how the rate limit-
ing step varies as a function of the binding energy of *CO over a range of
transition metal surfaces. The assumption is that the rate limiting elemen-
tary step is the one where the increase in free energy going from reactant to
product is largest, again neglecting the free energy barrier due to the tran-
sition state. Cu sits at the top of the volcano, i.e. it has the lowest predicted
overpotential. The metals that bind CO less strongly, such as Au and Ag,
reduce CO2 only to HCOOH or CO because these products desorb from
the surface before further reduction can occur. The metals that bind CO
more strongly than Cu, such as Pt, Rh, Ir and Pd should in principle also
be able to reduce CO2 to hydrocarbons and the estimated onset potential is
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only slightly different than Cu’s onset potential using the thermochemical
model [10, 64]. However, no formation of hydrocarbons was observed on
these metals in the experiments of Hori et al. [9], even though the applied
bias was substantially larger than the predicted overpotential.

One reason for the lack of CO2 reduction products on these metals could
be that they are much better hydrogen evolution catalysts than Cu [71] so
hydrogen gas forms more readily than reduction of CO2. When comparing
Pt and Cu, the experiments by Hori et al. for the CO2 reduction were car-
ried out with an applied voltage of -1.07 V for Pt and -1.44 V for Cu (vs.
SHE). For these conditions, the thermochemical model would in fact predict
similar rate of H2 production since the onset potential for the hydrogen evo-
lution reaction in the absence of CO2 is measured to differ by about 0.4 V
on these two metals [7]. The larger applied voltage in the experiments with
Cu would, therefore, compensate for the larger onset potential for hydrogen
evolution. This suggests that some other factor is primarily responsible for
the inactivity of Pt for CO2 electrochemical reduction.

The predicted pathways for CO2 reduction on Pt and on Cu surfaces are
quite different. The rate limiting step on Cu surfaces according to the
thermochemical model is the reduction of CO to form *CHO [10, 58, 70].
On Pt(111), however, the *COH species is predicted to be more stable than
*CHO, but the proton has a strong tendency to go back to the water phase in
the absence of an electrical potential [72]. Shi et al. calculated the minimum
energy path for the Heyrovsky mechanism of *COH formation, a direct ad-
dition of a proton to the O-atom of the *CO and addition of an electron
from the electrode, *CO + (H+ + e−) →*COH [73]. The activation energy
obtained from the maximum energy along the minimum energy path was
found to be small, but a subsequent step, *COH + (H+ + e−)→ *C + H2O,
turned out to be the rate limiting step with an activation energy of 0.55
eV. This is a significant activation energy for a system at room tempera-
ture but not so large that it would stop the reaction. But, these calculations
were done with a proton/electron concentration corresponding to an ap-
plied voltage of around -2 V vs. SHE [71]. This is a significantly larger bias
than the one used in the experiments of Hori et al., -1.07 V. A more positive
electrode potential is likely to increase the energy barrier [71]. Furthermore,
at an applied voltage of -2 V vs. SHE, protons are predicted to adsorb on
the Pt(111) surface more strongly than CO, so the surface is expected to be
covered with H-adatoms [71, 74] and, therefore, not enough CO on the sur-
face for hydrocarbon formation. Similar considerations regarding the shift
in the overlayer composition with bias have been discussed in the context
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of N2 reduction [75].

From the experiments as well as theoretical calculations, it is clear that the
rate limiting step is the reduction of CO, not CO2. There appears to be
a fast equilibrium between the two. Since CO2 is a closed shell molecule,
one might expect that a significant problem would be the binding of the
molecule to the electrode in order to receive an electron. DFT calculations
including an applied electric field have, however, shown that with applied
bias, CO2 can bind chemically to an edge on a Pt(110)-1x2 surface [76], and
the same can likely occur at steps or terraces on the Pt(111) surface.

Adsorbate coverage effect on catalytic activity

We have seen that coverage of adsorbed species can affect the mechanism
and rate enormously, even for the simple H2 formation on Pt surfaces [77–
79]. Recently this has also been observed with DFT calculations for the CO2
reduction reaction on transition metal surfaces [64]. There it was observed
that when the CO coverage was increased, it affected the energetics of other
key intermediates in such a way that other elementary steps became rate
limiting instead of the ones at lower CO coverage. This suggests it is crucial
to obtain the correct adsorbate coverage and composition for the relevant
conditions before a study of the reaction pathway and the reaction mech-
anism can be started. However, today most DFT studies are conducted at
a low coverage of the species involved in the reaction under consideration
and the effect of other adsorbates is usually not taken into account.

It may be tricky to obtain the adsorbate coverage and composition at the op-
erating condition, especially for the complex electrochemical environment.
The surface most likely has more than one different type of adsorbates, es-
pecially for the CO2 reduction with all its different final products and their
corresponding intermediates. A key variable in changing the surface species
composition and coverage is the applied potential. Analysis with an electro-
chemical STM microscope would be a useful study to determine the surface
intermediates and coverage for the CO2 reduction on metal electrodes. Un-
fortunately such a study has not been performed to our knowledge for the
CO2 reduction at negative potentials. However, this has been investigated
thoroughly for the CO oxidation on Pt for electrode potentials ranging from
+0.1 V to +0.65 V vs. RHE where a high CO coverage is obtained [80].
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Strength of *CO adsorption effect on catalytic activity

The adsorption energy of *CO on Pt(111) is large, around 1.8 eV. DFT cal-
culations have shown that despite the large adsorption energy, the repul-
sive interaction between neighboring *CO admolecules results in less than
a full monolayer coverage. The saturation coverage has been estimated to
be around 0.6 - 0.7 ML [64, 81]. However, when the electrode potential is
decreased and the surface gets more negatively charged, the protons get
attracted to the surface and start to bind to it more strongly. Hence, at the
operating condition for CO2 reduction (-1 V or even lower) the CO cover-
age may not necessarily be high, whereas the H coverage is expected to
be around 1 ML [71]. The correct adsorbate composition and coverage has
yet to be investigated further under these conditions, both with experimen-
tal and theoretical techniques. That is, however, outside the scope of the
current study presented here.

In the present study, we calculated the mechanism of COH reduction on
a Pt(111) surface where the COH coverage is low and the H coverage is
high. This is done both for the Tafel mechanism and for the Heyrovsky
mechanism at a potential close to that used in Hori’s experiments, around
-1 V vs. SHE, in order to identify why Pt is not an active electro-catalyst
for the reduction of CO2. By gaining a deeper understanding of the reason
for the inactivity of Pt, we hope to shed more light on the uniqueness of
Cu as an efficient electro-catalysts for CO2 reduction and, thereby, possibly
contribute to the development of even better electro-catalysts.

Cutting-edge understanding of CO2 reduction

The reversible potentials for formation of all the products from CO2, which
are in the range from -0.2 V to +0.2 V vs. RHE, indicate that it is thermody-
namically possible for these reactions to occur below these given potentials.
Since hydrogen evolution reaction has by definition its standard potential at
0 V vs. RHE, it will compete with CO2 reduction at all negative potentials.
Hence, an ideal CO2 electro-reduction catalyst shoud be virtually inactive
for hydrogen evolution, but reduce CO2 to a single valuable product at low-
est possible overpotential.

The rapid advancement of computer technology and our understanding of
quantum mechanics has allowed scientists to start performing simulations
on molecular systems with various methods. This significant achievement
has encountered its fair share of obstacles and skepticism from the science
community since the performance of the first calculations. However in mod-
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ern sciences these methods have now become accepted as a viable option for
the researcher to peek inside the quantum world and simulate phenomena
on the atomic scale. Before moving onto a hopefully educational discussion
about DFT a brief explanation of the theoretical background is needed.

Bimetallic alloy for a better catalyst material

In this work on the basis of our findings and in lights of previously reported
work, we focus on the strategy of alloying to pave the way for finding better
catalyst material. This concept aims for low yield of competing HER and
relatively higher yield of HCA by alloying a substrate metal (copper) with
a solute metal (mainly overlayers). Improving the catalytic activity of cop-
per is less attractive for this approach, since copper already binds oxygen
strongly. Since copper possesses intermediate current efficiencies for HER,
ranging from 40% in the best case (at -1.1 V vs. RHE) up to 80-90% in worst
(potential region above -0.8 V and below -1.1 V) [7, 12]. Metals that bind
CO rather strongly, such as Pt, Ni, Fe etc. produce hydrogen with high
current efficiencies in range of 90-100% [7, 82]. In this case, *CO acts as sur-
face blocking species rather than an intermediate, since these metals do not
have favorable energetics for a further reduction of *CO to *CHO/*COH.
Evidently, gold is the most noble metal among all; it does not interact with
oxygen over a wide range of potentials [83]. Moreover, gold and silver ex-
hibit the lowest Faradaic efficiencies and hence lowest partial current den-
sities towards HER among the transition metals [38, 50]. Moreover, the
observation that CO is the primary product during CO2 reduction on Au is
consistent with its rather weak binding towards CO, which would suggest
that CO desorption is more kinetically facile than its further reduction.

There are only few examples in the literature about the use of alloyed cat-
alyst materials for electrochemical CO2 reduction reaction. Hori et al [84]
investigated the effect of addition of small amount of adatoms to various
substrate metals, as shown in Figure 3.11. These results indicate that the
surface alloys of gold and silver change the initial substrate activity for CO
evolution significantly, favoring formate production [84].

Beyond the field of CO2 electroreduction there are a large number of studies
investigating the use of overlayer structures [85–87] and core-shell nanopar-
ticles [88–92] as catalyst materials for electrochemical reactions. However,
the true structure of these systems may not always be as expected [93–95].
For instance, Friebel and et al. [96] used X-ray absorption spectroscopy
to confirm that Pt overlayer on Rh actually resulted in formation of three-
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Figure 3.11: Selectivity for CO2 reduction to CO on various adatom modified
electrodes. Reprinted from [84].

dimensional islands, the structure which is in a better agreement with the
measured activity towards oxygen reduction reaction. Additionally, under
reactive conditions, bimetallic systems may modify their structure in effect
of their interaction with the adsorbates [97–99]. These rearrangements of
the catalytic surfaces cause changes in catalyst reactivity. Hence, it becomes
crucial to probe experimentally the surface structure under reaction condi-
tions, in order to obtain a complete understanding of the catalytic activity.

Summary of the literature overview

Copper is a unique electrocatalyst that reduces CO2 or CO to hydrocar-
bons, albeit, at very high overpotentials of 1 V [7, 50]. Extensive studies
have shown that many factors influence the reaction selectivity [7, 48, 49].
The density functional theory calculations interpret successfully the experi-
mental observations on copper and other transition metal surfaces [58, 100].
Changes in their reactivity reflect poorly onto their activity for the most lim-
iting reaction step, protonation of the adsorbed CO [58, 100]. Apart from a
possibility to use highly undercoordinated surfaces as active and selective
catalysts [101], other strategies are suggested, such as bimetallic catalysts
[10, 100, 102].
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4 Elucidation of the
mechanism of CER

There are numerous sources of renewable energy such as solar, wind, hy-
dropower, geothermal, biomass and nuclear. The energy produced is in the
form of electricity, which can be used directly in some applications. How-
ever, in most cases, it is necessary to convert the electrical energy for trans-
port and storage. The conversion of electrical energy to chemical energy
corresponds to electrochemical synthesis of chemicals such as hydrogen,
ammonia, methane, methanol, ethene, ethanol, dimethyl ether or other syn-
thetic fuels. The chemical energy can then be transferred back into work,
heat or electrical energy when or where needed. This is particularly impor-
tant for intermittent renewable energy sources such as solar or wind energy
and also for mobile applications such as the transport industry.

There are distinct advantages and disadvantages to each synthetic fuel. Hy-
drogen has an advantage in that it is light and has high gravimetric energy
density. Accordingly, much research has been focused on understanding
the reaction mechanism of electrochemical hydrogen formation [71, 103–
111]. One disadvantage with hydrogen as an energy carrier is that the best
catalysts to both produce it and then to use it are the platinum group met-
als, which are both scarce and expensive, and effort is being made to find
new types of catalysts made from abundant elements [40, 86, 112]. Another
technological problem with hydrogen is safe and efficient storage. Around
one or two decades ago, attempts were made to store hydrogen chemically
(for instance as metal hydrides or chemical complexes) or by adsorption to a
support (for example in carbon nanotubes). However, in both approaches, it
was concluded that kinetics prevents reload and release of the hydrogen at
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an acceptable rate. Currently, pressurized hydrogen is the most commonly-
used form of hydrogen fuel. However, a serious disadvantage of this is
that the existing transportation infrastructure would need to be changed in
order to run a large-scale hydrogen economy.

Another possible fuel is methanol, which which is a liquid at ambient con-
ditions and can be stored more easily. Also, a methanol economy would
not need any change in the existing infrastructure as it can be used in the
same manner as existing liquid fuels. The main drawback is that the en-
ergy density is only half as large as for gasoline. A schematic illustration
of a possible methanol based economy is shown in Figure 4.1 [113]. The
state-of-the-art industrial methanol synthesis uses a mixture of CO, CO2
and H2 and a Cu/ZnO based catalyst [28, 114, 115] at 50 bar and 200-300
◦C [116]. The production of hydrogen gas is the most critical step of this
process. It is primarily produced from natural gas, which is expensive, pol-
luting and depletes a finite resource. A sustainable solution to this problem
is to generate hydrogen from electrolysis of water, which is done in some
commercial plants [117]. However, a centralized power plant remains neces-
sary to produce the methanol due to the elevated temperature and pressure
requirements.

Figure 4.1: A schematic overview of a methanol economy. Reprinted from [113].

In contrast to the existing industrial process of methanol formation, HCA
are formed in nature at ambient conditions. Chloroplasts in leaves photo-
synthesis of atmospheric CO2 to form -CH-OH chemical groups connected
together into sugars, starch and cellulose. Methanol, H2CH-OH, is the sim-
plest form of these chemicals. If we can learn from the nature, which has
developed the processes and catalysts over billions of years, we might be
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able to find cheap and mild ways to produce HCA at room temperature and
atmospheric pressure. One possibility is to design an electrochemical cell
in which protons from water and electrons are used to reduce CO2. This
would bypass the need for hydrogen gas generation and the temperature
and pressure requirements and correspondingly reduce the size and cost of
a chemical plant. It could even become possible to produce the chemicals
at home. This is a "dream reaction", meaning that if we find a practical
solution that produces synthetic fuels at a high rate and with a low input of
energy by designing better catalysts, it would be a significant breakthrough.

4.1 Experiments on CER

Currently there is no practical way to reduce CO2 electrochemically. For
the CO2 electroreduction reaction (CER), various types of electrolytes and
electrode materials have been studied, but the electrode kinetics are too
slow for practical applications [118–129]. Little is known about the mech-
anism of this process. In most cases, however, it is the formation of hy-
drogen gas instead of hydrogenation of CO2 that slows down the kinetics.
The most comprehensive experimental study on CER using transition metal
electrodes was carried out by Hori et al. [7–9]. They obtained significant
yield (72%) of HCA such as methane, ethylene and ethanol at copper elec-
trodes with an applied electric potential of -1 to -1.5 V (all voltages are given
with respect to the reversible hydrogen electrode, RHE). In all cases, this is
a very large overpotential, meaning that an impractical amount of energy
is required to run these reactions. Several other transition metal electrodes
were also tested but only copper electrodes produced a significant yield of
HCA. Electrodes made of Ti, Fe, Ni, or Pt were found to form hydrogen
almost exclusively, while carbon monoxide (CO) was the major product on
Ag, Au, and Zn electrodes and mainly formate (HCOO−) was formed on
Pb, Hg, Tl, In, Sn, Cd, and Bi electrodes [7]. Many research groups have
subsequently investigated CER to HCA to gain further understanding of
the processes involved in order to improve the catalyst [12, 13, 51, 61, 65–
68]. Kuhl et al. employed more sensitive detection and identified a larger
variety of products, including methanol (in only 0.1% yields). However, the
rate of HCA formation was found to be low and the yields small except for
methane (40%), ethylene (25%), ethanol (10%) and propanol (4%) produced
at copper electrodes at around -1 V [12, 61]. Regarding CER to methanol, ex-
periments have shown that higher efficiencies can been reached with metal
oxides than with pure metals [4, 123, 130, 131].

Clearly, CER has a very complicated reaction pathway network, where at
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least 15 different carbon-containing final products have been identified ex-
perimentally on a Cu electrode [12]. Limited information has been obtained
experimentally about the reaction mechanism of CER since spectroscopic
techniques are difficult to apply due to the complex electrochemical envi-
ronment and the high rate of gas products bubbling off from the surface (in
particular H2, CO, CH4, and C2H4). Schouten et al. have shown that the
Cu(100) facet starts to form ethylene already at around -0.5 V whereas the
Cu(111) facet start ethylene formation at around -1 V [52, 66]. Both Reske et
al. and Valera et al. showed indepently that by having a Cu overlayer on the
Pt(111) surface, they yield of methane formation increased to around 5-10%
compared to negligible yields at the clean Pt(111) surface [65, 66]. The only
concrete evidence of the reaction mechanism of CER to methane has been
obtained indirectly by Schouten et al. who found that the introduction of
formaldehyde (CH2O) on copper led to methanol formation, thus exclud-
ing formaldehyde as an intermediate towards methane formation [51]. This
does not provide any information on what intermediate species can be ex-
pected for CER to methane on copper, it only shows that *CH2O is not one
of them.

4.2 Shortcomings of thermochemical model

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations have been extremely useful
in recent years to gain atomistic insight into the mechanism of reactions
taking place on solid surfaces [77, 132–134]. As a starting point, the ther-
modynamics of intermediate species are usually calculated, whereas kinetic
effects can also be included by calculating transition states between stable
intermediates in the reaction pathway. In that way, rate-limiting steps can
be identified and compared with experimental data. DFT is particularly
useful in concert with experiments to answer questions that are hard to an-
swer with experiments alone. This can often lead to a new interpretation of
experimental data [78, 105]. The group of Jens K. Nørskov has been one of
the leaders in understanding heterogeneous catalysis for decades.

Most recently they have made a significant contribution to the study of
catalysis of electrochemical reactions [59]. One of the models they have
developed is very simple, where relatively straightforward thermochemical
calculations of adatoms and admolecules on surfaces are calculated and an
analytical model is used to approximate the effect of applying an electrical
potential over the system. There, a -neU term is added to the free energy
of adsorbed species, where n is the number of electrons (charge e) and U is
the applied potential. In this way, the electric potential is varied implicitly.
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This method of tuning the bias is usually referred to the computational
hydrogen electrode (CHE) but we will refer this whole procedure as TCM
to distinguish it from a much more detailed electrochemical solid-liquid
interface (ESLI) model where the electrical potential is calculated explicitly
and proton-electron transfer activation barriers are calculated.

This simple TCM has been very successful in modelling a number of elec-
trochemical reactions, such as the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), oxy-
gen evolution reaction (OER) and the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER)
[38, 108, 135]. For these reactions, simple descriptors of the catalytic activity
have been identified (usually the binding free energy of key-intermediate
species such as *H, *O, *OOH), and these descriptors have been used sub-
sequently to computationally search for metal alloys that are more active
than the best existing catalyst [86, 136]. In a computational screening study
of potential HER catalysts, a BiPt surface was identified as one of the most
promising materials, which was confirmed by subsequent electrochemical
experiments that showed that it was indeed even better than pure Pt [86].
A similar case was seen for ORR, in which a several transition metal alloys
were predicted to be stable and active by the computational screening where
YPt and ScPt were confirmed experimentally to be more active than Pt itself
[74]. These examples show that TCM can be used in many cases to under-
stand the most important effects determining the overall catalytic activity
of these electrochemical reactions, and simple descriptors can be identified
and used to search computationally for improved catalysts. However, as we
will see below, unfortunately this is not always the case.

Recently, the first DFT studies of CER to methane have been carried out us-
ing the TCM in the hope of identifying the reaction pathway for this reaction
on several metal surfaces [10, 58, 64, 70, 137]. A review of theoretical work
on CER has recently been published [138]. The group of Jens K. Nørskov
has been the leading figure in this field and now several other groups have
started to use the TCM in order to identify improved catalysts for this re-
action [113, 139]. Within the framework of the TCM, the optimal reaction
mechanism is taken to be the one that involves intermediates with lowest
free energy and for CER on Cu this turns out to be the one shown in Figure
4.2 [58].

This mechanism differs from the experimental observations of Schouten et
al. [51] in that it includes formaldehyde (CH2O) as an intermediate. The
TCM can favour an elementary step that in reality is hindered by a large
energy barrier and the model can, therefore, predict a less than optimal
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Figure 4.2: Optimum reaction pathway obtained with the TCM [58]. Notice the
formaldehyde (CH2O) intermediate in the fourth hydrogenation step. This is in-
consistent with experimental observations [51].

reaction mechanism. Nie et al. have started to consider some of the ki-
netic effects that may be involved in the CER to methane and methanol on
a Cu(111) surface where they carried out calculations of activation barri-
ers for various elementary steps [60]. However, the applied potential was
only varied implicitly and only barriers for non-electrochemical steps were
considered. By including those, they did however find alternative reactions
pathways that are not predicted with the TCM [58].

4.3 Explicit model of the electrochemical interface

State-of-the-art methodology for atomic scale DFT simulations of electro-
chemical processes have recently been developed by the applicant, the de-
tailed ESLI model [71] in which reaction paths may be identified and ac-
tivation energy barriers calculated as a function of the applied potential,
determined in an explicit way. This methodology involves setting up a
model consisting of a metal surface, additional electrons in the metal, and
solvated protons in the water above the metal (Figure 4.3). This atomic-scale
model resembles schematic models developed for over 150 years, originated
by Helmholtz [140] and improved later by Gouy, Chapman, Stern and Gra-
hame [141–144].

Other research groups have developed rather different approaches to mimic
the electrochemical cell [145–147]. However, our method is the only one
that includes the counter ions explicitly at the electrical interface between
the solid surface and the liquid phase. The surface charge is counteracted
in the first water layer(s) and this creates a potential drop at the interface
resulting in a strong electric field between the solid and the liquid phase
(see Figure 4 in supplementary informations of reference [100]). To estimate
the rate, it is important to be able to calculate activation energy barriers
for each step in the proton-electron transfer reactions. However, in our
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Figure 4.3: Side view and top view of our atomistic model consisting of a Pt(111)
slab with extra electrons and hydronium ions solvated in water above the slab.
Charge iso-surfaces of the protons (blue) and the additional electrons (purple) when
the simulation cell is increased and the charge concentration is decreased [71].

method, the bias is reduced during a charge transfer reaction since the ions
at the interface setup the potential and the electric field and because we
have periodic boundary conditions.

Since we are limited to simulation cells of a finite size, this problem can be
severe. In our method, a large surface area simulation cell is constructed to
overcome this problem (Figure 4.3). In our largest simulation cell, the sys-
tem size is at the present computational limit for DFT, as several hundreds
of atoms need to be included in the system. Furthermore, in order to be able
to report all energy values at the limit when the bias does not change dur-
ing charge transfer reaction, we have developed an extrapolation scheme to
an infinite size system [71].

Using this simulation approach, we identified the atomic-scale mechanism
for electrochemical formation of H2 on the Pt(111) electrode at the equilib-
rium potential, U = 0 V [71]. The Volmer reaction [148] turns out to be a
fast step [104]. There are then two possible mechanisms of the subsequent
H2 forming step: two adsorbed H atoms can bind together and desorb as
H2, the Tafel mechanism [149], or a proton from the solution can directly
react with an adsorbed H-atom and an electron from the surface to form
H2, the Heyrovsky mechanism [150]. With these extensive and detailed cal-
culations, we concluded that the preferred mechanism at U = 0 V is the
Volmer-Tafel mechanism. The results of our calculations are in excellent
agreement with the trends in the experimental measured rates for the hy-
drogen formation even though no parameters in the calculation were fitted
to any experimental data.

The first calculations with this detailed ESLI model have been carried out
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for a few of the possible elementary steps in CER on a Pt(111) surface,
from which it was concluded that the energy barriers are insignificant [73].
However, most of these calculations correspond to an applied potential of
-2 V, that is, a significantly larger negative potential than was used in the
CER experiments and thus are of limited use in explaining the experimental
results and the reaction mechanism.

As will be seen in the following section, my group has begun a comprehen-
sive approach to address this problem [100]. It has become clear that the
TCM is not accurate enough as it has turned out to be important to simulate
the effect the external potential has on the activation energy and thereby the
reaction rate. We have already calculated the full mechanism on a series of
metal electrodes with this detailed ESLI model for several final products
(methane, ethylene, methanol, CO, H2). The calculations agree well with all
the available experimental data [12, 52, 61, 68], both in terms of the mech-
anism and the rates as a function of applied potential and a wide range of
metal electrodes. This success is opening up many doors and we believe
this is the only way to move forward in order to design new catalysts for
producing the various products, such as valuable HCAs. The results of our
initial study will be briefly discussed in the following section.

4.4 Towards mechanism of CER to hydrocarbons and alco-
hols

Recently my group has extended the detailed ESLI model [71, 74, 151] in
order to describe all the important aspects of CER to elucidate the mech-
anisms to HCA. It gives quantitative results in excellent agreement with
experiments and is used to identify a framework which can be used in the
search for better catalysts for this process.

We have calculated the minimum energy path (MEP) of various elementary
steps taking place at the ESLI towards a few selected final products in order
to estimate the activation barriers and the rate limiting steps (Figure 4.4). At
this stage we have focused on the formation of methane, methanol, ethylene,
CO and hydrogen on closed-packed surfaces of Cu, Au, Ag, Pt, Ni, Fe, Rh,
and Ir. Some of the preliminary findings were reported in a conference
proceeding [152] whereas the whole work has been submitted to one of the
highest-impact general-audience journals [100]. We believe that the results
we obtained are ground breaking for a very important problem and will
pave the way in developing catalysts for this dream reaction.
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Figure 4.4: The simulated system and the atomic scale mechanism of two of the
slowest steps in CER on the Cu(111) surface are illustrated in (a) and (b). The
first part of the minimum energy paths (MEP), from the initial states to the saddle
points are shown for the Heyrovsky reactions. (c) Examples of the energy along four
MEPs determining the reaction pathway. (d) Free energy landscape of the reaction
pathway obtained with ESLI on Cu(111) at U = -1.3 V, where activation barriers
are included (green). This is compared with the optimum pathway using the TCM
at U = 0 V (red). Reprinted from [100].
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The first point of significance of our results is that, by doing these detailed
calculations, we obtain a very different reaction path on the copper electrode
than the one predicted by the TCM (see Figure 4.4(d) and the mechanistic
figure obtained from the TCM used in work by Peterson et al. [58]). While
the first two proton transfer steps are the same as those obtained with the
TCM, resulting in the formation of a CO admolecule, the remaining six pro-
ton transfer steps involve completely different intermediates and therefore
a very different reaction path.

Our mechanism is in agreement with the limited available experimental
data on the reaction path in that formaldehyde is not included as an in-
termediate (in contrast to the TCM [68]). However, the most remarkable
support for our results is that excellent agreement is achieved with the mea-
sured reaction rates [7–9, 12, 51, 61, 68]. Using the energy barriers obtained
with our mechanism to calculate theoretically the rate of the electrochemi-
cal reactions, close agreement with all the experimental trends (Figure 4.5).
This strongly supports our detailed model of the electrochemical reaction
and the reaction mechanism obtained from our simulations.

The activation energy of Heyrovsky reaction steps is strongly dependent
on the strength of the applied potential. The rate-limiting step (the step
with the largest activation energy), also changes as the applied potential
is varied, as shown in Figure 4.5(a). For Cu, a crossover occurs at -0.9 V
and for a more negative potential the activation energy for CO2 reduction
becomes lower than for hydrogen evolution. The applied potential at this
calculated crossover corresponds well to the potential at which methane
starts to be produced in experiments [9, 12, 51, 61].

The current density, which is a measure of the rate of an electrochemical
reaction, has been estimated from the activation energy obtained from the
DFT calculations using the rate-limiting steps. Here, the only assumption
we make in the overall procedure is the value of the pre-exponential factor
in the rate constant, where we use a typical value of 1012 sites−1s−1. The
calculated results for Cu(111) are in excellent agreement with experimen-
tally measured current density and current efficiency, as shown in Figure
4.5(b), (e) and (c), (f) respectively.

Figure 4.5 also shows results of calculations for CER and HER reactions at
a Pt(111) electrode. The activation energy for CER and HER on Pt(111) as
a function of applied potential is shown in Figure 4.5(d). The activation
energy for CER is larger than for HER for the whole range of applied po-
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tential 4.5(e). The calculated current density for HER is in close agreement
with experimental measurements and is orders of magnitude larger than
for CER, see Figure 4.5(e). This is in stark contrast to the trends observed
on the Cu electrode, where the rate of CER becomes higher than the rate
of HER at around -0.9 V (Figure 4.5(b)). Similar close agreement between
calculations and measurements has been obtained for close-packed surfaces
of several other metals.

Figure 4.5: Activation barriers calculated with the detailded ESLI model for the
rate-limiting steps (RLS) of CER and HER at different applied potentials for (a)
Cu(111) and (d) Pt(111) electrodes. The RLS can be different at different applied
potential and indicated in the legend of (a). In (b) and (e) the current density and
current efficiency of forming CH4 and H2 is plotted versus the applied potential,
both from our calculated barriers and from experiments. Also the current efficiencies
were calculated from our calculated barriers and were compared with experiments
in (c) and (f) [12, 61].

4.5 Descriptor-based search to narrow down HCA

Since full electrochemical simulations as the ones described above where
the ESLI is modelled and activation energy evaluated as a function of ap-
plied voltage are extremely computationally demanding, it is important to
develop a simple descriptor that can help identify an optimal catalyst. Pre-
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viously, the CO binding energy has been used as a descriptor to create
volcano plots [10]. Our results show that in order to ensure a low enough
rate of the competing reaction, the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), it
is necessary to add a second parameter, the differential adsorption energy
of H-adatoms on on-top sites, but those sites get occupied when the H
coverage exceeds 1 monolayer (ML). Only when the binding energy of H-
adatoms on on-top sites is weak can the large negative potential needed to
reduce CO2 be applied without hydrogen evolution getting in the way.

Figure 4.6 shows a two-descriptor graph including observed and predicted
products at 24 different pure metal electrodes arranged according to the
two-parameter descriptor. Most metals, including Pt, are located in the
region where H-adatom binding at on-top sites is too strong and mainly
H2 gas is evolved at those electrodes (blue region). As the differential H-
adatom binding at on-top sites is reduced, the ratio of HCA formation to
H2 formation is predicted to increase, with only Cu landing in the region
where the two are comparable (green). None of the pure metals are located
in the region where H2 formation is negligible (dark yellow). When the
CO binding at the electrode surface is weaker, the reduction stops at CO
because it desorbs, as is observed for Ag, Zn and Au electrodes [12, 61]. For
even weaker CO binding, the reduction is predicted to stop at HCOO−, as
has indeed been observed experimentally for Tl, Pb, In and Cd [9].

These descriptors determine what species those metals will produce as a
major product. The open circles have measurements to support these pre-
dictions but the filled circles have not been measured yet. Cu is the only
pure metal that lands on the green area where a mixture of H2 and HCA
is formed. Also shown are preliminary results on bimetallic alloys (bulk
alloys, surface alloys and overlayers) where a few are predicted to form a
mixture of H2 and HCAs. In this very preliminary computational screening
no alloy is found in the orange area where high yields of HCA are predicted.
However, given the extremely limited number of alloys that were tested and
the scatter obtained on this plot, it is very likely that such promising cata-
lysts will be identified when this screening study is performed on the much
larger scale proposed in the current study. To confirm the predictive power
of these descriptors, we have calculated these two parameters for a catalyst
that has been measured experimentally, where a Cu overlayer on a Pt(111)
surface was tested for CER (indicated by a blue star) [65, 66]. There, around
5-10% methane was measured and the rest was mainly H2. The Cu over-
layer improved Pt a lot, where Pt makes almost 100% H2 itself. However,
this Cu/Pt(111) system is not as good as Cu itself with 72% yields of HCAs.
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Figure 4.6: Two-parameter descriptor determining the selectivity towards hydro-
carbons and alcohols (HCA) compared to H2, CO and formate (HCOO−). 24 pure
metals (circles) are arranged according to the binding energy of CO on the surfaces
and the differential binding energy of H in on-top sites when the H coverage exceeds
1 monolayer.

This H descriptor we are introducing here seems to capture this correctly,
where the weaker the H differential binding energy it is, higher the yields
of HCAs compared to H2 [152].

The two-parameter descriptor summarizes well the experimental observa-
tions and can serve as a first indicator of a good CER catalyst towards HCA.
In order for CO2 to be reduced to HCA, the CO binding energy needs to be
strong enough for it to stay at the surface. In addition, the differential bind-
ing energy of adsorbed H at on-top sites needs to be small enough for the
side reaction, H2 formation, not to dominate. The insight provided here is
invaluable when searching for an optimal catalyst for CO2 electroreduction.

The two parameters are somewhat correlated, as can be seen from Figure
4.6, but the scatter is large which means that it should be possible to find a
catalyst with higher CER catalytic efficiency than Cu. It is important to find
a catalyst that both produces less H2 and forms CER at a smaller applied
potential. Recently we started working in calculating these two descriptors
on a number of bimetallic alloys. We tried several bulk alloys, surface al-
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loys and full overlayers of metal of one type on of a metal of another type.
These preliminary data (red x’s in Figure 4.6) confirm that there is a high
possibility of finding new catalysts in the area of high efficiency towards
HCA. From the modest number of alloys tested so far, a few show promise
of making high yields of HCA, comparable to Cu. This study would, how-
ever, need to be carried out in a far more comprehensive way, with many
more alloys included.

One alloy, a Cu overlayer on a Pt(111) surface, shows that by taking the
hydrogen descriptor into account, one can move Pt that produces almost
100% H2 into the region where a mixture of H2 and CH4 is produced (blue
star). Exactly this system has been tested experimentally before [65, 66].
When using 1 ML of Cu on Pt(111) they obtain around 5-10% methane and
the rest is mainly hydrogen. Our simple descriptor indicates that it should
not be as good as Cu itself, and that is also verified in these experiments.

In future we will focus on metal oxides, we need to verify if these same
descriptors can be used or if something else needs to be taken into account.

4.6 Determining selectivity towards which hydrocarbons and
which alcohols

When we have searched for catalysts that will be selective towards HCA
rather than forming CO, formate or H2, we will perform more detailed ESLI
calculations to determine which particular HCA product that catalyst will
form. First, however, we will consider the thermodynamics by calculating
free energy diagrams (FED) of CER towards different products. In this
way we can easily see if the catalyst will have a rate-determining step (RDS)
which is difficult to overcome, but that will influence the onset potential and
those candidates can be discarded right away. The FED analysis can also
distinguish between different selectivity determining steps (SDS) to rule out
some of the HCA products for a particular catalyst. Those calculations are
relatively quick and can be used in the second phase of the search for a new
catalyst. Finally, we will do ESLI calculations within the detailed model of
all of the proton-electron transfer steps of CER towards the selected HCA
products; methane, methanol, ethylene, ethanol and propanol. Since the
MEPs will already be optimized at different applied potentials for several
pure metal electrodes, those detailed calculations of all the MEPs to estimate
the transition states will be relatively fast.

Example: When we have a candidate that does not produce H2, CO or for-
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mate when an external potential is applied, we know it will form some
HCA in high yields. After doing simple thermodynamic calculations we
will perform the MEP calculations within our detailed ESLI model. To dis-
tinguish whether methane or menthol will be formed we will consider the
reactions of whether *CH2OH will form *CH2 + H2O or CH3OH. Most of
the candidates will presumably favour the *CH2 species instead of forming
methanol, but if a large amount of different catalysts will be tested, the like-
lihood of finding a new catalyst that forms methanol increases. If the *CH2
species is favoured over methanol formation, we will calculate the relative
efficiency toward forming *CH3 (which can lead to methane formation) or
if the *CH2 species come together and form ethylene (C2H4). In this way,
we can map out all the relative rates towards all of the different HCA of
interest.
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5 Methodology

The wavefunction of a particular quantum mechanical system,Ψ(r, t) offers
a complete description of the system’s state. Information about quantities
of interest (known as observables) can be extracted from the wavefunction
by the use of operators. The wavefunctions are solutions to the quantum
mechanical Schrödinger equation. For a non-relativistic system the time
independent Schrödinger equation can be expressed as an eigenvalue prob-
lem.

Ĥψn = Enψn (5.1)

Where ψn represents a stationary state of definite energy En[153]. The Hamil-
tonian operator denoted as Ĥ gives a proper description of how particles in
a particular system behave and interact. It is expressed as the sum of kinetic
and potential energy of all particles and their interactions. For a N + M
particle Coulombic system the molecular Hamiltonian can be expressed in
atomic units as:

Ĥ = −1
2
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, (5.2)

where the integers i and j denote the N electrons in the system and A and
B the M nuclei. The first two terms in the equation represent the kinetic en-
ergy of electrons and nuclei respectively. The third term is the external po-
tential or the attractive Coulombic force between a nucleus and an electron.
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The last two terms represent repulsion interaction of electrons and nuclei
respectively. By the practical assumption known as the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation[154] one can assume that the nuclei are stationary in respect
to the electrons on the time scale of electronic motion. Therefore the kinetic
energy term of the nuclei is rendered invariant and the nuclei-nuclei repul-
sive interaction becomes a constant for each set of nuclear coordinates. The
Hamiltonian, now known as the electronic Hamiltonian gets reduced to:

Ĥelectronic = −
1
2
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1
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1
rij

(5.3)

The last term, which describes the electron-electron repulsion, is trouble-
some and is the reason why approximations are needed. Without it an N
electron wavefunction could simply be expressed as a product of N one
electron (hydrogenic) wavefunctions. To chemists these wavefunctions sig-
nify atomic orbitals. The Hamiltonian would be simplified to a sum of one
electron operators.

Exchange and correlation

All electrons are completely indistinguishable, in such a way that classical
objects can never be. In theory this leads to the antisymmetrization require-
ment of fermions (half integer spin particles), meaning that if a position
of an electron is interchanged with another the wavefunction must become
antisymmetric.

ψ(r1, r2, r3, ..., rn) = −ψ(r2, r1, r3, ..., rn) (5.4)

A consequence of this requirement is the famous Pauli exclusion principle,
which states that no two identical fermions can occupy the same quantum
state. Another consequence is the reduction of the energy in electronic sys-
tems, known as the exchange energy, resulting from the geometric tendency
of keeping the electrons apart.[153]

Electrons are negatively charged particles and the Coulombic repulsion sub-
jected to each electron from all the other electrons is given by
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(5.5)

Therefore, each electron in an N electron system correlates with the motion
of all the other electrons due to the instantaneous repulsion felt by one an-
other. The Schrödinger equation becomes an impossible problem to solve
analytically for all systems with more than one electron and approximations
have to be made.

Quantum chemistry

Quantum chemistry offers ways to approximate and solve these many body
problems; most of them are quite rigorous and computationally heavy, and
can only be used for small systems. Special attention shall be given to the
Hartree Fock (HF) theory. It is a first principle (‘ab initio’) method, meaning
it only uses fundamental constants of nature and atomic coordinates as an
input. Earlier, the effects of a Coulombic potential, which lacks the electron-
electron repulsion terms were discussed. HF drops this repulsion term to
simplify the equation, meaning all instantaneous correlation between elec-
trons is neglected and only the average potential felt by each electron is
added. Therefore, correlation energy can now be assigned a proper defini-
tion.

Ecorr = Eexact − EHF, (5.6)

where EHF denotes the energy at the Hartree Fock limit. Now HF does
not only show us the importance and magnitude of correlation, but also
incorporates the exchange symmetry discussed earlier by using a normal-
ized Slater determinant as a wavefunction. This method allows the exact
exchange energy to be calculated. As a side result, the exchange included
keeps electrons with parallel spin apart, this effect is known as the Fermi
hole.[154]

The time-independent Schrödinger equation can be rewritten in the form of
the Hartree Fock equation:
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f̂ ψi = εiψi (5.7)

where f̂ is known as the one electron Fock operator and is given with:
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riA

+ vHF
i (5.8)

where vHF
i is the average potential felt by an electron. The Hartree Fock

equations are then solved self consistently during a variational calculation.
To be able to improve the representation of any system, electron correla-
tion has to be included. This has remained an active site of research for
quite some time now and many methods have been devised, such as Cou-
pled Clusters theory[155], Configuration Interaction[156] and Møller Ples-
set perturbation theory[157]; these methods are often referred to as post-HF
methods. What they all have in common is that they are all wavefunction
calculations, where the wavefunctions depend upon three spatial coordi-
nates and one spin for each of the N electrons making large calculations
quite rigorous and computationally demanding.

5.1 Density Functional Theory

The electron density is an observable of the operator n̂(r). It is defined as
the probability of an electron occupying an element of space given around
a certain point and is expressed as

n(r) = N
∫

d3r2

∫
d3r3...

∫
d3rN |Ψ(r, r2, ..., rN)|2 = 〈Ψ|n̂(r)|Ψ〉. (5.9)

It is easy to visualize the density as a charged cloud smeared over a cer-
tain region of space. Density Functional Theory (DFT) exploits the fact
that the electron density is a function of only 3 spatial coordinates (n(~r))
instead of 3N like the previously discussed wavefunctions. Therefore the
density holds a key variable status within the framework of DFT. It is an ab
initio theory and recognizes that Coulombic systems are specified entirely
by their potential. This has allowed researchers to be able to study much
larger systems then ever before, with both reasonable computer resources
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and accuracies. One should take care, though, when discussing accuracies
concerning DFT. Fundamentally DFT is an exact theory; it is only during ap-
proximations of the electron-electron interaction that errors get introduced.
These approximations will be discussed in more detail in a later chapter.
The Thomas Fermi model was the first theory to be formulated in terms of
the electron density alone. However the theory had its limitations. The re-
sulting kinetic energy was badly approximated and initially the theory did
not attempt to include any exchange energy. A lot of improvements have
been made to the electron density theories and accuracies of DFT calcula-
tions have undergone significant improvements in recent years and it still
remains an active site of research. The conceptual framework of DFT rests
on a fundamental theorem proved by Kohn and Hohenberg (1964)[158] and
a set of equations which resemble the HF equations, known as the Kohn-
Sham equations (1965)[159].

Hohenberg and Kohn theorems

The Hohenberg and Kohn theorem states that the external potential is uniquely
determined by the corresponding ground state density[160], originally proved
by reductio ad absurdum. It means that no two non-degenerate ground state
densities can have the same external potential. However there is a concep-
tual problem: the theorem does not account for the possibility that there is
no potential that produces the corresponding density, often referred to as
v-representability. Lets making the assumption that a groundstate density
is produced by a local potential, then the ground state wavefunction must
be a functional of the ground state density and as a consequence any ob-
servable, Ô, has to be a functional of the density as well. In other words, it
states that the density contains all the information necessary to determine
any quantity of interest, including the Hamiltonian, which of course has the
most important eigenvalue of them all, the energy. It can be expressed as

〈E[n]〉 = 〈Ψ[n]|Ĥelectronic|Ψ[n]〉 = 〈Te[n]〉+ 〈Vee[n]〉+ 〈VNe[n]〉 (5.10)

Notice how all the terms are functionals of the density as discussed. For
non-relativistic Coulombic systems the kinetic energy and electron-electron
repulsion terms are universal, meaning they are system non-specific. It is
only the nucleus-electron attraction term (external potential) that changes
from system to system, or more correctly, it is the external potential that de-
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fines a particular Coulombic system, whether it be a crystal lattice, molecule
or an atom. The external potential defined explicitly in terms of the density
is given by

〈Ψ[n]|V̂|Ψ[n]〉 =
∫

Vn(r)d3r = 〈V[n]〉. (5.11)

If a certain external potential has been chosen and viable approximations
have been made to the kinetic and repulsion terms, one can minimize the
energy functional (5.10) with respect to the density to possibly obtain the
ground state energy. As mentioned, DFT is exact and can therefore be
subjected to variational treatment, in theory. Any input density n′ will
always yield an energy upper bound to the true ground state energy E0.
Equation (5.10) can thus be rewritten as the following inequality

〈E0[n0]〉 ≤ 〈Te[ntrial]〉+ 〈Vee[ntrial ]〉+ 〈VNe[ntrial ]〉 (5.12)

Hohenberg and Kohn proved that the repulsion and kinetic energy would
in theory be at a minimum when n0 = ntrial. This variational treatment is
often considered the second theorem of Hohenberg and Kohn[161].

Kohn-Sham equations

Up until now, DFT has been discussed conceptually. The fact remains that
the kinetic energy and electron-electron repulsion terms are universal and
unknown. Kohn and Sham decomposed the kinetic energy term into two
parts: one, the kinetic energy of a non-interacting fictitious system with the
same electron density, n, as the physical system. This kinetic energy, Ts ,
can be found explicitly, as the non-interacting wavefunction defined to be
a Slater determinant constructed from the Kohn-Sham orbitals φs similiar
to the treatment of the spin orbitals in the Hartree Fock method. The sec-
ond part of the kinetic energy remains unknown and is contributed to the
correlation effects on the kinetic energy, Tc.

〈T[n, φs]〉 = 〈Ts[φs]〉+ 〈Tc[n]〉 (5.13)

Notice, that the kinetic energy has now become orbital dependent.
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The repulsion term can as well be decomposed into the known coulombic
term J[n] which corresponds to the Hartree potential and an unknown term
for the exchange and correlation, which will be denoted here as Uxc[n]. The
fundamental assumption that makes this all possible is that the Hohenberg
and Kohn theorem assures us that these unknown terms are in fact func-
tionals of the electron density. Now the unknown terms, which arise from
the exchange and correlation effects, can be grouped together into a single
term referred to as the exchange-correlation energy, Exc

〈Exc[n]〉 = 〈Tc[n]〉+ 〈Uxc[n]〉 = (〈T〉 − 〈Ts〉) + (〈Vee〉 − 〈J〉). (5.14)

The time independent Schrödinger equation of the fictitious non-interacting
sytem can thus be rewritten in the form of the single electron Kohn Sham
equation

[
− 1

2
∇2 + vs(r)

]
φi(r) = εiφi(r), (5.15)

where φi are the KS orbitals and εi are the energy corresponding to the ith

KS orbital. The single electron potential, Vs , can be expressed as

Vs(r) = VNe(r) + VH(r) + Vxc(r) (5.16)

Vxc =
δExc

δn
(5.17)

and the density can be constructed from the KS orbitals

n(r) =
N

∑
i
|φi(r)|2. (5.18)

The Kohn Sham equations are a non-linear problem and need to be solved
self consistently [161, 162].
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5.2 The Exchange-Correlation Energy

Everything in the Kohn-Sham DFT equations is known explicitly except for
the Exc term, which contains all the aspects of the many body problem;
if a solution to that were known the Kohn Sham approach to DFT would
be exact. Therefore, one needs to approximate these exchange-correlation
density functionals. The first and probably most important approximation
method is the Local Density Approximation (LDA) which resembles the
Thomas Fermi description of the kinetic energy. In LDA, the local Exc is
taken to be the same as that of a homogenous electron gas at a given point
~r in space, hence the word local in LDA.

ELDA
xc =

∫
εhom

xc [n(~r)]n(~r)d~r (5.19)

where εhom
xc denotes the value of the homogenous electron gas at the specific

point. The term can be divided into two parts.

εhom
xc = εx + εc, (5.20)

where the terms represents the exchange and correlation parts respectively.
The exchange term has been found analytically and can be expressed as

ELDA
x [n] =

−3q2

4

( 3
π

) 1
3
∫

n(~r)
4
3 d3~r (5.21)

The Ec part is much more complicated and only a few cases are known ex-
actly. Therefore, a variety of numerical approximations have been studied
for the correlation term. LDA owes a part of its success to a systematic
cancellation of errors, as it underestimates the correlation energy and over-
estimates the exchange energy. LDA[161][163] has been studied extensively.
It has been shown to provide a good method for estimating the proper-
ties of bulk materials, since the valence electron density in such materials
changes in a rather slow manner and bears a resemblence to the homoge-
nous electron gas. When it comes to atoms and molecules, LDA often fails
to predict the correct properties. As well, LDA has been shown to predict
the wrong ground states, overestimate binding energies and neglect dis-
persion forces. The next advancement, was the LSDA (Local Spin Density
Approximation)[162] which allowed calculations to depend on both spin up
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and spin down separately and therefore vary the magnitude of spin up and
spin down densities.

Higher level approximations have been made to LDA. In a way, they could
be thought of as a systematic addition of variable dependancies, perhaps
like steps in a stairway (Jacob’s ladder) [164]. The first “step” after LSDA
is the addition of dependence on the gradient of the electron density, al-
lowing for a certain "inhomogeneity" or semi-local effects in the density.
This approximation is known as the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA)[161] and can be expressed as

EGGA
xc =

∫
εhom

XC
[
n(~r),∇(~r)

]
n(~r)d~r (5.22)

Many GGA functionals exist and still today improvements are being made.
These functionals are often constructed in such a way that they try to up-
hold many features of LSDA[165]. Functionals that work for one system
might not work so well for another. In a sense one needs to consider “trans-
ferability” of a functional[166], that which functional to use depending on
the particular system in question. Example of GGA functionals are PW91,
PBE or BLYP. In some cases they are known to correct the overestimation of
the binding energy which is produced by LDA[163]

The next two natural steps in the stairway are the meta-GGA functionals
and hybrid functionals[163]. The meta-GGA adds a dependency on the
Laplacian, an example of such functional is TPSS. The hybrid functionals
(Hyper-GGA) offer a quite different approach to the previously mentioned
approximation methods. They have shown to improve atomization ener-
gies, geometries and vibrational frequencies. These functionals incorporate
a fraction of the exact exchange from HF in terms of the KS orbitals. The
exchange-correlation functional of one of the most widely used hybrid func-
tionals, B3LYP, is given by[166]

VB3LYP
xc = VLDA

xc + α1(Eexchange−VLDA
x )+ α2(VGGA

x −VLDA
x )+ α3(VGGA

c −VLDA
c )

(5.23)

where Vx and Vc are exchange and correlation functionals respectively and
α is a numerical parameter. A range of other functional methods exist such
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as hybrid-meta-GGA and range seperated hybrids. The fact remains that
all these functionals build upon the basis of LDA and GGA.

5.3 Future Aspects of DFT

The ideal achievement one would hope to reach is the explicit knowledge of
the Exc term, which leads to an exact “practical” theory. Until then, various
approximations and improvements to specific systems have to suffice. As
discussed before, the exchange energy can be dealt with relatively easy as
compared to the correlation term which causes most of the problems. On
one hand, some systems are goverened by long range (non-local) disper-
sion interactions and other systems are strongly correlated materials such
as transition metal oxides. A simple, but shown to be effective, fix in some
cases to the dispersion forces is the DFT+D correction. It simply adds a
pair-wise atomic dispersion contribution to the total energy, given with the
following equation:

EDFT+D = EDFT − S ∑
Cij

r6
ij

fdamp(rij), (5.24)

where fdamp is included to prevent unphysical behaviour. Cij denotes a dis-
persion coefficient and rij the distance between two atoms. Another prob-
lem that needs special attention is the self interaction error (SIE)[163], or in
other words the interaction of an electron with itself. The problem becomes
apparent by a closer inspection of the Hartree potential VH (Eq. 5.16 on
page 57) which can be expressed as

VH(~r) =
∫ n(r)′

|r− r′|d
3r′. (5.25)

By inspection of the integral, one can see how the classical repulsion is de-
fined between the electron and the electron density. The electron of course
contributes to the total electron density introducing a type of an unphysi-
cal and systematic error that could only be cancelled if the exact exchange-
correlation functional was known. A number of methods have been devised
to try to work out the SIE such as DFT+U. Worth mentioning as well is the
positive side-effect of including a fraction of the HF exchange in the hybrid
functionals which in turn partially cancels out the SIE. [166]
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DFT is a conceptually exact theory and has proven to be a very sound
method for calculating the electronic structure of matter with reasonable
accuracy and computer expenses. It has become one of the main tools of
research for many branches of science, such as chemical kinetics, solid state
physics, biochemistry. The molecular chemistry search goes on for better
expressions of the exchange-correlation functional and improvements will
keep coming. The problem is that a more drastic approach needs to be taken
instead of building on the foundation of the old approximations which pos-
sibly converge to a limited accuracy. The focus should be divided into
a search for a new and improved approach towards exchange-correlation
functional as well. History has shown us that science advances with radical
ideas.
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6 Computational tools

6.1 Nudged elastic band method

A frequent problem in catalysis is determining the activation energy barrier
and the transition state for a particular reaction. The transition state (TS) is
located at the same place as the dividing surface between the initial state
(IS) and the final state (FS). The TS is the energetically highest point in the
minimum energy path (MEP), which connects the IS and the FS. As it is
a saddle point on a potential energy surface (PES), i.e. a maximum along
the reaction coordinate and a minimum in all other coordinates; one cannot
use standard minimization methods to determine it. Within the harmonic
approximation to transition state theory (TST) the problem of finding the
activation energy of a chemical reaction or diffusion event is reduced to
finding the saddle point through which the system has to advance in order
to move from the initial state to the final state. When both states are known,
this saddle point is most easily read from the MEP of the event.

In order to find the MEP of an event, we use the nudged elastic band method
(NEB). The method was developed by Jónsson et al. [167, 168] and it finds
the MEP of a process given the inital and final states. First the initial and
final positions of the system are connected with a linear chain of images
or replicas of the system. A spring potential is applied between adjacent
images, so the total energy of such a system is

F(R1, R2, ..., RP−1) =
P−1

∑
i=1

V(Ri) +
P−1

∑
i=1

ksp

2
(Ri − Ri+1)

2 (6.1)
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where the first term on the right hand side is the energy of the individual
images and the second one represents the spring energy that connects the
images. The system is then relaxed, i.e. minimised with respect to the
total energy, V, subject to a certain force projection which is referred to as
nudging [167]. When the forces have been zeroed, the chain of images
lies on the MEP. Better resolution of the MEP is obtained by increasing the
number of images. An example application of the NEB method is shown
in Figure 6.1 where the associative desorption of H2 at a Ni(111) surface to
form a subsurface and surface H adatom is calculated [169].

Figure 6.1: The figure shows (a) the initial linear interpolation (b) the relaxed
position of the nudged elastic band for desorption of H2 from subsurface and surface
H atoms on a Ni(111) surface. The two hydrogen atoms have different colours for
the sake of clarity. In (c) the minimum energy path along the reaction coordinates
for the desorption is shown. The figure is reprinted from reference [169].

6.2 Normal mode analysis

In order to calculate the vibrational frequencies of, e.g., adsorbed species on
a surface, normal mode analysis (NMA) is used throughout this thesis. The
main assumption made here is that the vibrations of adsorbed species may
be described by harmonic oscillators. This is usually a good approximation
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if the species is in its ground state, i.e. sitting in a potential well. However,
in some cases we also do this analysis for the transition states (TS) obtained
with the NEB method. This may be done if the harmonic approximation is
valid, or if the potential energy surface (PES) is not too flat at the TS. Since
this is a TS, it has one frequency less than the ground state because it has
one less degree of freedom. A linear molecule has 3N-5 normal modes but
a non-linear molecule has 3N-6 modes, where N is the number of atoms
in the molecule and the subtraction of 5 or 6 comes from 3 translational
modes and 2 or 3 rotational modes for the linear and non-linear molecules,
respectively. The four normal modes of a 3 atom linear molecule, such as
CO2, are shown in Figure. 6.2 [170–172].

Figure 6.2: Normal modes for a linear triatomic molecule, such as CO2. In the last
bending vibration the motion of the atoms is in-and-out of the plane of the paper.

When an atom is adsorbed on a surface it has 3 normal modes, as it is
assumed that it does not diffuse on the surface (zero translational modes)
and it has no rotational mode as it is only one atom bonded to a fixed
surface (the surface does not move). The atom vibrates in 3 directions, the
x, y and z directions. The normal modes or the frequencies, νi, of e.g., an
adsorbed atom on a surface can be calculated by

νi =
1

2π

√
ki
m

, (6.2)

where m is the mass of that adsorbed atom and k is the force constant which
can be calculated from the second derivative of the potential energy

ki =
d2V
dx2 , (6.3)

in the x direction. The same is then done for y and z directions. In practice,
when the atom has been relaxed to its minimum on the PES and the NMA
is turned on, the atom is displaced slightly in each direction around the
minimum and the potential energy, V, is calculated. For each direction
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there are three potential energy values at three different coordinates and
a parabolic function can be fitted through these points. The curvature, or
the second derivative, gives the force constant and then the normal mode.
These frequencies can then be divided by the speed of light to get the wave-
number, in cm−1, which is the common unit for such a quantity.

6.3 Calculating free energy of adsorbed species

Using DFT we calculate the total electronic energy of a system at absolute
zero, T = 0 K. To obtain the enthalpy of the system, we need to add the zero
point energy (ZPE) to the electronic energy of that configuration, which is
the lowest energy that this system can have. This is usually referred to as
the ground state energy, but it is noted here that this can in principle be
done at any point on the PES, e.g. the TS, not only at a local minimum
of the PES. The energy associated with the ground state of the quantum
harmonic oscillator is

E =
h̄ω

2
, (6.4)

where h̄ is the Planck’s constant and ω is the angular frequency.

To obtain the free energy of a system we need to include the entropy contri-
bution and add that to the enthalpy. The vibrational frequencies obtained
with the NMA are used to calculate both the ZPE of a certain configuration
on the PES and also the vibrational entropy, both for ground states and TS.
With the ZPE and the vibrational entropy, we can calculate the free energy
change when a gas phase molecule (A2) adsorbs (A*) on a surface (*):

∆GA∗ = ∆EA∗ + ∆(ZPE)− T∆S, (6.5)

where ∆(ZPE) and ∆S are the change in ZPE and entropy respectively when
the gas phase molecule is adsorbed on the surface. The frequencies of the
adsorbed states are calculated via the NMA and may be used to calculate
both the ZPE and the vibrational entropy of A*, whereas we take the ZPE
and the entropy of the gas phase molecules from standard molecular tables
[173, 174]. The ∆EA∗ is the differential electronic energy (E) when a gas
phase molecule is adsorbed on the surface:
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∆EA∗ = ∆Edi f f θ(A∗)

=
δ (N × Eint(δA∗))

δn

=
N × δ

(
Eint

( n
N

))
δn

=
N × Eint(

n
N
)−

(
Eint

n− 1
N

)
∆n

(6.6)

where ∆n = 1, n is the number of adsorbed species, N is the number of
surface atoms in the supercell and the integral energy is given by

∆Eint(θA∗) =
ESur f ace+nA∗ − ESurface −

n
2

EA2

N
(6.7)

The configurational part of the entropy can be added to the free energy of
adsorption

Scon f . = −kB

(
θA∗ − ln(θA∗) + (1− θA∗)ln(1− θA∗)

)
(6.8)

Since we are looking at the differential free energy, we need δScon f , which
is given by

Scon f

δθA∗
= kBln

(1− θA∗
θA∗

)
(6.9)

6.4 Computational hydrogen electrode (CHE)

The free energy change of each step involved in an electrochemical proton-
electron transfer and as a function of the applied electrical potential. The
effect of applying this potential was based upon a technique described ear-
lier by Nørskov et al. [59], which we are henceforth referring to as the com-
putational hydrogen electrode (CHE) model. This technique also provides
an elegant way of avoiding the explicit treatment of solvated protons.
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In this technique, zero voltage is defined based on the reversible hydrogen
electrode (RHE), follows the reaction

H+ + e−⇀↽
1
2

H2 (6.10)

In this model, the chemical potential of a proton-electron pair at 0 V (versus
RHE) is by definition equal to one-half the chemical potential of molecular
hydrogen at 101325 Pa and at all temperatures. The chemical potential (µ)
of each intermediate, calculated at 298 K, was varied as a function of the
electrical potential (U) according to

µ(U) = µ(0V) + neU (6.11)

In this way, the chemical potential of the proton-electron pair can be cal-
culated simply by calculating the chemical potential of gas-phase H2. The
chemical potential of the proton-electron pair can be adjusted as a function
of the applied potential by the standard relation between chemical and elec-
trical potential, ∆G = -eU, where e is the elementary positive charge and U
is the applied bias. Since the RHE is defined to be at 0 V at all pH values,
a pH correction is not needed. Thus, the total chemical potential of the
proton-electron pair as a function of applied potential, at all temperature
and pH values, can be calculated as

µ(H+) + µ(e−) =
1
2

µ(H2(g)) + neU (6.12)

This is a simple model to include the effect of applied bias. This method
is generally applicable for treating reaction free energies of electrochemical
systems.

6.5 Modeling the electrified solid-liquid interface

In this thesis the new robust model of the electrified solid-liquid interface
was used introduced by Skúlason et al. [71, 74] where the electrode/electrolyte
interface is modeled using metal slabs with a water bilayer on top. We use
the close-packed surfaces of FCC and HCP metals since there is a good
match between the lattice constants of the hexagonal metal surfaces and the
hexagonal water bilayer structure. Most of the calculations performed in
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this work were on (111) facets of metal catalysts including: Cu, Au, Ag, Pt,
Ni, Fe, Rh, and Ir.

The water layer has a hexagonal honeycomb structure as has been observed
experimentally and theoretically[175] on some close-packed surfaces. To
model the solid-liquid interface we use the H-down structure. The H-down
structure is lower in energy when considering negatively charged surfaces,
whereas the H-up structure is more favorable when the surface is positively
charged [176, 177].

The effect of the bias can be incorporated to the system by adding excess H
atoms to the water layer as shown in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: Top (a) and side (b) view of the model system for the electrochemical
double layer above a Pt(111) electrode. This example contains 3 hydronium ions
(labeled H3O+ and colored blue) in a water-bilayer over a hydrogen covered 3 layer
Pt(111) slabs in a 6×4 supercell. The transition state for the Heyrovsky reaction
is labeled TS and colored yellow. All adsorbed H atoms are shown as light grey
and are shown smaller to distinguish them from the H atoms in the water bilayer.
Figure is reprinted from reference [74].

Adding this extra H atom to the water and calculating the electronic struc-
ture of the system results in the formation of solvated protons in the water
layer and a transfer of electrons to the metal. This is because the elec-
tron from this additional H atom finds a position with a lower energy at
the metal surface rather than in the water. In order to create a positively
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charged surface, an H atom can be removed from the water in the same
way. Here the OH species in the water picks up an electron from the metal
slab, creating an alkaline solution on a positive electrode [99]. By varying
the number of hydrogen atoms added (or removed) and/or the unit cell size
used in the calculations, the electrostatic potential of the double layer can be
varied. The potential at which the calculations are made is deduced from
the work function in the same way as described by Skúlason et al. [71, 74].

6.6 Calculating the absolute electrode potential scale

Electrostatic potential profile

The approach outlined above results in the formation of solvated protons
in the water and extra electrons in the slab. This can be directly observed
by the formation of an electrostatic dipole layer outside the surface. The
variation of the electrostatic potential profile as a function of distance per-
pendicular to the surface is shown in Figure 6.4 for two different charge
states and hence two different potentials. By adding a different amount of
additional H atoms to the water layer, we can create a different proton con-
centration and surface charge density. In this way we can vary the electrode
potential [74].

The electrode potential of the slab relative to the normal hydrogen electrode
(NHE) may be estimated from the work function, φ [39], relative to that of
the NHE

U = φ− φNHE (6.13)

The reference system (NHE vs. vacuum), can e.g., be chosen to be within
the range φ NHE = 4.44 V to 4.85 V found in the literature [178, 179].

The capacitor model

A problem with the method described above is that it is difficult to assign an
absolute potential scale to the electrode, i.e., which reference value (φNHE =
4.44 V to 4.85 V) should be chosen from the experiments. The work function
of the slab defines the potential of the electrons (at the Fermi level) relative
to vacuum. One therefore needs to relate this to, e.g., the NHE which is
defined thermodynamically as the potential where the reaction (H++ e−)

⇀↽
1
2

(H2) is in equilibrium at standard conditions (pH=0, p(H2) = 1bar, T =
298 K).
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Figure 6.4: The variation of the electrostatic potential profile averaged parallel to
the surface as a function of the z-axis of the super cell. The electrostatic potential is
shown for two different charge states and hence two different electrode potentials.
The φ(ν)1H+

and φ(ν)4H+
represent the absolute value of the electrostatic potential

in the vacuum region relative to the Fermi level for systems with 1 and 4 protons
solvated in the water bilayer, respectively. In the vacuum region a dipole layer is
introduced in the calculation in order to electrostatically decouple the periodically
repeated slabs in the z-direction. Figure is reprinted from reference [74].

Here we will identify a direct link between the thermodynamic definition
of the NHE potential and the calculated work function so that an internal
definition of the absolute potential scale may be obtained. We will start by
focusing on the energy of the solid/liquid interface as it is charged with
protons and electrons. Let us consider a number of different area super
cells with N surface metal atoms and n protons in the double layer. The
total free energy or the integral free energy, Gint, per surface metal atom (or
surface area) relative to H2 is calculated as

Gint =
(G(N, n)− G(N, 0)− nµH2

2
)

N
(6.14)

Gint is a function of charge per surface area φ =
n
N

and not directly depen-
dent on the area of the unit cell, N. Here µH2 denotes the chemical potential
of molecular hydrogen. First, we choose µH2 so that Gint has its minimum
for the configuration with no protons in the water layer, where Gint is zero
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by definition. This corresponds to a potential scale of U - Uipzc, where U is
the electrode potential calculated from the work function and Uipzc is the
potential of zero charge (PZC).

Gint corresponds to the free energy stored in the capacitor set up by the
protons in the water layer and their counter charge in the metal. It should
therefore be quadratic in potential

Gint =
1
2

C(U −Upzc)
2 =

e2θ2

2C
(6.15)

where C is the capacitance and we use that eθ = C(U -Uz pc) by definition.
In Figure 6.5 we show data from the DFT calculations at varying unit cell
sizes and varying charge, and the expected quadratic behavior is clearly
observed.

Figure 6.5: The integral free energy stored in the double layer as a function of
the electrode potential obtained via the work-function method for some of the metal
electrodes used in this study. Figure is reprinted from reference [100].

6.7 Calculating current density and current efficiency

When we use the aforementioned methodologies and computational tools,
the question arises: how well do our theoretical calculations compare with
measured rate of H2 and CH4, reported by Kuhl et al. [12, 61]. The ac-
tivation energy barriers for the rate limiting steps both for CO2 reduction
and HER obtained from the DFT calculations were optimized for maximum
number of the slabs (9 layers for all metal catalysts), to compare the exper-
imentally measured rates. According to harmonic transition state theory
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we assume a prefactor, A, of the order 1013 site−1 s−1 in an Arrhenius rate
constant, eq. 6.16:

k0 = Aexp−Ea\KBT (6.16)

The surface area per atom, A/N, for all metal catalysts that have been stud-
ied in this work was calculated. By applying i0 = k0eN/A at 298 K we
obtain the exchange current densities, which agree quite well with the ab-
solute values of the experimentally measured exchange current density for
(a) copper, (b) platinum and current efficiency values (c) and (d) of H2 and
CH4 production for Cu, Au, Ag, Pt, Ni, Fe, Rh, and Ir 6.6.

In this recent work we have summarized all the methodology and compu-
tational tools used throughout the thesis.
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Figure 6.6: Calculated activation energy of the rate limiting steps in CO2 elec-
troreduction and hydrogen evolution reactions, and comparison of calculated and
measured current density and current efficiency. Calculated and measured [12, 61]
current density for CH4 and H2 formation at (a) Cu(111) and (b) Pt(111) surfaces.
The calculations are based on harmonic transition state theory with activation en-
ergy obtained from the DFT calculations and a prefactor taken to be 1012 s−1 per
active surface site. (c) and (d) Current efficiency in CO2 reduction as a function
of applied potential for Cu, Au, Ag, Pt, Ni, Fe, Rh, and Ir. Experimental results
[61] (open symbols) and theoretical calculations (solid lines). The current density
for CO2 reduction and H2 formation is calculated from the activation energy of
the rate-limiting steps for each of the metals at an applied potential experimentally
found to give maximum current in CO2 reduction: Ag: -1.05 V, Au: -0.67 V, Cu:
-1.05 V, Ni: -1.00 V, Pt: -0.90 V, Fe: -0.65 V. The metals are arranged according to
the calculated binding energy of CO on the close packed surfaces. Figure is adopted
from reference [100].
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Electrochemistry is an important processes for converting electrical energy
to chemical energy. One possibility is to use electrical energy from renew-
able energy sources such as wind or solar power to produce hydrogen by
electrolysis of water. The hydrogen can then be used in mobile applications
or in stationary power plants. There are, however, significant energy losses
associated with the electrochemical splitting of water in electrolyzers as well
as in the use of hydrogen in fuel cells, mainly due to the oxygen reduction
reaction. Furthermore, transportation of hydrogen is not easy.

Increasing energy demand and foreseeable depletion of fossil fuel has sparked
interest in the development of efficient ways to produce synthetic fuels that
are easier to transport than hydrogen [1–4]. Also, due to the increase in
anthropogenic CO2 in the atmosphere and global climate change, a partic-
ularly appealing approach is to use CO2 as raw material in such a process.
Currently, renewable methanol is produced in a two step process where wa-
ter is first electrolysed and then hydrogen is reacted with CO2. This could,
however, be achieved in a one step process in electrochemical conversion of
carbon dioxide to fuel. Recent experiments have shown that the CO2 can
be used to produce electrochemically a variety of organic compounds such
as formic acid, carbon monoxide, methane, ethylene, ethanol and other in
smaller quantities. These products can be used as feed-stocks for chemical
synthesis or converted into hydrocarbon fuel. This process is of interest (i)
for the recycling of CO2 as an energy carrier, thereby reducing its accumu-
lation in the atmosphere, (ii) for the production of renewable hydrocarbon
fuels from CO2, water, and renewable electricity for use as transportation
fuels, (iii) as a convenient means of storing electrical energy in chemical
form to level the electrical output from intermittent energy sources such
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as wind and solar and (iv) no/minor modification would be needed in the
current infrastructure for delivering and dispensing fuel to the consumers.
However, in order to make electrochemical reduction of CO2 viable, sub-
stantial advances in the field of electro-catalysis are needed.

DFT calculations provide a powerful tool for investigating theoretically reac-
tion paths by examining individual elementary reaction steps. Experimen-
tal identification of surface bound intermediates is highly challenging in the
aqueous electrochemical environment. However, the atomic-scale modeling
of electrocatalytic systems using DFT is challenging. At an electrochemical
interface, a charge difference between the electrode surface and the elec-
trolyte creates an electrostatic potential drop, which may affect the local
structures and stability of the surface adsorbates. Incorporating these fac-
tors into DFT models requires an understanding of the electrode-electrolyte
interface at a molecular level. DFT calculations of electrochemical reactions
are complicated by the presence of a liquid in contact with the catalyst
surface. The state of a surface in equilibrium within the electrochemical
environment is determined by the potential and the electrolyte, which in
turn determine the chemical potential of electrons. The potential also has a
strong thermodynamic effect on the equilibrium adsorbate structure. There-
fore, an accurate calculation of the potential-dependent energy barriers for
the elementary steps in the reaction becomes difficult. This work contributes
to the understanding of the fundamental catalysis of CO2 electroreduction,
which in turn could lead to the development of active, selective, stable and
abundant catalyst materials for sustainable energy storage and conversion
technologies of the future.

Several experimental studies have provided valuable information about aque-
ous CO2 electroreduction. Theoretical models have also recently been de-
veloped to help explain general trends in the catalytic activity of transition
metal surfaces. Descriptors that determine activity, selectivity, stability or
other important properties for a class of related catalysts have been identi-
fied. Scaling relations between the adsorption energy of various adsorbates
[180, 181] and BEP relations between reaction barriers and reaction energies
[35] allow simple reactions to be well described by a few independent pa-
rameters. In some cases, this descriptor based approach can also be used to
model catalytic activity. When a suitable set of descriptors has been identi-
fied, a list of catalyst candidates may be generated and the descriptors used
to pre-screen the candidates. This identifies catalysts which are most likely
to have the desired properties. These candidates can subsequently be tested
experimentally.
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In the present project, a more detailed modeling was carried out where en-
ergy barriers were calculated as a function of applied potential for a large
number of possible elementary steps of CO2 reduction towards a number of
final products on several metal surfaces. From the results of these calcula-
tions, we propose an explanation for why copper is a unique electrocatalyst
for the formation of hydrocarbons and alcohols by CO2 reduction. It turns
out that it is important to take energy barriers and their dependence of the
applied potential into account. The main reason why copper surfaces can
catalyze the formation of hydrocarbons and alcohols is not because they
make the elementary steps in CO2 reduction faster than other metal sur-
faces but rather because hydrogen formation at large negative potential is
slower on copper than on other metals. A key issue is the binding energy
of hydrogen adatoms at on-top sites which is especially small on copper
surfaces. Another important feature of copper is that it binds CO strongly
enough for it to stick to the surface and get reduced further, while e.g. Au
and Ag bind CO so loosely that it desorbs. Detailed modeling was used
to establish the reaction mechanism of CO2 electroreduction to methane,
methanol, ethylene, ethanol and CO as well as the competing hydrogen
evolution reaction. We used a detailed atomistic model of the electrochem-
ical interface and a variation in the applied voltage to evaluate not only the
free energy of intermediates but also the energy barriers corresponding to
the transition state for each step, both the Heyrovsky and Tafel reactions.
The calculations explain why only copper electrodes give a significant yield
of methane, ethylene and ethanol while a low yield of methanol is obtained.
We compared a range of close packed metal surfaces (including Cu, Ag, Au,
Ni, Fe, Rh, Ir and Pt) and evaluated the current density for both CO2 reduc-
tion and hydrogen formation. We compared theoretically calculated rates of
formation of methane, ethylene, methanol, ethanol and CO with experimen-
tal measurements [12, 61]. The new insight obtained from the calculations
provides a framework that can help future development of catalysts with
higher energy efficiency and greater selectivity for a particular hydrocarbon
or alcohol. In order to achieve the higher activity and selectivity towards
CO2 reduction we propose a two parameter descriptor that can be used to
search for a better CO2 electroreduction catalyst.
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in the z-direction. Figure is reprinted from reference [74]. . . . . 71

6.5 The integral free energy stored in the double layer as a function
of the electrode potential obtained via the work-function method
for some of the metal electrodes used in this study. Figure is
reprinted from reference [100]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72
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6.6 Calculated activation energy of the rate limiting steps in CO2
electroreduction and hydrogen evolution reactions, and compar-
ison of calculated and measured current density and current ef-
ficiency. Calculated and measured [12, 61] current density for
CH4 and H2 formation at (a) Cu(111) and (b) Pt(111) surfaces.
The calculations are based on harmonic transition state theory
with activation energy obtained from the DFT calculations and a
prefactor taken to be 1012 s−1 per active surface site. (c) and (d)
Current efficiency in CO2 reduction as a function of applied po-
tential for Cu, Au, Ag, Pt, Ni, Fe, Rh, and Ir. Experimental results
[61] (open symbols) and theoretical calculations (solid lines). The
current density for CO2 reduction and H2 formation is calculated
from the activation energy of the rate-limiting steps for each of
the metals at an applied potential experimentally found to give
maximum current in CO2 reduction: Ag: -1.05 V, Au: -0.67 V,
Cu: -1.05 V, Ni: -1.00 V, Pt: -0.90 V, Fe: -0.65 V. The metals are
arranged according to the calculated binding energy of CO on
the close packed surfaces. Figure is adopted from reference [100]. 74
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1.1 Experimentally measured Faradaic yield in CO2 reduction at var-
ious transition metal electrodes, at 5 mA/cm2 current density in
a 0.1 M KHCO3 buffer at 18.5 ◦C, as summarized by Hori [9]. The
hydrocarbons formed at copper electrodes are predominantly
CH4, C2H4, C2H5OH, C3H7OH, C2H6, C3H5OH, CH3CHO, and
C2H5CHO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
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Abstract 
A detailed understanding of the mechanism of electrochemical reduction of CO2 to form hydrocarbons 
can help design improved catalysts for this important reaction. Density functional theory calculations 
were used here to model the various elementary steps in this reaction on transition metal surfaces, in 
particular Cu(111) and Pt(111). The minimum energy paths for sequential protonation by either Tafel 
or Heyrovsky mechanism were calculated using the nudged elastic band method for applied potentials 
comparable to those used in experimental studies, ranging from -0.7 V to -1.7 V. A detailed 
mechanism for CO2 reduction on Cu(111) has been identified where the highest activation energy is 
0.5 eV at -1.3 V vs. RHE. On Pt(111), a different mechanism is found to be optimal but it involves a 
higher barrier, 0.7 eV at -1.0 V vs. RHE. Hydrogen production is then a faster reaction with activation 
energy of only 0.3 eV on Pt(111) at the same potential, while on Cu(111) hydrogen production has an 
activation energy of 0.9 eV at -1.3 V. These results are consistent with experimental findings where 
copper electrodes are found to lead to relatively high yield of CH4 while H2 forms almost exclusively 
at platinum electrodes. 
 
Keywords: Density functional theory, Electrocatalysis, Electrochemical reduction of carbon dioxide, Nudged 
elastic band 

1 Introduction 
The increasing energy demand, global climate change and foreseeable reduction in fossil fuel 

availability has sparked interest in the development of ways to produce synthetic fuel. One option is 
the conversion of CO2 to methane or methanol. The latter is already produced commercially at a 
factory in Iceland in a two-step process, where hydrogen is first generated by electrolysis of water and 
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subsequently reacted with CO2 [1]. Extensive, pioneering work on electrochemical reduction of CO2 
using pure transition metal catalysts has been carried out by Hori and coworkers [2, 3, 4]. They found 
significant yield of hydrocarbons formed at copper electrodes, with methane being the major product. 
The Faradaic yield for hydrocarbons was given as 72.3% while the yield for H2 is 20.5%. In other 
words, copper both reduces CO2 to form hydrocarbons and also reduces protons to form H2. However, 
no other metal electrode was found to produce a significant yield of hydrocarbons. Hydrogen formed 
almost exclusively on many transition metals, such as Ti, Fe, Ni, and Pt, while the reduction of CO2 
terminated with CO desorption at Au and Ag electrodes. An important challenge is to identify the 
detailed mechanism of CO2 reduction on Cu electrodes and explain why this reaction does not occur 
on other transition metals such as Pt. The reduction at Cu electrodes requires rather high overpotential 
and it would be advantageous to identify an improved electrochemical catalyst with a reduced 
overpotential. A detailed understanding of the mechanism could help design such an improved 
catalyst. By gaining a deeper understanding of the mechanism of CO2 reduction on Cu, we hope to 
shed more light on the uniqueness of Cu as an efficient electro- catalyst for CO2 reduction and, 
thereby, possibly contribute to the development of even better electro-catalyst for this reaction. 

Significant progress has been made on the theoretical modeling of this reaction. Calculations based 
on density functional theory (DFT) have identified various possible reaction pathways for CO2 
reduction, in particular electrochemical reduction, and provided estimates of the electrical potential 
needed. Peterson and co-workers estimated the onset potential for various reduction products based on 
the free energy of intermediates on a stepped Cu surface [5]. The effect of applied voltage was 
modeled by adding neU for each electron added, where e is the charge of the electron and U is the 
applied potential [6]. We will refer to this as the thermochemical model. The onset potential is then 
estimated as the voltage needed for all the elementary steps in the mechanism not to increase the free 
energy. This is, however, only a rough estimate since the activation energy (i.e. transition state energy) 
is not included in the thermochemical model. Nevertheless, the calculated onset potentials turned out 
to be in good agreement with the measurements of Hori and co-workers for reduction at Cu electrodes 
[5]. The model, however, does not explain why other metal electrodes such as Pt do not form 
hydrocarbons but rather evolve H2 gas, as discussed below. A more detailed study of the reaction 
mechanism is, therefore, needed. 

Experimental studies [2, 7, 8, 9], as well as DFT calculations by Peterson and co-workers [5, 10, 
11], have provided information about reaction paths for the formation of methane (CH4) and ethylene 
(C2H4) on Cu. The reduction could proceed through various paths and an important issue is whether 
CO is reduced to form CHO or COH. The thermochemical model predicts CO to be reduced to 
CHO on Cu(111) and to COH on Pt(111), based on the relative stability of the two species, but this 

does not take activation energy into account. 
Recently, Nie et al. estimated the activation energy for electrochemical CO2 reduction to methane 

on Cu(111) [12]. There it was concluded that the rate-limiting step is the reduction of COH to form 
C with an activation barrier of only 0.4 eV at 1.15 V vs. RHE on the Cu(111). It should be noted 

that the electrochemical model used by Nie et al. is quite different from the one used in this study. Nie 
et al. include only one physiosorbed water molecule to represent the water phase and only one H-atom 
was adsorbed on the metal surface. The barrier was calculated for a so-called H-shuttling mechanism 
where the H atom is first transferred to the water molecule, creating a hydronium ion, and then a 
proton is transferred to the COH molecule, forming C adatom and a water molecule that desorbs 
from the surface. The calculated value of the activation energy was actually 1.02 eV, but they use a 
model based on the Butler-Volmer formalism to extrapolate this value to the desired potential, 1.15 
V vs. RHE in this case, which gave activation energy of 0.4 eV. The calculations presented here are 
more detailed and involve a more realistic model for the electrochemical system. 

In the present study, a detailed mechanism of CO2 reduction on Cu(111) and Pt(111) surfaces has 
been determined by calculating the activation energy for the key elementary steps as a function of 
applied voltage. In order to fully account for the reaction kinetics, calculations of the mechanism of 
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CO2 on Cu(111) surface were carried out including evaluation of minimum energy paths (MEPs). Our 
results for electrochemical reduction of CO2 to methane on Cu(111) surface have identified pathways 
with sufficiently low activation barriers to be active under the conditions used in the experimental 
measurements. Similar calculations for the Pt(111) surface show why Pt is not an active electrocatalyst 
for the reduction of CO2. Both the Tafel mechanism and the Heyrovsky mechanism were studied. 
 

2 Methodology 
In order to model the water-solid interface as a function of electrode potential, a bilayer of water 

molecules was added to the surface and additional H-atoms inserted in the layer to form solvated 
protons and additional electrons at the electrode [13]. By changing the number of H- atoms added, the 
electrostatic potential of the double layer was tuned and chosen to be close to the experimental 
conditions in measurements of Pt and Cu electrodes by Hori et al. [2]. Slabs of three layers with (111) 
surfaces were used in this work. Adding more layers changed the calculated results by less than 0.1 
eV. Calculations of the free energy of the various molecules adsorbed on the surface were carried out 
using the harmonic approximation and experimental estimates of the entropy of gas phase species. The 
DFT calculations made use of the RPBE functional and the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package 
(VASP). The application of an external electrical potential, U, affects the free energy of the 
intermediates of the reduction path in such a way that a contribution of G = eU gets added 
whenever one H+ and one e  react to add an H-atom to the admolecule. A calculated rise in the free 
energy at an elementary step involving reaction of 0.8 eV can therefore be eliminated by applying an 
electrical potential of 0.8 V. Assuming that a reaction path becomes active when no elementary step 
involves an increase in the free energy (neglecting the rise in free energy at transition states), the onset 
potential can be estimated from the largest free energy increase in an elementary step in the reaction 
path [6]. The most endothermic elementary step determines the onset potential within this 
thermochemical model. 

In order to go beyond the thermochemical model, the MEPs of the elementary steps were 
calculated using the climbing image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method [14, 15]. The highest 
energy along the MEP corresponds to a first order saddle point on the energy surface and gives an 
estimate of the activation energy for the elementary step. A calculation of the frequency of vibrational 
modes at the initial state and at the saddle point can then be used to estimate the transition rate in 
harmonic transition state theory. For the reduction of each intermediate, both the Tafel mechanism, 
where a H-adatom gets added to the admolecule, and the Heyrovsky mechanism, where a proton gets 
added directly from the water phase, was studied. 

 

3 Results 
The thermochemical model was used to estimate the onset potential for CO2 reduction on various 

FCC(111) transition metal surfaces, including Cu, Pt, Ni, Rh, Ir, Pd, Ag and Au. From the calculated 
binding energy of the various intermediates on the surface the onset potential was estimated as 
described above. The results are shown in Fig. 1. For Cu(111), the onset potential turned out to have a 
large magnitude, -0.8 V, while the onset potential for the Pt(111) surface was found to have much 
smaller magnitude, 0.3 V. From these estimates alone, one would conclude that Pt(111) is a better 
electrocatalyst for CO2 reduction than Cu(111), contrary to experimental findings. Analogous 
calculations for the other metals, Ni, Rh, Ir, Pd, Ag and Au, gave intermediate values for the onset 
potential, as shown in Fig. 1.  
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Figure 1: Calculated onset potential for the reduction of CO2 to form methane or methanol using only 
the estimated free energy of the intermediates but neglecting activation energy. The legend indicates 
which elementary step has the largest rise in free energy and, thereby, determines the onset potential. 
Of the metal surfaces studied here, the smallest magnitude of the onset potential is predicted for 
Pt(111), significantly smaller than that for Cu(111), but experimental studies have reported significant 
methane formation only at copper electrodes, while hydrogen forms at platinum electrodes. 
 

 
The MEP calculations of various possible reaction paths have revealed that the optimal mechanism 

for CO2 reduction to methane on Cu(111) involves the formation of hydroxymethylidyne (COH) as a 
proton is added to adsorbed CO. These findings are consistent with recent experimental results of 
Schouten et al. [9]. By calculating the MEPs between local minima, a consistent picture is obtained 
and the trends between different metals can be explained. A sequence of elementary steps at the 
Cu(111) electrode, either involving Heyrovsky or Tafel mechanism, has been identified where the 
overall activation energy is low, around 0.5 eV at a voltage of -1.3 V, see Fig. 2.  
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Figure 2: Free energy diagram for the electrochemical reduction of CO2 to CH4 on Cu(111) surface at 
300 K as a function of applied voltage. Each step along the horizontal axis represents the transfer of a 
proton and an electron to the admolecule. Minimum energy paths between local minima corresponding 
to the various possible intermediates were calculated for both Heyrovsky and Tafel mechanisms. The 
values of the lowest activation energy found are indicated next to the energy maxima. 
 

 
The experiments of Hori et al. [3] used a large applied potential, of -1.44 V but it has been shown 

that hydrocarbons can already be formed at around -0.7 to -0.9 V vs. RHE on Cu electrodes [7]. 
Hydrogen evolution is a competing reaction and it is also important to calculate the MEPs for that 
reaction for comparison. The activation energy for hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) on Cu(111) 
under the same conditions is calculated to be significantly higher, 0.9 eV showing that CO2 reduction 
can take place without the protons being consumed by H2 formation. At the Pt(111) electrode, the 
opposite is found, i.e. a high activation energy for CO2 reduction, 0.7 eV, but a low activation energy 
for H2 formation, 0.3 eV at -1.0 V vs. RHR. These results help explain why CO2 can be reduced at 
copper electrodes to form hydrocarbons while platinum electrodes mainly form hydrogen gas. 

 

3.1 Discussion 
The goal of this study was to gain better understanding of electrochemical reduction of CO2 on 

copper electrodes and obtain an explanation for failed attempts to electrochemically reduce CO2 on 
platinum electrodes. We have simulated conditions in the experiments by constructing a model of a 
double layer and evaluating the MEPs for both Tafel and Heyrovsky mechanisms. The activation 
energy for a range of possible elementary steps has been evaluated as well as the free energy of 
intermediates. From the free energy of intermediates alone, the thermochemical model, one would 
conclude that Pt(111) is the best electrocatalyst in a group of metals that includes Cu, Pt, Ni, Rh, Ir, 
Pd, Ag and Au. This is in stark contrast with experimental observation since no reduction products 
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from CO2 have been observed at platinum electrodes. The overpotential for Cu(111) is predicted to be 
among the highest in this group of metals, and yet a significant yield of hydrocarbons can be obtained 
in experiments with copper electrodes. This discrepancy is removed when the activation energy for the 
various elementary steps is also calculated. The reduction of CO2 has a significantly lower activation 
energy on Cu(111) than on Pt(111). The formation of H2, however, has a significantly larger activation 
energy on Cu(111) than on Pt(111). This explains why CO2 can be electrochemically reduced on Cu 
electrodes but only hydrogen forms on Pt electrodes. A detailed understanding of the mechanism of 
electrochemical CO2 reduction on Cu can help optimize the process further, both to reduce the 
overpotential and to improve selectivity. 

 

3.2 Conclusion 
In conclusion, our DFT calculations of the activation energy for the various elementary steps have 

shown that the reduction of CO is the key step for the selective production of methane by CO2 
electroreduction on Cu(111) surface. The dominant path involves reduction of *CO to form *COH, 
which ultimately leads to the formation of methane. This reaction path is different from what is 
obtained solely from the reaction free energies in the thermochemical model. Also, it is important to 
include the effect of the aqueous environment, which stabilizes COH formation. Our proposed 
reaction path is able to explain experimental data on CO2, CO, and CH2O reduction on Cu electrodes. 
Other factors affecting the reaction rate such as coverage effects and surface structure, in particular the 
presence of step edges need to be explored in future studies. The results of our calculations contribute 
to an improved understanding of CO2 electroreduction on Cu surfaces by providing estimates of the 
activation energy for the elementary steps. It could help design improved catalysts for CO2 (photo)-
electroreduction. For example, an important aspect is the relative activation energy for the formation 
of *COH and *CHO since the former intermediate leads to formation of methane while the latter leads 
to formation of formaldehyde, which then leaves the surface and is not reduced further.  
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Abstract 
CO2 can be reduced electrochemically to form valuable chemicals such as hydrocarbons 
and alcohols using copper electrodes, while other metal electrodes tested so far mainly form 
CO or formate, or only the side product, H2. Accurate modeling of electrochemical 
reactions including the complex environment of an electrical double layer in the presence 
of an applied electrical potential is challenging. We show here that the theoretically 
calculated rate of formation of the various products on several metal electrodes and over a 
range in applied electrical potential is in excellent agreement with the available 
experimental data, demonstrating the applicability of the theoretical methodology, which 
combines density functional and rate theory. Our results explain why copper electrodes 
give a significant yield of hydrocarbons and alcohols, and why methane, ethylene and 
ethanol are formed in electroreduction rather than methanol which is the main product 
when CO2 reacts with H2 gas. The insight obtained from these calculations is used to 
develop criteria for identifying new and improved catalysts for CO2 electroreduction. 
 
Introduction 
The development of systems capable of reducing CO2 can help establish a carbon-neutral 
economy (1). A particularly appealing approach is to use CO2 as a reactant as well as a 
renewable energy source (such as geothermal, wind or solar energy) to make synthetic fuels or 
other chemicals. A plant operating in Iceland is already producing methanol commercially using 
electricity and CO2 from a geothermal power plant (2). There, H2 is first produced by electrolysis 
of water and then reacted with CO2 to form methanol. 

The possibility of direct electroreduction of CO2 has been demonstrated in laboratory 
experiments (3–13). Such a one-step process could be more efficient and would make small-
scale, decentralized production easier (14). A significant yield (72%) of CH4, C2H4 and C2H5OH 
has been obtained by using copper electrodes and an applied potential of -1 to -1.5 V (all 
voltages are given with respect to the reversible hydrogen electrode, RHE). However, other 
transition metal electrodes tested so far do not produce a significant yield of hydrocarbons and 
alcohols. Electrodes made of Ti, Fe, Ni, or Pt form hydrogen almost exclusively, while CO is the 
major product on Ag, Au, and Zn electrodes and formate (HCOO−) is mainly formed on Pb, Hg, 
Tl, In, Sn, Cd, and Bi electrodes (5). While the results obtained for copper electrodes is 
encouraging, catalysts with higher activity and greater selectivity need to be developed to make 
electrochemical reduction of CO2 commercially viable. Theoretical calculations could help 
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identify an improved electrocatalyst, but the first task is to verify the theoretical approach by 
comparing calculated results with the various experimental measurements.   

Calculations using density functional theory (DFT) and rate theory have become a 
powerful tool for studying catalytic processes and have helped identify new and improved 
catalysts (15–22). The results of such calculations can give mechanistic insight that is hard to 
obtain from experiments alone (23–28). Electrochemical systems are, however, complex and the 
modeling of electrocatalytic processes is still undergoing rapid development (29–31). In addition 
to the usual aspects of catalysis, such as the binding of intermediates to the catalyst surface and 
activation energy of the elementary steps, it is important to take into account the interaction with 
the electrolyte and the presence of an applied potential. Most computational studies of 
electrochemistry in recent years have been carried out using a model where only the binding free 
energy of the intermediates is taken into account and the free energy shifted according to the 
applied voltage without evaluating reaction paths and activation energy of the elementary steps 
(32). We will refer to this as the thermochemical model (TCM). The TCM has been successful 
and has led to suggestions for improvements of catalysts for hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) 
and oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). These are rather simple reactions where the mechanism is 
known (17, 20). 
 The CO2 electroreduction reaction (CER) is, however, quite complex. At least 15 
different carbon containing final products have been identified experimentally (7) in addition to 
the side reaction where H2 forms. Product selectivity and reaction rates have been shown to vary 
strongly with applied potential. As shown below, it is necessary to simulate the electrical double 
layer and the reaction paths in order to describe CER accurately enough. While TCM has been 
applied in studies of CO2 electrochemical reduction and useful insight obtained (33–40), a more 
detailed simulation including the evaluation of activation energy of the various possible 
elementary steps is needed to determine which steps are fastest. Some advances have been made 
in that direction in studies of CER on Pt(111) at -2 V for a few of the elementary steps (41), and 
in studies of Cu(111) over a range in applied voltage (42). In some estimates of the activation 
energy the effect of the applied potential has been included implicitly using approximations 
similar to the TCM (43–45). Reaction intermediates predicted by the TCM have also been used 
as starting points for calculations of C-C bond formation (46, 47). 
 Here, we present the results of a comprehensive study involving detailed simulations for 
a number of metal electrodes (Cu, Pt, Au, Ag, Ni, Fe, Rh, Ir) where the current efficiency of 
CER has been estimated for the various products over a range in applied potential. The results 
are found to be in excellent agreement with extensive experimental data. Based on these results, 
the reaction mechanism can be established and the features that make copper electrodes so 
special identified. The insight obtained from these simulations is used to formulate of a two 
parameter criterion for identifying a better catalyst for these important reactions. 
 
Mechanism of CO2 electroreduction to hydrocarbons and alcohols on Cu(111) 
The first elementary step of CER is the addition of a proton to CO2 and extraction of an electron 
from the electrode to form *COOH (an asterisk, *, indicates an adsorption site on the surface). 
For the relevant range in applied electric potential, this step has low activation energy for all the 
metal electrodes studied, except Au and Ag, where this is the rate-limiting step (fig. S1). Several 
of the following steps on Cu(111) are, however, more difficult. The simulated system and the 
atomic scale mechanism of two of the slowest steps in CER on the Cu(111) surface are 
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illustrated in Fig. 1 (other steps are shown in fig. S2). The minimum energy path (MEP) for a 
Heyrovsky reaction is shown. A solvated proton gets transferred by a Grotthuss-type mechanism 
to the electrode and attaches to the admolecule and an electron comes from the electrode. The 
assumption here is that the coupling is strong enough for the process to be adiabatic so the MEP 
on the ground state electronic surface gives the reaction path with highest statistical weight. As 
can be seen from Fig. 1, the process involves large relaxation of the reactant molecule as well as 
the neighboring H2O molecules and even some of the H-adatoms on the surface. Some of the Cu 
surface atoms move by more than 0.3 Å along the path. 

Fig. 1 also shows the energy along the MEPs. While an isolated *CHO admolecule is 
more stable than *COH, the presence of water in the double layer reverses the relative stability 
of the two. The reason is that *COH can form one more hydrogen bond than *CHO, lowering the 
energy by ca. 0.25 eV. More importantly, the activation energy is lower for *COH formation 
because the path for the solvated proton to reach the O-atom is shorter than the path to reach the 
C-atom of *CO. Without applied potential, *CHO can form with a lower activation energy by a 
Tafel reaction, where an H-adatom attaches to the *CO, but the Heyrovsky reaction of *COH 
formation is favored when an electric potential of U < -0.8 V is applied (fig. S3). 

The reduction of *COH could lead to the formation of a C-adatom and a water molecule, 
as has previously been proposed (41, 43), but the activation energy is much lower for *CHOH 
formation by a Heyrovsky reaction step, only 0.09 eV (see Figs. 1 and 2). 

The calculated free energy diagram for CER to form CH4, C2H4, CH3OH, and C2H5OH on 
Cu(111) in the presence of a -1.3 V applied potential is shown in Fig. 2 along with the calculated 
activation energy for each step (see also fig. S4). The highest activation energy for all the 
products considered except CH3OH is 0.45 eV obtained for the reduction of *CO. The optimal 
reaction mechanism for methane formation is 

 

CO2 → �COOH → �CO → �COH → �CHOH → �CH2OH → �CH2 → �CH3 → CH4 (1) 

 
with all the steps being Heyrovsky reactions. The activation energy for CH3OH formation by 
reduction of *CH2OH is rather high, 0.65 eV, and involves a Tafel mechanism. There, a proton is 
first transferred to the surface via a Volmer reaction and then *CH2OH is hydrogenated. As 
discussed below, the Volmer reaction has an even higher activation energy of 0.75 eV at -1.3 V, 
and becomes the rate-limiting step for methanol formation. The alternative step at this stage, the 
formation of *CH2 and H2O, has an activation energy of only 0.34 eV at -1.3 V. As discussed 
above, the rate-limiting step for methane formation has an activation energy of 0.45 eV at this 
potential. As a result, methane is mainly formed rather than methanol in electroreduction of CO2, 
unlike the industrial process where CO2 reacts with gas phase H2. The O-atom is more accessible 
to the proton coming in from the water phase than the C-atom. 

The presence of *CH2 as an intermediate explains how C-C bond formation can occur. 
Two *CH2 admolecules can combine to form C2H4 with an activation energy that is only 0.12 eV 
higher than the reduction of *CH2 to *CH3 (Fig. 2 and fig. S4). As a result, the rate of methane 
formation is predicted to be only slightly higher than ethylene formation. The intermediates 
*CH2OH and *CH2 can also combine to make a C-C bond in *C2H4OH which then gets 
hydrogenated to form C2H5OH. The new reaction path presented here for C-C bond formation is 
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entirely different from previously proposed mechanisms which were based on intermediates 
predicted by the TCM approximation (46, 47). As described below, the calculated rates of the 
reaction mechanisms presented here for the various products are in close agreement with 
experimentally measured rates. 

 
Comparison with experiments 
The relative abundance of products deduced from the calculations described above is in close 
agreement with experiment. First of all, the fact that formaldehyde (CH2O) is not predicted to be 
an intermediate (unlike a previously proposed mechanism (33–35)) agrees with observations of 
Schouten et al. (6). A quantitative comparison between the calculated activation energy and 
experimental measurements of current density associated with each of the products can be made 
by assuming a typical pre-exponential factor of 1012 sec−1 site−1 in the Arrhenius rate expression 
and using the rate-limiting step approximation (see Methods section). The difference in 
activation energy of methanol vs. methane formation, 0.80 - 0.57 eV, then predicts 4 orders of 
magnitude difference in the current density associated with these two products at room 
temperature, in close agreement with measurements at -1.2 V (13). As discussed above, this 
difference is 0.75 - 0.45 eV at -1.3 V, but here we have estimated the values at -1.2 V by 
interpolation (fig. S5 and table S1) to compare more directly with the experimental results. The 
calculated current density for the various products is shown in the inset of Fig. 2. The agreement 
with the experimental measurements is excellent, considering that the calculations contain no 
adjustable parameter. 

The activation energy of Heyrovsky reaction steps is strongly dependent on the strength 
of the applied potential. One example is the protonation of *CO to *COH, shown in fig. S3. The 
rate-limiting step, i.e. the step with the highest activation energy, also changes as the applied 
potential is varied, as shown in Fig. 3(a). For Cu(111), a crossover occurs at -0.9 V as the 
activation energy for CO2 reduction becomes lower than for hydrogen evolution. The applied 
potential at this calculated crossover corresponds well to the potential at which methane starts to 
form at a significant yield in the experiments (3, 6, 7, 13). The current density associated with 
CH4 formation is predicted to increase by seven orders of magnitude as the applied potential is 
varied from -0.7 V to -1.3 V. The variation of the activation energy, current density and current 
efficiency with applied voltage is shown in Fig. 3, and comparison made with experimental 
results. Again, the calculations reproduce well the measurements. This good agreement lends 
strong support for our simulation methodology, the model used here for the electrode/electrolyte 
and the reaction mechanism we have identified. Similar close agreement between calculations 
and measurements has been obtained for the other metals (see fig. S6). 

 
Hydrogen evolution reaction on Cu(111) 
A key issue for the electroreduction of CO2 to hydrocarbons is the rate of the competing reaction, 
HER, where a proton does not attach to the carbon containing admolecule but rather adsorbs on 
the surface (the Volmer reaction) and then forms an H2 molecule either by reacting with a 
solvated proton (Heyrovsky reaction), or another adsorbed H-adatom (Tafel reaction). We have 
calculated the activation energy and the current density of HER by both mechanisms as a 
function of applied potential (Fig. 3 and figs. S5, S6, S7). For the Volmer-Tafel reaction, which 
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is the dominant mechanism in the relevant range of applied potential, the reaction rate is 
indirectly affected by the applied potential through the potential dependence of the coverage of 
H-adatoms on the surface (48). As the applied electric potential is made more negative, H- 
adatoms occupy more of the three-fold hollow sites until all such sites have been filled at 1 ML 
coverage. When the potential is lowered further, H-adatoms start to occupy on-top sites where 
the binding is weaker than at three-fold hollow sites (48) (fig. S8). The activation energy for 
associative desorption of H2 depends strongly on which sites the H-adatoms occupy (fig. S5(d)). 
As long as the on-top sites are not populated, the activation energy for H2 formation is high. 
However, when H-adatoms are present at on-top sites, the Tafel reaction for HER becomes fast. 
For the Cu(111) surface, the differential adsorption energy of H-atoms at on-top sites turns out to 
be particularly small. An applied potential of -1.7 V is required to begin to populate the on-top 
sites (fig. S8). As a result, CER is faster than HER on Cu(111) over a range of applied potential 
from -0.9 to -1.7 V, see Fig. 3. When the applied potential becomes more negative than -1.7 V, 
the electrode is predicted to be fully covered with H-adatoms and no carbon containing species 
present (fig. S8). The Volmer reaction then becomes the rate-limiting step (figs. S5(b) and S7). 

 
Comparison with other metals 
Calculated results for Pt(111) electrodes are show in Fig. 3. From the TCM, one could conclude 
that Pt(111) is an even better catalyst than Cu(111) for CER since the onset potential is predicted 
to be only -0.35 V as compared with -0.85 V on Cu(111) (figs. S9 and S10). However, the 
activation energy for the �COOH → �CO step turns out to be high on Pt(111), see Fig. 3(d). The 
activation energy for CER is larger than for HER for the whole range in applied potential as 
shown in Fig. 3(d). The calculated current density for HER is in close agreement with 
experimental measurements and is orders of magnitude larger than for CER, see Fig. 3(e, f). This 
is in stark contrast to the trends observed on the Cu(111) electrode, where the rate of CER 
becomes higher than the rate of HER at around -0.9 V (Fig. 3(b)). There are two key differences 
between Pt(111) and Cu(111) electrodes: One is the larger activation energy for �CO formation 
on Pt(111) than on Cu(111). As a result, CO2 cannot be reduced on Pt(111), while CO can (38). 
Secondly, the differential adsorption energy of H-adatoms at on-top sites is large on Pt(111) (fig. 
S8) resulting in faster HER than CER for the whole range in applied potential. 

Similar calculations were carried out for Au(111), Ag(111), Ni(111), Fe(110), Ir(111) 
and Rh(111) surfaces (Fig. 4 and figs. S1, S5, S6, S7, S8, S9, S10). Calculated current efficiency 
corresponding to CO2 reduction at the various metals is shown as a function of applied potential 
and compared with the experimental results of Kuhl et al. (13) in Fig. 3 and fig. S6. No 
significant current efficiency is predicted for CER on Pt(111), Ni(111) and Fe(110) in agreement 
with the experimental results. Nearly all of the current goes into formation of H2 gas. The 
calculations indicate that Cu(111) is actually a slightly worse CER catalyst than Rh(111), 
Ni(111), and Ir(111) over the potential range from 0 V to -1.2 V (fig. S11(a)) but is a better CER 
catalyst because HER is slower. A high current efficiency for CER to CO is calculated for 
Au(111) at small applied potential but when larger negative potential is applied, the efficiency 
drops as more H2 is evolved. Ag(111) on the other hand evolves H2 even when the applied 
potential is small but CO starts to form at around -0.4 V. The results of the calculations are in 
close correspondence with the trends observed in the experiments, as shown in Fig. 3 and fig. S6. 
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The calculated and measured current efficiency at an applied potential for which the CER 
current efficiency was experimentally found to be maximal is shown in Fig. 4(a). The metals are 
arranged according to CO binding energy on the close packed surfaces and a linear interpolation 
applied between the data points. The agreement between the calculated results and the 
experimentally measured data (13) is remarkably good. 

A two-dimensional ’volcano’ graph comparing CER and HER is shown in Fig. 4(b) 
where the difference in the current density corresponding to the two reactions is shown as a 
function of both CO adsorption energy and applied potential (see also fig. S11). The overall 
trend is quite clear with Cu, Ag and Au giving significant current for CER while it is 
insignificant for the metals that bind CO more strongly because there the H2 formation 
dominates. Ni shows a slight deviation as the calculated CER current efficiency is higher than for 
Pt, Rh and Ir. This is consistent with experimental measurements which showed that 2% of the 
current at Ni electrodes lead to the formation of hydrocarbons and alcohols while 98% lead to H2 
gas formation (13). 

The essential result of the calculations is that the CER activity is quite similar on all the 
metals studied while the HER activity is quite different (see figs. S5(a,b) and S11(a,b)). The 
reason for the similarity in CER activity is that the Heyrovsky reaction involving proton-electron 
transfer to the carbon-containing admolecule takes place somewhat away from the metal surface 
and hence the metal atoms at the surface do not play a vital role. In the HER, however, the 
protons are first added to the surface (Volmer reaction) and once the applied potential is such 
that on-top sites become populated (fig. S8) the H2 is produced rapidly in a Tafel reaction. The 
Heyrovsky reaction becomes the preferred mechanism of HER only at even larger negative 
potentials. The metal surface, therefore, plays an important role in determining the rate of HER. 
Cu, Au and Ag have a small H-adsorption energy at on-top sites and a large negative potential is 
needed to populate them (48) (fig. S8). As a result, the rate of HER remains relatively low on Cu, 
Au and Ag electrodes even when large enough negative potential is applied to make the CER 
rate high. This is the key reason why the calculations give a significant rate of CO2 reduction to 
methane on Cu(111) and to CO on Au(111) and Ag(111) while the other metal surfaces mainly 
give H2. An important indicator of a good CER catalyst is, therefore, small H-adsorption energy 
at on-top sites. 

 
Descriptors for high yields of hydrocarbons and alcohols 
Since full electrochemical simulations as the ones described above where the solid/liquid 
interface is modeled and activation energy evaluated as a function of applied voltage are 
computationally demanding it is important to develop a simple descriptor that can help identify 
an optimal catalyst. Previously, the CO binding energy has been used as a descriptor (35). Our 
results show that in order to ensure a low enough rate of the competing reaction, HER, it is 
necessary to add a second parameter, the differential adsorption energy of H-adatoms at on-top 
sites. Only when the binding energy of H-adatoms at on-top sites is weak enough can the large 
negative potential needed for CER be applied without HER becoming the dominant reaction 
(figs. S8 and S12). Fig. 5 shows the ratio of CER and HER for 24 metal electrodes as a function 
of two descriptors: The CO binding energy and the differential adsorption energy of H-adatoms 
on on- top sites. The combination of these two descriptors predicts the ratio correctly for the 14 
metal electrodes that have been tested experimentally. Calculated predictions for 10 other metals 
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that have not been tested experimentally yet are also included in Fig. 5. Most metals, including 
Pt, are located in the region where H-adatom binding at on-top sites is strong and as a result H2 
gas is mainly formed (blue region). For metals with weaker H-adatom binding at on-top sites, the 
H2 formation is smaller. Cu lands in the region where formation of hydrocarbons and alcohols is 
of the same order as the formation of H2 (green). None of the pure metals are located in the 
region where formation of hydrocarbons and alcohols dominates over H2 formation (dark 
yellow). For metals where the CO binding is weak, the reduction stops at CO because the 
molecules desorb, as is observed for Ag, Zn and Au electrodes (5, 13). For even weaker CO 
binding, the reduction stops at HCOO−, as has been observed for Tl, Pb, In and Cd (5). 

The two parameter descriptor summarizes well the experimental observations and can 
serve as a first indicator of a good CER catalyst. In order for CO2 to be reduced to hydrocarbons 
or alcohols, the CO binding energy needs to be strong enough for the molecule to stay on the 
surface and the differential binding energy of *H at on-top sites needs to be small enough for the 
side reaction, H2 formation, not to dominate. The two parameters are somewhat correlated, as can 
be seen from Fig. 5, but the scatter is large which means that it should be possible to find a 
catalyst with higher CER catalytic efficiency than Cu. The goal is to find a catalyst that leads to 
hydrocarbon or alcohol formation at a lower overpotential and less formation of H2. 

 
Conclusions 
In conclusion, calculations of the current density for CO2 electroreduction and hydrogen gas 
formation have been carried out for the close packed surfaces of Cu, Pt, Au, Ag, Ni, Rh, Ir and 
Fe using DFT calculations of a realistic electrochemical interface model and minimum energy 
paths for the various elementary steps. The mechanism of CO2 electroreduction on Cu(111) has 
been established and the calculated current density corresponding to methane, ethylene, 
methanol, ethanol, CO and hydrogen formation found to agree well with measurements. Cu is 
unique among these metals in that CO binds strongly enough (while CO desorbs from Ag and Au 
electrodes) while the binding energy of H-adatoms on on-top sites is low enough for H2 
formation to be relatively slow (while Pt, Ni, Fe, Ir and Rh mainly form H2 gas). The calculated 
current density and current efficiency as a function of applied voltage for the various products is 
in excellent agreement with experimental measurements, demonstrating the accuracy of the 
theoretical approach used here. The results show that it is important to evaluate the activation 
energy in order to identify the correct reaction mechanism. However, a two parameter descriptor 
consisting of the differential adsorption energy of H-adatoms at on-top sites and the CO 
adsorption energy could be used as a pre-screening tool for the identification of a good CO2 
electroreduction catalyst. By calculating this descriptor, a simple, first prediction can be made 
whether the major electroreduction product will be hydrocarbons/alcohols, H2, CO or HCOO−. In 
order to predict the selectivity towards a given product, calculations of the activation energy for 
the various elementary steps need to be carried out to predict reaction rates as a function of 
applied potential. The results presented here demonstrate that this is indeed possible with the 
theoretical approach used here. 
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Fig. 1. 
Minimum energy paths for two of the slowest steps in the optimal CO2 electroreduction 
mechanism at a Cu(111) electrode surface. (a) and (b) Five positions of the H-atoms, (blue for 
adatoms, white in H2O molecules), the transferred proton (purple, with a darker color 
representing the initial state), O-atoms (red) and C-atoms (gray) are shown starting with the 
initial state and ending at the saddle point. Only the initial configuration of the Cu atoms is 
shown for clarity. (c) Energy along the minimum energy paths for Heyrovsky reaction 
mechanism where the initial state corresponds to -1.3 V potential. First, reduction of �CO to 
�COH (purple curve) and to �CHO (black curve). Secondly, �COH is further reduced to form 
�CHOH (blue curve) or �C and H2O (red curve). The calculations shown here are for a finite 
system where the applied potential changes along the path. The activation energy obtained from 
an extrapolation to an infinite system is given in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2.  
Calculated free energy and activation energy in CO2 electroreduction at a Cu(111) surface, 
and comparison of predicted current density with experiment. Lower green curve: The 
optimal mechanism for methane formation when a potential of -1.3 V is applied and water is 
present. Upper green curve: Zero potential and no water present. Purple curve: CO desorbs from 
the surface. Red curves: �CHO is formed rather than �COH. Blue curves: �C is formed rather than 
�CHOH. Cyan curve: Methanol is formed. Brown curve: Ethanol is formed. Orange curve: 
Ethylene is formed. The numbers at barriers give the activation energy in eV. The insets show 
the optimal structures of the admolecules and bonds they form to the surface (solid lines) and 
hydrogen bonds to nearby H2O molecules (dashed lines) as well as the reactant CO2, and 
products, CH4 and H2O, molecules. The inset graph shows a comparison of the predicted and 
experimentally measured (13) current density at -1.2 V for the five main products. The 
agreement is excellent, considering that no parameter is adjusted in the calculations. 
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Fig. 3.  
Calculated activation energy of the rate limiting steps in CO2 electroreduction and 
hydrogen evolution reactions, and comparison of calculated and measured current density 
and current efficiency. Calculated activation energy at (a) Cu(111) and (d) Pt(111) surfaces as a 
function of applied potential. Legend in (a) applies also to (d). Calculated and measured (7, 13) 
current density for CH4 and H2 formation at (b) Cu(111) and (e) Pt(111) surfaces. Legend in (b) 
applies also to (e). The symbols are defined in (a). Current efficiency in CO2 reduction as a 
function of applied potential for (c) Cu(111) and (f) Pt(111) electrodes. Experimental results (13) 
(open symbols) and theoretical calculations (solid lines). CH4(g) forms at the Cu electrode at 
negative enough potentials but H2(g) at the Pt electrodes at all potentials. 
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Fig. 4.  
Current efficiency of CO2 electroreduction and H2 formation. (a) Comparison of measured 
(13) and calculated current efficiency. The current density for CO2 reduction and H2 formation is 
calculated from the activation energy of the rate-limiting steps for each of the metals (figs. S5(a) 
and S5(b)) at an applied potential experimentally found to give maximum current in CO2 
reduction: Ag: -1.05 V, Au: -0.67 V, Cu: -1.05 V, Ni: -1.00 V, Pt: -0.90 V, Fe: -0.65 V. The 
metals are arranged according to the calculated binding energy of CO on the close packed 
surfaces. (b) A two-dimensional volcano graph for the calculated difference in current density 
associated with CO2 reduction and H2 formation as a function of applied potential. The dashed 
lines indicate the binding energy of CO as listed above (a). Two metals, Rh and Ir, for which 
experimental data is not available have been added. The red dashed line indicates the binding 
energy of CO at which adsorbed *CO is in equilibrium with CO(g) (at a partial pressure of 0.01 
atm). CO is predicted to desorb when the binding energy is smaller (35). Significant current 
associated with CO2 reduction is obtained for Cu, Ag and Au (red region), while the other metals 
mainly catalyze H2 formation and give negligible CO2 reduction current (blue region). 
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Fig. 5.  
Two parameter descriptor of the electrocatalytic activity of metal electrodes. Products of 
CO2 reduction and H2 formation are shown as a function of the binding energy of an isolated CO 
molecule (horizontal axis) and differential adsorption energy of an H-adatom at an on-top site 
(vertical axis) which becomes occupied once the coverage exceeds one monolayer. Cu is unique 
in that the latter is small while the adsorption energy of CO is large enough for it to undergo 
reduction all the way to hydrocarbons and alcohols. Smaller CO adsorption energy, designated 
by line (a), results in desorption of CO or, to the right of line (b), release of HCOO−(aq). Large 
differential adsorption energy of H-adatoms at on-top sites leads to H2 formation (blue area) 
rather than CO2 reduction. Open circles represent experimentally observed products (5, 13). 
Filled circles represent calculated predictions. 
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Methods 
The method used to simulate the electrical double layer involves adding H-atoms to the water 
bilayer so as to create solvated protons and excess electrons in the metal electrode (48–50). The 
method has previously been tested on two important electrochemical reactions on the Pt(111) 
surface: The hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) (48–50) and the oxygen reduction reaction 
(ORR) (51). By varying the number of H-atoms added, the corresponding electrostatic potential 
difference over the double layer can be tuned (fig. S13). The more H-atoms are added, the more 
negative the potential becomes. The work function is evaluated from the long range, asymptotic 
value of the effective potential of an electron in the vacuum region for the initial, saddle point 
and final states of each reaction step which involves a direct addition of a proton from the water 
layer and an electron from the electrode (Volmer reaction of HER and Heyrovsky reaction of 
HER and CER). In order to convert the calculated work function to an electrical potential with 
respect to the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE), the integral free energy stored in the double 
layer is calculated for several proton-electron concentrations as a function of the work function 
of the systems. The relationship is parabolic because the double layer is a capacitor and the 
minimum of the parabola corresponds to zero voltage vs. SHE. An equilibrium is assumed to be 
maintained between the protons in solution and protons in the water bilayer so that the free 
energy of the two remains equal. Because of the finite size of the simulated system, the potential 
changes during a reaction where the number of protons changes. An extrapolation scheme 
involving calculations of several systems of different size but corresponding to the same 
electrical potential initially is used to estimate the activation of each step at a fixed potential (fig. 
S14) (48, 50). An extrapolation is carried out to an infinite system where the potential does not 
change. The coverage of hydrogen adatoms was adjusted according to the applied potential, a 
full ML coverage obtained on Cu(111) at -1 V (see fig. S8). 

The rate of each elementary step was estimated by determining the MEP using the 
climbing image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method (52–54). The highest energy along the 
MEP gives the activation energy, Ea, within the harmonic approximation to the transition state 
theory, and the rate constant can be expressed as 

 
 ! = 	$%

&'( )*+ (2) 
 
The pre-exponential factor, ν, was taken to have a typical value of 1012 s−1 per reactive 

site on the surface. The surface area (in units of cm2) per site, A/N, on Cu(111), Au(111), 
Ag(111), Pt(111), Ni(111), Ir(111), Rh(111) and Fe(110) is: 6.13 × 10−16, 6.97 × 10−16, 6.95 × 
10−16, 6.64 × 10−16, 5.88 × 10−16, 6.39 × 10−16, 6.36 × 10−16, and 4.81 × 10−16, respectively. The 
current density is evaluated as i = keN/A, where e is the electron charge (30, 49). The current 
efficiency is the current density divided by the total current density. 

The electronic structure calculations were carried out using density functional theory 
(DFT) within the RPBE generalized gradient functional approximation (55) using the VASP 
software (56). A plane wave basis set with a cutoff energy of 350 eV was used in the 
representation of the valence electron orbitals and PAW used to represent core electrons (57). 
The electrodes were initially represented by slabs of three layers of metal atoms during search 
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for minima and saddle points but 9 metal layers were subsequently used in order to converge the 
energetics with respect to number of metal layers (table S1). The electrodes were periodically 
repeated in (2×3), (4×3) and (4×6) surface cells with (6×4×1), (3×4×1) and (3×2×1) k-point 
sampling, respectively. Atoms in the top layer were allowed to move. The RPBE optimized 
lattice constants were used (Cu: 3.71 Å, Au: 4.22 Å, Ag: 4.21 Å, Pt: 4.02 Å, Ni: 3.56 Å, Ir: 3.87 
Å, Rh: 3.85 Å, and Fe: 2.91 Å) and the slab was separated from its periodic images by at least 12 
Å of vacuum. The dipole correction was used in all cases to remove electrostatic interaction 
between the periodic images of the slab. The atomic structure of the various reactants and 
products was found by minimizing the energy until atomic forces had dropped below 0.01 eV/Å. 

The change in free energy of the system at each elementary step is estimated by first 
calculating the free energy without applied potential. This involves calculating the energy of the 
system, zero-point energy (ZPE) and vibrational entropy of adsorbed species using harmonic 
approximation and using table values for the ZPE and entropy for gas phase species (33, 58). The 
free energy is then adjusted for the presence of the applied potential by adding a free energy 
contribution of -neU for each electron that reacts, where -e is the charge of the electron and U is 
the applied potential (32). In the TCM, this procedure is used to estimate the onset potential of a 
reaction, assuming the rate becomes appreciable when no elementary step is uphill in free energy 
(33–35, 37, 39). But, in the calculations presented here, the activation energy of each elementary 
step has been evaluated from calculated minimum energy paths and the applied potential 
estimated explicitly using the methods described above. 
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Fig. S1. Activation energy for the first two steps of the CO2 electroreduction reaction 
and the first step of the hydrogen evolution reaction. (a)-(h) Activation energy for 
protonation of CO2 to adsorbed *COOH (open triangles), for protonation of adsorbed 
*COOH to *CO and H2O (filled triangles) and for adding a solvated proton to the surface 
and combining it with an electron from the surface, the Volmer reaction (filled circles), as 
a function of applied potential. (i) Activation energy for the various metals at a proton 
concentration in the water bilayer of θH+ = 1/12 which corresponds to an electric potential 
of −1.0 ± 0.3 V. Ag(111), Cu(111) and Au(111) have lower activation energy for the 
reduction of CO2 to adsorbed *CO than the Volmer step (formation of a H-adatom) whereas 
Ni(111), Rh(111), Ir(111), Fe(110) and Pt(111) have lower activation energy for the 
Volmer step than the reduction of *COOH to *CO. Hence, the latter group of metals is 
expected to have high coverage of H-adatoms and low coverage of carbon containing 
admolecules. In some cases such as for Pt(111), a relatively high coverage of *COOH is 
expected together with a high coverage of H-adatoms, but insignificant coverage of *CO 
is expected because of a high activation energy for the reduction of *COOH to *CO. 
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Fig. S2. Three of the elementary steps involved in the optimal CO2 electroreduction 
mechanism at a Cu(111) electrode surface. Five positions of the atoms along the 
minimum energy path starting with the initial state and ending at the saddle point. H-atoms 
are light blue (adatoms) or white (in H2O molecules), the transferred proton purple with a 
darker color representing the initial state, O-atoms red and C-atoms gray. 
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Fig. S3. Comparison of *COH and *CHO formation. Activation energy for the 
protonation of *CO to *COH in a Heyrovsky reaction compared with the activation energy 
for hydrogenation of *CO to *CHO in a Tafel reaction. At an applied potential of -0.7 V 
*CHO will be formed, but *COH will be formed at -1.3 V. Assuming a linear behavior 
between these points, a crossover between the two mechanisms will occur at −0.8 V. 
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Fig. S4. Energy along minimum energy paths. Elementary steps in the optimal reaction 
path of methane formation (green frames) for electrochemical reduction of CO2 on a 
Cu(111) surface at -1.3 V in Heyrovsky reactions, and a few alternative steps with higher 
activation energy and corresponding to other final products (color code of the frames is 
indicated in Fig. 2 in the article). 
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Fig. S5. Activation energy for CER and HER on close packed metal surfaces.  
(a) Highest activation energy in CER, the rate-limiting step indicated by symbols, see 
legend. (b) Highest activation energy in HER, the rate-limiting step indicated by symbols, 
see legend. (c) Activation energy of the rate limiting steps in CER and HER at -1.2 V. The 
activation energy of CER is less metal dependent than that of HER. Pt(111) an Ag(111) 
are the exceptions where higher values are obtained. Most importantly, at this potential all 
the metal surfaces give a lower activation energy for HER than CER, except for Cu(111) 
and Ag(111). (d) Activation energy for the Tafel step in HER on the various metal surfaces 
as a function of electrode potential. For small negative potential, the coverage is less than 
a full monolayer (filled symbols). But, for large negative potential, the coverage exceeds 
one monolayer and on-top sites become populated (open symbols) resulting in a large drop 
in the activation energy for HER. 
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Fig. S6. Activation energy, current density and current efficiency for CER and HER. 
Left panel: Activation energy for (a) Fe(110) and (d) Ni(111) in CER to methane as well 
as HER; (g) Ag(111) and (j) Au(111) CER to CO as well as HER. The elementary steps 
giving the highest activation energy are indicated by the symbols and shown in the legend 
of (a) and (d). The activation energy for CER is higher than that for HER on Fe(110) and 
Ni(111) over the whole potential range. On Ag and Au, the activation energy for CER and 
HER have a crossover at close to -1 V, but the trends are opposite for the two metals. 
Middle panel: Comparison of calculated and measured (1) current density for (b) Fe(110) 
and (e) Ni(111) CER to CH4 and HER; (h) Ag(111) and (k) Au(111) CER to CO and HER. 
Right panel: Comparison of calculated and measured (1) current efficiency for CER. 
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Fig. S7. Activation energy for the Volmer and Tafel reactions in HER. For Au(111), 
Ag(111) and Ir(111), the Volmer step is rate limiting over the full range in applied 
potential. For Ni(111) and Fe(110), the Tafel reaction is rate limiting at positive and 
slightly negative potential, but at around -0.7 V the Volmer reaction becomes the rate 
limiting step. For Cu(111), Pt(111) and Rh(111), the Volmer reaction is rate limiting at 
positive potential whereas the Tafel becomes rate limiting at around zero potential and then 
the Volmer reaction again becomes rate limiting at large negative potential. 
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Fig. S8. Hydrogen coverage as a function of applied potential. The differential 
adsorption free energy is calculated using DFT, the harmonic approximation for vibrational 
entropy of adsorbed species and the free energy of electron is shifted due to the applied 
potential by -eU (2, 3). When a larger negative potential is applied, the coverage increases 
by filling sites with smaller differential adsorption free energy. The Cu(111), Ag(111) and 
Au(111) surfaces have smaller adsorption energy at on-top sites than the other metals, so a 
larger negative potential is needed to reach coverage that is larger than one monolayer. 
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Fig. S9. Reaction paths predicted by the thermochemical model. Free energy of 
electrochemical reduction of CO2 to CH4 on clean metal surfaces (left column) and H-
covered surfaces (right column) calculated using the thermochemical model (water layer 
not present and activation energy not included). Formation of both *CHO and *COH in 
the hydrogenation of *CO is shown. *CHO is favored over the *COH on Cu(111) as shown 
in (a) and (b), but this preference is reversed when a water layer is included in a simulation 
of the solid/liquid interface. On Pt(111), Ir(111) and Rh(111), *COH has lower free energy 
than *CHO on both clean and H-covered surfaces. On the H-covered Ni(111) surface 
*CHO is more stable than *COH. 
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Fig. S10. Onset potential for CER using the thermochemical model. The legend 
indicates which elementary step has the largest difference in free energy between product 
and reactant. Of the metal surfaces studied here, Pt(111) is at this level of theory predicted 
to have the smallest onset potential, significantly smaller than Cu(111), but experimental 
studies have reported only hydrogen formation on Pt electrodes while hydrocarbons can 
form at Cu electrodes (1, 4). The TCM model only takes the free energy of intermediates 
into account, not the activation energy. It is important to take activation energy into account 
to get a more accurate assessment of the electrocatalytic activity. 
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Fig. S11. Current density in CO2 reduction and H2 formation with the detailed model 
and thermochemical model. Red denotes large current, blue denotes small current, see 
color bar to the right. The horizontal axis gives adsorption energy of a CO molecule on the 
surface and the vertical axis gives the applied potential. The left panel shows the results 
when the detailed model of the electrochemical solid-liquid interface is used whereas the 
right panel shows the results obtained from TCM. The 1D volcano for HER and CER is 
taken from Shi et al. (5) and is shown as a function of applied potential in a 2D ‘volcano’ 
graph. (a) and (d) For CO2 reduction; (b) and (e) for H2 formation. The difference between 
the current density for CO2 reduction and H2 formation is shown in (c) and (f). The black 
dashed lines indicate the binding energy of CO on the various close packed metal surfaces 
listed above. The red dashed line indicates the binding energy of CO at which adsorbed 
*CO is in equilibrium with CO(g) at a partial pressure of 0.01 atm. CO is predicted to desorb 
when the binding energy is smaller (6). An analogous graph as in (c) for the difference 
between the current density associated with CO2 reduction and the current density 
associated with H2 formation is shown in Fig. 4(b) in the main text. 
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Fig. S12. Calculated results of HER as a function H adsorption at on-top sites.  
(a) Applied potential required to reduce the activation energy of HER to 0.5 eV on the close 
packed metal surfaces as a function of the H-adatom differential adsorption energy at on-
top sites where the initial coverage of H-adatoms is one monolayer, i.e. all three-fold 
hollow sites are occupied. (b) Activation energy of the Volmer reaction where a solvated 
proton is reduced to form an H-adatom at an on-top site as a function of the differential 
adsorption energy. The water bilayer contains one proton per 12 surface atoms which 
corresponds to an electric potential (obtained from the work function) of ca. -1 V. The 
correlation observed indicates that the differential adsorption energy at on-top sites can be 
used to predict how fast the H2 gas evolution will be. 
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Fig. S13. Free energy of proton solvation. n H-atoms have been added to a water layer 
at the metal surface consisting of N surface atoms to create a solvated proton and excess 
electron in the metal slab of varying concentration, n/N (1/6, 1/12, 1/24 and 0 in all cases 
except Cu(111) where the concentrations are 1/6, 1/12, 1/18, 1/24 and 0) and the free 
energy compared with a pure water layer and H2 in the gas phase. The electric potential is 
obtained from the work function. This provides an internal scale for determining the 
electric potential corresponding to a given concentration of protons/electrons at the solid-
liquid interface for each metal, see ref. (3, 7). 
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Fig. S14. Activation energy as a function of the change in applied potential. (a) and 
(b): Activation energy of the Volmer reaction in HER. (c) to (e): Activation energy of 
several of the elementary steps in the CER calculated for various transition metal electrodes 
versus the change in electrode potential during the reaction. In (a), (c) and (d) the number 
of protons in the water layer per metal surface atom are 1/24 (open symbols) and 1/12 
(filled symbols) in the initial state but since one proton-electron pair is transferred in all 
cases, no proton is present in the final state. In (b) and (e) the ratio is 1/12 (open symbols) 
and 2/24 (filled symbols) in the initial state and 0/12 (open symbols) and 1/24 (filled 
symbols) in the final state. Because of the finite system size, the electrical potential 
deduced from the work function changes during the reaction. The values for the activation 
energy are extrapolated to ∆U = 0, which corresponds to an infinite system where the 
potential is constant during the proton-electron transfer reaction (3, 7). This extrapolation 
scheme is important for calculations corresponding to low proton-electron concentrations 
as in (a), (c) and (d), or close to zero or positive potential. However, for reactions at large 
negative potentials, the extrapolation does not affect the results much. The calculated 
activation energy for proton transfer to C- or O-atoms of the admolecule, as shown in (e) 
for Pt(111) is not significantly changed by the extrapolation scheme. Also, only minor 
corrections are made when a proton is transferred to the metal surface (Volmer step) at a 
negative potential, as in (b). This is consistent with earlier observations for both the Volmer 
reaction and Heyrovsky reaction of HER (3, 7). 
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Table S1. Convergence of calculated activation energy with respect to the number of 
layers. At first, minima and minimum energy paths were found using three atomic layers 
in the metal slabs, but then the results were refined using 9 atomic layers to obtain the 
values used in the calculations of reaction rates. 
 

 
  	

Layers	convergence	test	

Metal	 																	Reaction	 Act;	barrier	
with	3-layers	

Act;	barrier	
with	9-layers	

Difference	

Copper	 CO2	+	(H
+	+	e-)	è	*COOH	 0.21	 0.18	 0.03	

		 *COOH	+	(H+	+	e-)	è	*CO	+	H2O	 0.32	 0.26	 0.06	
		 *CO	+	*H	è	*CHO	 0.87	 0.81	 0.06	
		 *CO	+	(H+	+	e-)	è	*CHO	 1.25	 1.23	 0.02	
		 *CO	+	(H+	+	e-)	è	*COH	 0.50	 0.45	 0.05	
		 *COH	+	(H+	+	e-)	è	*C	+	H2O	 0.76	 0.72	 0.04	
		 *COH	+	(H+	+	e-)	è	*CHOH	 0.09	 0.10	 -0.01	
		 *CHOH	+	(H+	+	e-)	è	*CH2OH	 0.04	 0.04	 0.00	
		 *CH2OH	+	(H

+	+	e-)	è	*CH2	 0.40	 0.34	 0.06	

		 *CH2	+	(H
+	+	e-)	è	*CH3	 0.18	 0.11	 0.07	

		 *CH3	+	(H
+	+	e-)	è	CH4	 0.05	 0.01	 0.04	

		 HER-Tafel	 0.87	 0.77	 0.09	
		 HER-Volmer	 0.87	 0.75	 0.12	
		 		 		 		 		

Platinum	 *COOH	+	+	(H+	+	e-)	è	*CO	+	H2O	 1.02	 0.95	 0.07	

		 *CO	+	(H+	+	e-)	è	*COH	 0.75	 0.68	 0.07	
		 HER-Volmer	 0.53	 0.45	 0.08	
		 HER-Tafel	 0.79	 0.73	 0.06	
		 		 		 		 		

Nickel	 CO2	+	(H
+	+	e-)	è	*COOH	 0.27	 0.24	 0.03	

		 *COOH	+	+	(H+	+	e-)	è	*CO	+	H2O	 0.81	 0.70	 0.11	
		 *COH	+	(H+	+	e-)	è	*CHOH	 0.87	 0.75	 0.12	
		 HER-Tafel	 1.07	 1.02	 0.05	

		 HER-Volmer	 0.49	 0.43	 0.06	
		 		 		 		 		

Iron	 *COOH	+	+	(H+	+	e-)	è	*CO	+	H2O	 0.65	 0.62	 0.03	

		 *COH	+	(H+	+	e-)	è	*CHOH	 0.64	 0.61	 0.03	
		 HER-Volmer	 0.63	 0.64	 -0.01	

		 HER-Tafel	 1.18	 1.17	 0.02	
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Faraday efficiency and mechanism of elec-
trochemical surface reactions: CO2 reduc-
tion and H2 formation on Pt(111)

Javed Hussain,a Hannes Jónsson,a,b and Egill Skúlason∗a

An atomic scale model of the electrical double layer is used to calculate the mech-
anism and rate of electrochemical reduction of CO2 as well as H2 formation at
a Pt(111) electrode. The water layer contains solvated protons and the electrode
has excess electrons at the surface. Density functional theory within the general-
ized gradient approximation is used to describe the electronic structure while the
mechanism and activation energy of the various elementary reactions is obtained
by calculating minimum energy paths using the nudged elastic band method. The
applied electrical potential is deduced from the calculated work function. The
optimal reaction mechanism for CO2 reduction to either methane or methanol is
found and the estimated rate compared with that of the competing reaction, H2
formation. When the free energy of only the intermediates and reactants is taken
into account, not the activation energy, Pt(111) would seem to be a good electro-
catalyst for CO2 reduction, significantly better than Cu(111). This, however, con-
tradicts experimental findings. Detailed calculations reported here show that the
activation energy for CO2 reduction is high for both Heyrovsky and Tafel mecha-
nisms on Pt(111) in the relevant range of applied potential. The rate-limiting step
of the Heyrovsky mechanism, *COOH + H+ + e−→*CO + H2O, is estimated to
have an activation energy of 0.95 eV at -0.9 V vs. standard hydrogen electrode.
Under the same conditions, the activation energy for H2 formation is estimated to
be only 0.5 eV. This explains why attempts to reduce CO2 using platinum elec-
trodes have produced only H2. A comparison is made with analogous results for
Cu(111) [J. Hussain et al. Proc. Comp. Sci. 51, 1865 (2015)] where a reaction
mechanism with low activation energy for CO2 electroreduction to methane was
identified. The difference between the two electrocatalysts is discussed.

1 Introduction

In the last couple of decades, computational methods based on density functional
theory (DFT) for describing electronic degrees of freedom and rate theory, such
as transition state theory (TST), for describing atomic degrees of freedom have
been highly successful in describing chemical processes taking place at metal
surfaces. The kinetics of surface catalyzed reactions have been described in great
detail and the results found to be in close correspondence with experimental mea-

a Science Institute and Faculty of Physical Sciences, University of Iceland VR-III, 107 Reykjavı́k,
Iceland. Tel: +354 525 4684; E-mail: egillsk@hi.is
b Department of Applied Physics, Aalto University, Espoo, FI-00076, Finland.
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surements1,2. This has opened the possibility of designing new heterogeneous
catalysts in a rational way based on computational predictions3.

Analogous calculations of electrochemical reactions have been hampered by
the complexity of the system. In addition to the solid surface and adsorbed
species, it is necessary to describe the electrolyte, typically a liquid with sol-
vated ions, as well as the effect of the electrical potential. Several theoretical ap-
proaches have been proposed, representing different levels of approximation and
considerable advance has been made in recent years. A few reviews of theoretical
approaches to electrochemical simulations have been published recently4–9.

The charge at the surface of an electrode creates a cloud of counter charge
in the electrolyte to form what is referred to as the electrical double layer. This
has been analysed extensively using statistical mechanics10,11. The charge at the
electrode surface is screened so the electrical field is limited to a narrow region
near the electrode. As a result, the two electrodes can be treated separately as half
cells. By convention the potential of a half cell is measured with respect to the
standard hydrogen electrode (SHE). It is, however, more convenient in computer
simulations to use the vacuum as a reference12–16.

Two different levels of atomic scale simulations have mainly been used to
study electrochemical systems. In the simpler one, the free energy of the various
intermediates in an electrochemical reaction is first estimated in the absence of
an electrolyte and of an applied electrical potential, but then the effect of the
applied potential is estimated by adding−eU for each pair of electron and proton
added, where e is the charge of the electron and U is the applied potential17. An
estimate of the onset potential is obtained as the applied potential for which none
of of the elementary steps is uphill in free energy. We will refer to this as the
thermochemical model (TCM).

In a more detailed model, the electrical double layer is simulated including
solvated ions and excess electrons at the electrode and the transition paths for the
elementary steps are calculated to estimate the activation energy and reaction rate
as a function of electrical potential14,18,19. As will be demonstrated below, the
more detailed simulation methodology is needed to identify the mechanism and
calculate the rate of complex electrochemical reactions.

A particularly important electrochemical reaction which is actively studied
today is the reduction of CO2 to form hydrocarbons and alcohols20. Extensive,
experimental work using pure transition metal electrodes has been carried out by
Hori and coworkers21–23. When copper electrodes were used, a significant yield
of hydrocarbons and alcohols (72%) such as CH4, C2H4, C2H5OH, C3H7OH,
C2H6, C3H5OH, CH3CHO, and C2H5CHO was obtained. However, no other
transition metal electrode was found to produce a significant yield of hydrocar-
bons or alcohols. A few example results from Hori’s review article23 are listed
in Table 1. This work has inspired many research groups to investigate the CO2
electroreduction reaction (CER) at copper electrodes. Recent experimental mea-
surements have detected a significantly greater variety of products formed at cop-
per electrodes24 as well as electrodes of other pure metals such as Pt, Ni, Fe, Au,
Ag, and Zn25. The rate (current density) of methane formation was found to be
significantly higher on Cu electrodes than any of the other metals.

The detailed mechanism and factors controlling selectivity have also being
studied. The surface morphology of polycrystalline copper has been shown to
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Table 1 Experimentally measured Faradaic yield in CO2 reduction using various
transition metal electrodes, at 5 mA/cm2 current density in a 0.1 M KHCO3 buffer at
18.5 ◦C, as summarized by Hori23. The hydrocarbons and alcohols (HCAs) formed at
copper electrodes are predominantly CH4, C2H4, C2H5OH, C3H7OH, C2H6, C3H5OH,
CH3CHO, and C2H5CHO.

Electrode Potential vs. Faradiac efficiency (%)
metals SHE (eV) HC CO HCOOH H2

Au -1.14 0.0 87.1 0.7 10.2
Ag -1.37 0.0 81.5 0.8 12.4
Pd -1.20 2.9 28.3 2.8 26.2
Cu -1.44 72.3 1.3 9.4 20.5
Ni -1.48 2.1 0.0 1.4 88.9
Pt -1.07 0.0 0.0 0.1 95.7

affect the selectivity of products26. Electrodes consisting of a Cu overlayer on
Pt have also been studied27,28. The CO2 electroreduction involves a complicated
network of reaction paths where several factors, including the morphology of
the electrode surface, the pH of the electrolyte29,30 and the electrode potential
affect the mechanism and selectivity, for example whether C1 or C2 products are
formed31.

Significant progress has been made on the theoretical modeling of these pro-
cesses. Since CO2 is a closed shell molecule, one might expect that the binding
of the molecule to the electrode surface would be limiting factor. DFT calcula-
tions including an applied electric field have, however, shown that with applied
bias, CO2 can bind chemically to an edge on a Pt(110)-(1x2) surface32, and the
same can likely occur at steps on the Pt(111) surface.

Peterson and co-workers estimated the onset potential for various products
of CO2 electroreduction using the TCM for a stepped Cu surface33. The results
were in agreement with the measured onset potential for the various reduction
products at Cu electrodes observed by Hori and co-wokers23. A step on the
Cu(211) surface was shown to be slightly more reactive than a flat Cu(111) sur-
face, with a lower onset potential by 0.1 V34. Peterson and Nørskov35 and Shi et
al.36 used linear scaling relations for the adsorption energy of the various inter-
mediates to create a ’volcano’ graph showing how the rate-limiting step varies as
a function of the binding energy of *CO over a range of transition metal surfaces.
Cu indeed sits at the top of the volcano, i.e. has the lowest predicted overpotential
for the stepped surfaces. The metals that bind CO less strongly, such as Au and
Ag, reduce CO2 only to CO because it desorbs from the surface before further
reduction can occur. The metals that bind CO more strongly than Cu, such as Pt,
should in principle also be able to reduce CO2 to hydrocarbons or alcohols. The
onset potential estimated from TCM is, in fact, only slightly higher, by 0.1 V,
for a stepped Pt surface than a stepped Cu surface. Furthermore, the flat Pt(111)
surface is predicted to have a much lower onset potential, of only -0.35 V37. The
TCM, thereby, predicts Pt to be a much better electrocatalyst for CO2 reduction
than Cu, in clear contradiction with experiments.
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Fig. 1 Estimates of the onset potential for electrochemical CO2 reduction to form CH4
(from ref. 37) and H2 formation (from ref.19) on Pt(111) and Cu(111) surfaces obtained
by using the thermochemical model, where only the free energy of intermediates and
reactants is taken into account, not the activation energy. The overpotential for CO2
reduction on Pt(111) is significantly lower than on Cu(111). Also, while the formation of
H2 is favored over CO2 reduction on Pt(111) because it has a smaller overpotential, this
difference in overpotentials is even larger for Cu(111). On both accounts, one would
conclude that Pt is a better CO2 electrocatalyst than Cu. But, the experimental evidence
shows the opposite. Cu is the best CO2 electrocatalyst known to date, while only H2 is
formed on Pt electrodes. Clearly, it is essential to take activation energy of the
elementary steps into account when estimating the rate of these reactions.

The competing reaction, formation of H2, also needs to be taken into account.
The TCM has previously been used to estimate onset potential of this reaction19.
The results of TCM calculations for both CO2 electroreduction and H2 formation
(the so-called hydrogen evolution reaction, HER) on Pt(111) and Cu(111) are
summarized in Fig. 1. One might conclude from the results on Pt(111) that
CO2 reduction does not occur because the overpotential is so much lower for H2
formation. But, this is even more so the case for Cu(111) where the overpotential
difference is even larger and yet CO2 electroreduction is observed to take over
H2 formation in terms of Faradaic yield at a potential of around -0.9 V. The TCM
model is, therefore, found to be unable to explain the comparison between Pt and
Cu electrodes as electrocatalysts for CO2 reduction.

The obvious limitation of the TCM is that it does not take activation energy
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into account, i.e. the energy of transition states for the elementary processes.
This requires more detailed modeling and is computationally more intensive than
TCM calculations. Calculations of minimum energy paths for some of the crit-
ical elementary steps in CO2 reduction on Pt(111) were carried out by Shi et
al.38. They simulated the Heyrovsky mechanism for the reduction of CO2 to
form *COOH, *CO, *COH and then *C. A direct addition of a proton to the O-
atom of the OH group and addition of an electron from the electrode, *COOH +
H+ + e− → *CO + H2O, was found to have an energy barrier of 0.5 eV, while
the following step, *CO + H+ + e−→*COH was found to have a lower energy
barrier. The subsequent step, *COH + H+ + e−→ *C + H2O, was estimated to
be the rate-limiting step with an activation energy of 0.55 eV. With a typical pre-
exponential factor of 1012 sec−1, a transition with an activation energy of 0.55 eV
occurs on the time scale of a millisecond. Shi et al. concluded that the activation
energy for the Heyrovsky mechanism of CO2 electroreduction was low enough
for the reaction to be active. The question, therefore, remained why Pt electrodes
are found not to catalyze CO2 electroreduction in experiments.

The calculations of Shi et al. were, however, done with a proton concen-
tration corresponding to an applied voltage of around -2 V vs. SHE. This is a
significantly larger negative potential than the one used in the experiments of
Hori et al., -1.07 V and of Kuhl et al., -0.65 V to -0.9 V23,25. At a smaller neg-
ative potential the activation energy is expected to be higher19. Furthermore, at
an applied potential of -2 V vs. SHE, protons are predicted to adsorb on the
Pt(111) surface more strongly than CO, so the surface is expected to be covered
with H-adatoms14,19. Similar considerations regarding the shift in the overlayer
composition with bias have been discussed in the context of N2 reduction39–41.

Calculations of the activation energy for a given value of the applied potential
are not straight forward because the number of dissolved protons in the dielectric
and the number of excess electrons at the surface of the electrode changes as the
reaction occurs. It is, therefore, important to carry out the simulation for several
systems of different size and extrapolate to infinite size18,19. More approximate
calculations of activation energy for CO2 electroreduction on Cu surfaces have
been carried out by Nie et al., Cheng et al. and Xiao et al.42–44 where the ef-
fect of the applied potential on the activation energy was estimated with a −eU
correction term analogous to the TCM model.

In the present study, calculations of the mechanism and activation energy of
CO2 electroreduction on a Pt(111) surface are carried out. Both the Tafel mech-
anism (involving reaction with an H-adatom) and the Heyrovsky mechanism (in-
volving reaction of a proton from the water layer and electron from the electrode)
are considered to find the optimal reaction path as a function of applied poten-
tial from -2 V to +0.7 V. Detailed comparison is made with the experimental
measurements on CO2 electroreduction and with the rate of H2 formation.

The article is organized as follows: In the following section, the methodology
used in the calculations is described. In section 3, the results of the free energy
calculations of CO2 electroreduction on Pt(111) are presented, and comparison
made between high and low H-adatom coverage. Results of the calculations of
minimum energy paths and activation energy extrapolated to infinite system for
all elementary steps for CO2 electroreduction to form methane and methanol are
presented and compared with the competing reaction of H2 formation. Finally, a
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comparison with the Cu(111) electrode is made.

2 Methodology

The electronic structure calculations were carried out using DFT within the RPBE
generalized gradient approximation45. A plane wave basis set was used with a
cutoff energy of 350 eV to expand the valence electron orbitals and PAW method
used to represent core electrons46. In all cases, an irreducible Monkhorst Pack
grid was used to reduce the number of k-points.

The electrode was represented by a slab of three atomic layers with peri-
odically repeated (3x4) or (6x4) super cells and including (4x4x1) or (2x4x1)
k-point sampling, respectively. Atoms in the bottom two layers of the slabs were
held fixed but atoms in the top layer were allowed to move. The RPBE lattice
constant of Pt of 4.02 Å was used and the slabs were separated by 10 to 12 Å
of vacuum. The dipole correction was used in all cases to decouple the electro-
static interaction between the periodically repeated slabs. The VASP software
was used47.

The atomic structure of the various reactants and products was found by min-
imizing the energy until atomic forces had dropped below 0.03 eV/Å. In order
to model the water-solid interface as a function of electrode potential, a bilayer
of water molecules was added to the surface and additional H-atoms inserted in
the layer to form a solvated proton and additional electron at the electrode14. By
changing the number of H-atoms added, the electrostatic potential of the double
layer can be tuned and it was chosen here to range from -2 V to +0.7 V vs. SHE,
in order to compare the results to the experimental conditions for Pt electrodes in
the experiments by Hori et al. and by Kuhl et al. (from around -1 to around -0.5
V vs. SHE)

Calculations of the free energy of the various molecules adsorbed on the sur-
face were carried out using the harmonic approximation and experimental esti-
mates of the entropy of gas phase species. The effect of the applied potential on
the free energy along the reaction path was calculated by adding −eU to the free
energy for each electron/proton pair added, where e is the charge of the electron
and U is the applied potential. The onset potential for a reaction path to become
active is, within the thermochemical model, the value of U needed to make all
elementary steps such that the free energy is unchanged or decreases17. This,
however, neglects the effect of free energy barriers due to transition states.

A more accurate indicator of reaction rates was obtained by evaluating the
minimum energy path (MEP) for some of the most important elementary steps,
using the climbing image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method48–50. The work
function was calculated for the initial states and saddle points of each reaction
step that involves direct addition of a proton from the water layer and an electron
from the electrode, i.e. a Heyrovsky mechanism. An extrapolation scheme was
then used to estimate the activation energy at a fixed electric potential8,18,19. The
problem here is that within the model used for the electrochemical double layer,
the effective potential changes during a proton-electron transfer reaction, since
there is a change in the number of hydronium ions in the water layer and excess
electrons at the electrode surface. Thereby, the electrical potential changes during
the reaction. This can affect the energetics considerably, most severely for small
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simulation cells8,19. The electrical potential should remain constant during the
electrochemical reaction. By calculating the energetics in cells of varying size but
with same initial potential and evaluating the energy of interest as a function of
the change in the potential, an extrapolation to a zero change and infinite system
limit is effectively obtained. This methodology for modeling the electrochemical
solid-liquid interface has recently been reviewed7–9.

The highest energy along the MEP gives the activation energy, Ea, within
the harmonic transition state theory approximation, and the rate constant can be
expressed as

k = νe−Ea/kBT . (1)

The pre-exponential factor, ν, was taken to have a typical value of 1012 s−1 per
reactive site on the surface. The surface area (in units of cm2) per site, A/N,
on Cu(111) and Pt(111) is: 6.13× 10−16 and 6.64× 10−16, respectively. The
current density is evaluated as i = keN/A, where e is the electron charge14,19. The
Faraday efficiency (current efficiency) is the current density divided by the total
current density.

3 Results

The calculated free energy of intermediates along possible reaction paths for CO2
reduction on Pt(111) are presented first. Thereafter, estimates are presented of
the energy barriers obtained from calculations of minimum energy paths for both
Heyrovsky and Tafel mechanisms of all elementary steps in order to identify the
rate-limiting step.

3.1 Free energy of intermediates on Pt(111)

The estimated free energy of intermediates indicates several likely paths for the
reduction of CO2 to form either methane or methanol, see Fig. 2(a) for a clean
Pt(111) surface and Fig. 2(b) for a H-covered surface. The path with the lowest
free energy rise involves formation of *CHOH. Two steps in the reaction path
have nearly equal increase in free energy, of about 0.35 eV, on the clean surface
(ca. 0.5 eV on the H-covered surface). These are first *CO → *COH and then
*COH→ *CHOH. From there, either *CH forms and then methane, or *CH2OH
forms and then methanol, or *CH2 is formed and then methane. A slightly higher
rise in free energy occurs by forming *C + H2O instead of *CHOH, a path that
is shown to lead to methane formation. Formation of *CHO instead of *COH
involves a significantly higher rise in free energy in an elementary step, as has
been noted previously38,51 and is therefore deemed unlikely on Pt(111). The
path involving formation of *C+H2O was already calculated previously by Shi et
al.38 whereas the possibility of the *CHOH was not considered to our knowledge.
The reduction of CO2 to *COOH has the largest increase in free energy when the
surface is covered with H adatoms, see Fig. 2(b).

3.2 Onset potential for reduction

The application of an external electrical potential, U , affects the free energy
of the intermediates of the reduction path in such a way that a contribution of
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Fig. 2 Calculated free energy of various intermediates of CO2 reduction to methane and
methanol by the thermochemical model (water layer not present and activation energy
not included), (a) on a clean Pt(111) surface, (b) on a H covered Pt(111) surface.
Contributions to the free energy at 300 K (zero point energy (ZPE) correction, enthalpic
temperature correction, and vibrational entropy (-TS) correction) of the various reaction
intermediates were taken from tables in the supporting information with ref.33 (Tables S3
and S5) and 52 (Table S2) where the adsorbed species were calculated on a Cu(211)
surface. According to the TCM, the formation of *COOH, *COH and either *CHOH or
*C are likely the potential limiting steps on Pt(111), the rise in free energy indicating an
onset potential of -0.35 V on the clean surface while an onset potential of -0.8 V on the H
covered surface.
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∆G =−eU gets added whenever a H+ and e− react to add an H-atom to the ad-
molecule. A calculated rise in the free energy at an elementary step of 0.35 eV
can therefore be eliminated by applying an electrical potential of -0.35 V. In the
TCM approximation it is assumed that a reaction path becomes active when no
elementary step involves an increase in the free energy, so the onset potential can
be estimated from the largest free energy increase in an elementary step in the
reaction path17. The most endothermic elementary step then gives the estimate
of the onset potential.

Applying this approximation to the free energy curves for CO2 reduction on
the clean Pt(111) surface and on the H covered Pt(111) surface, shown in Fig.
2, gives an estimate of the onset potential as -0.35 V for the former and -0.8 V
for the latter. From these results, one would conclude that Pt(111) is one of the
best electrocatalyst since the overpotential there is low. This is in contrast with
the experimental observation that no significant reduction products from CO2 are
observed in experiments with platinum electrodes, even with applied potential
of -1.07 V23,25. Clearly, some other factor than the free energy of intermediates
affects the viability of the reduction reaction.

3.3 Activation energy

An important factor that is missing in the TCM is the activation energy of the
elementary steps. While the success of the TCM indicates that it is often a good
approximation, this appears not be the case for the electroreduction of CO2. In
order to go beyond the TCM, we have calculated minimum energy paths (MEPs)
for the two elementary steps that involve a large rise in free energy (as seen in
Fig. 2), the *COH→ *CHOH step and the *COH→ *C + H2O step. The MEPs
are shown in Fig. 3. The MEPs were calculated for both a Heyrovsky mechanism
where a proton from the water solution attaches directly onto the admolecule and
an electron simultaneously is added from the electrode as well as a Tafel mech-
anism where a H-adatom reacts with the admolecule. The proton concentration
and excess electrons at the electrode surface are consistent here with an applied
voltage of around -0.9 V, similar to conditions in the experiments of Hori and
co-workers and Kuhl and co-workers. The surface is expected to have high cov-
erage of H-adatoms under these conditions, essentially a full monolayer19. The
H-adatoms occupy FCC sites, while the *COH admolecule sits at an on-top site.
In simulations of the Heyrovsky mechanism, a double layer is set up by including
a water bilayer and H-atoms are then added to the water layer to form solvated
hydronium ions and excess electrons at the electrode. Analogous calculations
have previously been performed for H2 formation14,19. One water molecule has
been removed from the bilayer to make room for the H2O molecule that is formed
during the *COH → *C + H2O reaction. The *COH forms hydrogen bonds to
two neighboring water molecules, similar as in the simulations by Shi et al.38.
The calculations carried out for the Tafel mechanism did not include a water bi-
layer since a solvated proton is not directly involved in the reaction. Simulations
of H2 formation where this approximation was tested have shown that accurate
estimate of the activation energy can be obtained without the water layer for a
Tafel mechanism14. But, the calculated energy difference between the saddle
point configuration and the initial state needs to be corrected for the change in
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Fig. 3 Minimum energy paths for two elementary steps in the reduction of CO2 on
Pt(111). *COH is reduced to either *C (a and b) or *CHOH (c and d) by Heyrovsky
mechanism where H+ from the solution and e− from the electrode are added (a and c) or
Tafel mechanisms where an H-adatom is added (b and d). The calculations of the
Heyrovsky mechanism uses a slab containing (3x4) surface unit cells and includes 8
water molecules in a bilayer structure in (c) where one H2O molecule is removed to
make room for the H2O molecule that is formed during the reaction in (a). The
calculations for the Tafel mechanism uses (3x4) surface unit cells. In the calculations of
the Heyrovsky mechanism, one H-atom is added to the water bilayer to form a
proton/electron pair, which reacts during the transition. The calculations show that the
Heyrovsky mechanism is preferred for the formation of *C, while the Tafel mechanism is
preferred for the formation of *CHOH. In either case, the activation energy is large,
providing an explanation of why CO2 electroreduction is not observed experimentally
when platinum electrodes are used.

the number of hydrogen bonds for some of the elementary steps in the CO2 elec-
troreduction.

The results of the calculations are shown in Fig. 3. The calculated activation
energy for both elementary steps and both reaction mechanisms is high, around
0.7 eV or larger. The lowest activation energy is found for the Tafel mechanism
for the *COH→*CHOH step. This, however, is a high barrier for a reaction
at room temperature and would lead to an insignificant rate. Given that DFT
calculations tend to underestimate the energy of transition states with respect to
stable states (because of self-interaction error53,54), this result indicates that low
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reduction activity at platinum electrodes can be traced to large energy barriers for
the reduction of *COH.

Similar calculations for the Heyrovsky mechanism of the *COH → *C +
H2O step have been reported by Shi et al.38 but their simulation was different
in two respects. First, the surface did not have high coverage of H-adatoms and,
secondly, the concentration of protons/electrons in the double layer corresponded
to an applied voltage of ca. -2 V. The value of the activation energy reported
by Shi et al. was therefore lower, 0.55 eV, compared with the value of 0.74 eV
obtained here at an applied potential of -0.9 V. A larger, negative applied potential
is expected to result in a lower activation energy.

The effect of changes in hydrogen bonding on the activation energy of Tafel
reaction steps is estimated by counting the number of bonds in the initial state and
final state and assuming an intermediate hydrogen bond energy at the transition
state. For the *COH + *H → *C + H2O step, shown in Fig. 3(b), the initial
state, *COH, can donate one H-bond and accept two H-bonds while the final
state, *C + H2O, can donate two H-bonds and accept two H-bonds. The final
state will thus be stabilized by one more H-bond than the initial state, around
0.25 eV55,56. This could result in a decrease of the activation energy of about 0.1
to 0.2 eV, assuming a BEP relation57. Since the activation energy obtained from
the MEP without water is high, around 1.3 eV, this reaction mechanism is in any
case not likely to be active at room temperature. The effect of H-bonds will not
change that conclusion. The Heyrovsky mechanism for the formation of *C +
H2O, shown in Fig. 3(a) will be considerably faster than the Tafel mechanism.

The calculated activation energy for the Tavel mechanism for *CHOH forma-
tion is slightly lower (0.69 eV in Fig. 3(d)) than for the Heyrovsky mechanism
for *C + H2O formation (0.74 eV in Fig. 3(a)). A correction because of hydrogen
bonding is not needed here for the Tafel mechanism for *CHOH formation. This
intermediate on the Pt(111) surface has not been considered as a key intermediate
in previous DFT calculations to our knowledge. The Heyrovsky mechanism for
the formation of *CHOH has higher activation energy, 1.3 eV, see Fig. 3(c). This
is understandable from the fact that the solvated proton has to travel long distance
to reach the C-atom of the *COH admolecule. It is easier for a nearby H-adatom
to attach to the C-atom (Fig. 3(d)). The H-bonding network is not likely to affect
the energetics here since the number of H-bonds in the initial and final states are
expected to be the same. Further reduction of *CHOH can give either methane
or methanol.

3.4 Extrapolation to constant potential

The calculations of the minimum energy paths and the activation energy of steps
involving the Heyrovsky mechanism are problematic in that the effective electric
potential due to the double layer changes when a proton reacts and is removed
from the layer. The larger the system is and the larger the number of protons,
the smaller the effect is. By carrying out the calculations for two systems with
different size but same concentration of protons, and thereby corresponding to
the same potential, an extrapolation can be made to the infinite size limit where
the removal of a proton does not change the potential8,18,19. This has been done
for the *COH + H+ + e−→*C + H2O step, the *COH + H+ + e−→*CHOH step
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and the H+ + e−→*H step when extrapolating to a proton-electron concentration
per surface Pt atom of 1/12 (which corresponds to applied potential of -0.9 V58)
and for the CO2 + H+ + e−→*COOH step and the *COOH + H+ + e−→*CO
+ H2O step when extrapolating to a proton-electron concentration per surface Pt
atom of zero (which corresponds to applied potential of +0.7 V58). The results
are shown in Fig. 4. The calculated activation energy for all the elementary steps
is shown as a function of the change in potential from the initial state to the saddle
point, ∆U , during the reaction. For the systems considered here at -0.9 V, the cal-
culated activation energy for the reduction steps of CO2 electroreduction does not
change significantly when extrapolating to ∆U = 0 V. This means that the results
of the NEB calculations shown in Fig. 3 already give a good estimate of the acti-
vation energy when considering reduction processes at negative potentials. This
has been seen before for other reduction processes when the applied potential is
negative enough8,19. When the proton is transferred all the way to the surface via
the Volmer reaction at this same potential, -0.9 eV, the activation energy changes
slightly more as the supercell is increased and the extrapolation scheme is then
needed. On the other hand, for the reduction processes at +0.7 V, the activation
energy does change significantly, as seen in Fig. 4, when extrapolating to infinite
systems which is consistent with previous results8,19.

3.5 Mechanism for methane and methanol formation

The free energy change and activation energy for each elementary step in CO2
electroreduction to either methane or methanol at -0.9 V potential on a Pt(111)
electrode are shown in Fig. 5. The activation energy was calculated for both
a Heyrovsky-type and a Tafel-type reaction mechanism and the lower value is
shown. The rate-limiting step turns out to be the *COOH + H+ + e−→*CO +
H2O reaction with a 0.95 eV barrier at -0.9 V via a Heyrovsky mechanism. All
other steps have activation energy lower than 0.76 eV at this potential. It is sur-
prising to find this to be the rate-limiting step since it involves a significant drop
in free energy (see Fig. 2). This shows clearly how important it is to calculate the
activation energy for all the elementary steps. After the rate-limiting step, when
*CO has been formed on the surface, *COH is more likely to form than *CHO,
both according to the thermodynamics as well as the kinetics. The subsequent
step either involves *CHOH formation via a Tafel mechanism or *C + H2O for-
mation via a Heyrovsky mechanism. The activation energy for the two is quite
similar, 0.69 eV and 0.74 eV, respectively. Since different reaction mechanisms
and therefore atomic models are used here we do not conclude which species
will be more dominant on the surface, the *CHOH or the *C species. Further
reduction of either of these two species can result in *CH forming, and then fi-
nally methane formation. The *CHOH species may be reduced to either *CH +
H2O or to *CH2OH. The activation energy for these two steps is almost the same,
0.74 eV and 0.76 eV, respectively. Both *CH and *CH2OH could be present on
the surface. The *CH2OH species will then be reduced to methanol with a low
barrier of 0.38 eV via a Heyrovsky mechanism rather than formation of *CH2
+ H2O which has an activation energy of 0.88 eV in a Heyrovsky mechanism.
However, the *CH species can be reduced to *CH2 with a 0.69 eV barrier. The
final step to form methane involves a Heyrovsky reaction where a proton is added
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Fig. 4 Extrapolation of calculated activation energy of the Volmer reaction (H+ +
e−→*H) and the Heyrovsky reaction for four different elementary steps of CO2
electroreduction on Pt(111) to conditions where the change in the corresponding
electrical potential, ∆U , is zero, from the initial state to the saddle point. The data points
are obtained from calculations on slabs including (3x4) and (6x4) surface unit cells, with
1 and 2 additional H-atoms added, respectively, to the water bilayer to create
proton-electron pairs. The change in the electrical potential is deduced from calculated
values of the work function. Extrapolations are made for a proton/Pt surface atom ratio
of θH+ = 1/12 as well as 0.

to the *CH3 species, with an activation energy of 0.76 eV.
Clearly, the electroreduction of CO2 involves a complex reaction network.

The rate limiting step for methane and methanol formation turns out to be the
same, i.e. the formation of *CO with a barrier of 0.95 eV at a potential of -0.9
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V. This is in good agreement with the experiments on Pt at this potential where
the rate of methane and methanol formation was found to be similar25. After the
rate limiting step, the highest activation energy towards methanol is in *CH2OH
formation, while the highest activation energy towards methane is the reduction
of *CH3. In both cases the activation energy is 0.76 eV at a potential of -0.9 V.
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Fig. 5 Calculated free energy change and activation energy (given by numbers next to
barriers in units of eV) in electroreduction of CO2 to both methane and methanol at a
Pt(111) surface when the applied potential is -0.9 V. The optimal mechanism to form
methane is shown (green), as well as several alternative mechanisms involving different
intermediates: *CHO instead of *COH (red), *C instead of *CHOH (blue), *CH2OH
instead of *CH (purple). Reduction of *CH2OH then leads to formation of methanol
(purple). Both Heyrovsky (full line) and Tafel (dashed line) mechanisms are considered.

3.6 Potential dependent activation energy

The activation energy of the rate-limiting step, *COOH + H+ + e− →*CO +
H2O, was calculated for an applied potential of -0.9 V on Pt(111) as shown in
Fig. 5. The variation of the activation energy as a function of the applied po-
tential, from -2 V to +0.7 V has also been calculated and is shown in Fig. 6.
The potential dependence of the activation energy is strong, it varies from around
0.45 eV to around 1.3 eV over this range in applied potential. The calculations
are in close agreement with the calculations by Shi et al.38 where an activation
energy of 0.5 eV at an applied potentials of around -2 V was obtained. The only
difference between their calculation and ours is the H-adatom coverage on the
surface. In our calculations a full monolayer of H adatoms is present on the sur-
face whereas the calculations by Shi et al. did not include any H adatoms. The
strong dependence of the activation energy on the applied potential shows that
while the activation energy is low at -2 V, it is high at a potential of -0.65 V to
-1.1 V used in the experiments23,25. Our calculations, thereby, explain why the
rate of methane and methanol formation is as low on Pt electrodes as has been
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observed experimentally. The estimated rate of CO2 electroreduction using the
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Fig. 6 Calculated activation energy of the rate-limiting step shown in Fig. 5 of CO2
electroreduction and H2 formation at (a) Pt(111) and (d) Cu(111) surfaces as a function
of applied potential. The current density is calculated from an Arrhenius expression for
the rate using the calculated activation energy and assuming a pre-exponential factor of
1012 per site per second at (b) Pt(111) and (e) Cu(111). Faraday efficiency (current
efficiency) in CO2 reduction as a function of applied potential for (c) Pt(111) and (f)
Cu(111) electrodes. The agreement with experiments24,25 is remarkably good
considering that no parameter is adjusted in the calculation to fit the experimental data.
These calculations show that the low rate and low efficiency of methane formation at Pt
electrodes is due to large activation energy in CO2 electroreduction and low activation
energy in H2 formation. For Cu(111), a cross-over in activation energy occurs for these
two processes, consistent with the experimentally observed trends on Cu electrodes.

calculated activation energy and assuming a pre-exponential factor of 1012 per
site per second is used to calculate current density for detailed comparison with
experimental data25,58, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Results of similar calculations for
H2 formation are also shown. The agreement with experiment is remarkably good
considering that no parameter is adjusted in the calculation to fit the experimen-
tal data. The calculations explain why low current efficiency is obtained for CO2
electroreduction and high current efficiency is obtained for H2 formation (Fig.
6(c)). In Fig 6(d,e,f), similar calculations are shown for Cu(111) and a compari-
son with experimental results for a copper electrode24,25,58. Again, the agreement
is excellent. The cross-over in the rate of H2 formation and CO2 electroreduction
at -0.9 V is explained by the changes in activation energy of the rate-limiting
steps. The Faraday efficiency of CO2 electroreduction becomes higher than for
H2 formation on copper when the applied potential is more negative than -0.9 V.
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4 Conclusions

The goal of this study was to gain better understanding of why attempts to elec-
trochemically reduce CO2 on Pt electrodes have not proved to be successful,
while a significant yield of hydrocarbons and alcohols has been obtained with Cu
electrodes. Simulations of the electrical double layer and calculations of reaction
paths for the various elementary steps where carried out and for conditions corre-
sponding to the ones in the experiments of Hori and coworkers21–23 and Kuhl and
coworkers24,25. The optimal reaction mechanism for both methane and methanol
formation was identified. A relatively large activation energy was obtained for
several of the elementary steps, and a strong potential dependence found. Close
agreement with the measured current density and Faradaic yield was obtained for
both methane and methanol formation and the fact that mostly H2 is formed. The
calculations presented here show that the low rate of methane and methanol for-
mation at Pt electrodes is due to large activation energy in CO2 electroreduction.
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